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COURT III, CASE X
TAke 5, Page 1-1030-1045-19 Jan 1948-Buflhnell-int:
Stever
THE PRESIDENT: Z have marked at the bottom of the page ^ere X
began reading.
DR* XBkNZBUEHLEHs Thank you very much, your Honor.
Tour Honor, I am not sufficiently familiarised with Amerloan law
to know whetherjfl^^g^.atlng this examination of Dr. Schllf Zam not
renouncing and yealdlng up a right which la due to me, therefore, be
fore Initiating thle examination, may I make the motion becauae «al>»
eequently It nay be eald that I had waived that prerogative.
IHE PRESIDENT! Dootor, we are not goShg to oonduot thle matter^
you may be aaaured, according to any technical rules of procedure
gardlng waiver, Thle matter Is far too seidouc and far too Important
be
to/put off on a mere technicality. I don*t know what yom have In
mind with respect to a motion, but you may be assured, and Z feel
that my associates have the same Idea about It, that If you desire
to proceed with this examination now, you will not have waived any
right that you would otherwise have as a representative of these
five men,
DR« KRAMZBUEHLER; X thank you, Zour Honor, but perhaps mine may
be a question whloh belongs to the Initiation of the examination,
which should be^hzpught up at the beginning. On Prlday thhse
fsndants were arrested. This was done by order of this Tribunal.
Z dcn't Icnow pureuant to what law thle arrest was ordered and took
place, but Z am of the opinion that In view of the fact that this
arrest did take plasa, this TnbunaX has suffered a prejudice dap
trlmentaX to its right to determine this question, Z, therefore.
GOtlHT III, CASE X
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more ,that the ^xdhunal -declare itself as lacking Jurisdiction to
detemlhe this question, and turn over such detenalnatlon and Jurla*
diction to, another Tribunal sitting in Nuernberg, a Military Tri
bunal,
THE PRESIDENT: We passed on that. The motion. Doctor Kranz-
buehler, will be put In the record and must be overruled.
The authority whloh Is to be found In the military ordinance
enacted by the Military Government of the United States of America
for Germany — there la no need to repeat the section to which I
refer, It is A^tlole VI of that ordinance, which has already been
read — it authorises this Tribunal to deal summarily with oontempta
and as I pointed out in my opening remarks, this contempt was one
committed not out of the presence of the court, but In the presence
of the court. In the room. Therefore, we hold under this ordinance
that we have the authority to deal with It. So your motion will be
overruled.
DR. KRAN2BUJ(HLH1R: In view of the'fact that the Tribunal has
dared Itself as having jurisdiction, I am driven to reject Judge
Daly as prejudiced In this matter.
THE PRESIDENT: That motion will likewise be overruled. Doctor.
The ordinance provides — where Is that? — Just one moment, plcascr.
pS being ascertained, I ask that while this Tribunal la acting under
the provisions of this military ordinance, ttiat since you refer to
the law In the United States of America, the rule there is, although
It will not apply here, that a court itself hac the power to punish
Court hi, case x •
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contempts committed iH Its presenoe* and to dp. so summarily* The>" •
provision to which I refer Is Article II, Section E, which providea
that neither the tribunals nor the members of the tidbunals, nor the
alternates may be challenged by the prosecution or by the defendants
or their counsel, '
DR. KRANZBUEHLER; Your Honor, I knew of this provision, but I
was of the opinion that It appllekonly to the proceedings towards
the defendants, the so-called war criminals, but they didn't apply
to any Intermediary proceedings. I understand you overruled.
THE PRESIDENT; Not only for the reason of the provision of the
ordinance. Doctor, but we have no doubt,Judge Wllklns and I, that
quite apart from that, that Judge Daly is not in any sense of the
word disqualified to act k upon this matter. The record reflects
nothing. In our opinion, that could be considered a disquallfioation
of his authority to pass on this question,
DR. KRANZBUSHEEi: I am now starting on Dr. Bchllf's examination.
DIRECT EXAMINATIOH
DR. ]:HANZBUfia.£Rt
Q^Dr. SchlXf, were you present at the session of 16 January, the
fflornlng'aesslont
^.A Yes, I was pr&0ent^
(j Did you hear the determination made to allocate a commissioner?
A Tes, I heard that dsclsion,
a W.re jpn prtpared for that deol.lori, or was * surprise tp you>
•:•••'" '''"i
^Vf
L 1^1 T
•-• r-'
:•; . 'CQftlM-'III, casex':' -y '" '' ''"^'l ''- '' '\
• .'. '&^Pag6 4«*105CWl046>-l-9 -Jan 194G—Bu8h.iicli—Inti jitever,
a full sut^rlee "to me# and the svi^rls© consiBted
primarily of the fact that already the firstv^eaeioa of this eon^
ojiseioa was determined for the same day* -namely, the start of the
afternoon sesBlon, During rcceee time J heard 1feaf on the evening •' '
. plJlor to -hat day, on the occaslofl oif, the unoffleial m^tlnfT, •DT'ep- -'
ars tlQna were, mad© for the Bessloti of tshla conmilsalon between the
reppescntativee of the proeecutlon end thO de'efnae ooeneel, end ar
. far as I was iBformedf^.J heard that tspth parti es e:<pected tha t the
, . oomffllealon'e Besflion would Stertt4 tbday only, namoly, on fiondsv.
; - 'A llet of wltnesBee was to be oxchanpod and it itas to be cl-^rlfred
t- :;-^lch-'*ltneseeB were to be exaalned in the main seBsion — that is,
the trial here, end. which irere to be examined by the comIsbIqu. Ai««,
cirteln teohnloal meaauree wtre to be dlBcueseti »na prepared. . Ip the
morning eeBelon on Friday I heard Dr. Vecker, repreaentlnr the defenae
counBol. expre Being tpprovel of the eBtabHshnient of the coamleelcn, and
It was perfectly clear to ae that the Institu/aion of a comalBBlon e»
Buoh had also been recognized on the part of the defenee counsel. Tbeha
upon, during redese time I epoke with ay client, Dr. Janssen, Informtng
hlra of what had taken place and emphaBlzing the advantages to him whlah
. would arise for him, as a defendant, due to the fact that ejeMnlnatlons
of witnesses were to he undertaken by oomraieslonera, 1 cited tn hla
venous examples which I had galrai from ay expert fnoes in Nurnberg.
In recess time, therefore, ; was fully convineed that the commission «•
such had been appointed and the defense counsel hart approved of thst
•OURT III, CASE X
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appointment, but ae far as the carrying out of the commission,under
takings as such, there were various difficulties to be faced.
4 Did you discuss these difficulties during recess time?
A les, I did. I spoke with Herr Weaker and I can't give you
the names now — i spoke with gentlemen/ standing around me and I
asked If already this afternoon at 1;eo the commission was to start,
according to the ruling of the court, and the witnesses were going
to be heard. Nobody was in a postlon to tell me what witnesses were
to be heard In the afternoon by this commissioner, when recess was
over I simply didn't know what to do. Everything was absolutely
vague and obscure. We didn't know how on the same day, approximately
two houws later, such proceedings were to be instituted. I, myself,
was not at all prepared. I had no means of preparing myself at such
time, aa 1 didn't know what witnesses were to be heard before the com
missioner. As stated, the pebple I asked were unable to even tell me
the nftate of the wltnesaea.
a After the morning recess did you hear Dr. Pohle's motion to
the effect that all defendants wished to avail themselves of the right
to attend the examination conducted hy the commissioner?
A yes, when recess was over from the start of the session 1 was
present uninterruptedly. I heard that Dr. Pohle ejqjressed the wish of
all defendants to attend the commission's session of the afternoon of
that dajm
d Were you oonvlnoed that this motion of Dr. Pohle's was In
acoordanoe with the rights due to the defendants? - «
•r„' -.*V>- 'I., -.
•'" .-. -..^.'V. iV' •' ' • I•
. t^' .. .
' ••• ' 1 ••. t''T) ' -
• '. •' '•'„ '• ^•I - ^••'
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A Zee, 1 was convinced of that, but practically I didn't think
it possible to carry out such a motion because first of all we had to
know the witnesses to be heard before the commlasion, and primarily#
we had to know whether these witnesses referred to counts 1 and 4
of the indictment — that is, preparation of aggresive war, and con*
spirabyt'as independent facts of the indiotment, conspiracy also as
It applies to aggrasslve warfare, because after knowing these facts,
we would be able to know which of the defense counsel had to be pres
ent at the trial here and which afembers of the defense counsel had to
attend the commission. The solution, according to which all the de
fendants wanted to go and attend the commission — this was a desire
which Dr. Pohle expressed to the Tribunal — represented no final
solution, because the defense counsel, the members of the defense
counsel had to coordinate their actions among each other. They had
to determine whether conspiracy applied to both counts of the indict
ment in which case the necessity might arise that the entire dsfeass
counsel might have to appear before the commission*
Q Did you hear whether a ruling wae^ade by the Trlbun&l in answei
to Dr, Pohle'B motionT • '
A I didn't hear any ruling being made. At least, not as apply
ing to what I thought the solution might be, a practical solution of
this difficult situation. I didn't hear the ruling of the Tj^lbunal
In this respect,
d After Dr. Pohle left the podium, you were not clear as to what
was going to happen that aftemoont
- ... ' .A:'v:
COURT III, CASE X
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A Absolutely. It was absolutely vague and imolear to me.
Hhat was your Intention in taking the podium stand yourself?
A It was absolutely clear to me that in the morning session
the Trtbunal had appointed a commissioner. I heard Dr» Wecker e*-
pres.ling the approT*! of the defense couhael. Furtheraore, I had
heard that originally the opinion had prevailed that for technical
reasons the discussion oould only be initiated for Uonday of the
following week, whloh is today. Thereupon, aa Dr. Pohle had not made
any further statements, I wished to make a formal notion for a short
adjournment of this Tribunal, so that all theae technical questions
be solved, questions which referred to the ruling as made by this
Tribunal.
It! ' •;
1 y •? ^ •- ^ , • • • ,^- - l'
' I - ' . .. - ' . :• >^;r-
-iS'. •.# ••• • '" '••- •./• •'••
Ifr- onl/roaaon|M5 tnat w oouMv^uae the Courttime het
fc- >'r
* V r '•
• • • -
Joeirt-nil" was© X T-. -i
3 arid 4., pag© 1, 1000-lp30, an ^V^lolsl
F'V.
reas in inqulrlnjj was
me b tween now ai^ one»
Ra^AWBj poeelbie to ohecl;^ln two or
three mlniiteo tff"'|rei;^etOTr tnoae wltneeees are avalli^lej
your Honor. /
^P.",SSTWm S i^ALSTs All riU^ht.
®DR. P0!n^3Is VYour Honor^ may tf X use the time available
now until the '^dtneaa la brought in, to go back to the quee^
•\ ; tion, diffounsed thle laornlng eonocmlng the Commlsaloner* For
tho nioment I, just want thla: According to Article
IV of Ordlnanoe 7"-- " .
In ** interpolate, a reference to the Ordlnanos of our
Wllltary government—
waLI: Pour, Ian't It, I think It la four, len't it
. niK Oh, yes, It la the lioman numeral ^^MLnateafl
Lof 1ft IV-e of Ordinance ?•
#"•---
, (oontlnulngj *each of the defehdante is entitled throufgh hie
' 4 defense oounaeX to bring out evidence and to orose QZaadne
.wltneaees brought in by the Proeeoution, This Ordlnrniee can
•\ , be Sflld to mean, according to our opinion, that each defends
end has the right to orosB exemlne each Indlridual eltnoss
^ ; throu^ hie defense counsel, That is to soy, to be prcsflnt,
or represented during the cross-examination,
"pRja;s*IDlW> JilDri^ LUtY* Just a minute. Is it the plan of
: counsel for tho defense tn^t each tine a witnasn Is mmle
available for crosB examination, that witness Is to be ex-
amlned by oounaol represantlng these defendcnts* If that
lu the attitude of these defendants wo are entitled to knoir
-Jit at thie time,"
^^^^%'lntorpolate that that wee a reference to the position thftt
Or, Pehle had taken that the counsel fc^ ecoh of the twelve ^eifena
ants each held a separate right, apparently, to cross examlAf
every witness. In other words, twelve oross-sxamlnatlonft.
" (continuing) "PR, POHLEj Yas, your Hcvior,
•pRUaE-li.r, JUDOE DAUtj All rlgbt, it will b» don* by
COffRT III CB*a X
^v^1k>VT
B - akftfi 3 ^d 4. viAffe 0_ee »a& , pag 2, W00-l030» X9 Jan 4S - Blolsl (steaep) • '
\- J}.,- VI
ooaail66ion8*
•:.', '<• " •.••;,
evidently meaning a Oommlssioner, by a - ^
?.-u'-
CoamiBSioner^
*a0 already stated. There are Individual defenee lawyers.
I think the kawyex record Indloatee tliere are 36 namee on
there. There may have been some deprecations, one lawyer
may appear for more than one person, but there are twenty
odd lawyers In this case, we will proceed as announced.
***??• Your Honor, we cannot leave out the right 5of the defendantB. We understand the Ordinance to mean th^«
PRK3IDIK0 JUDOS DaiYj This Tribunal determines how It
construes and reads these Ordinances, and It has the res-
ponjl^llity for It. If at any time your reading of an
Ordinance la different from ours, we constitute the Tribunal,
then you will have to submit to our ruling on It.
1>K POIOSi Judge Daly, I knew that, I Just want to
point out here that each of the defendants during the reoesB
told M of their desire to have their rl^ts guarded, «nd
to be present during the cross examination ^ the Comnisaloner.
"yRSSIDIKG JUDaK DALY;
9M the other mattert
Do you have something to report on
S#TlMR. RaOLaND^ 1 understand the witneBsee have been released
until this afternoon. However, we have document bobk ?6,
Twenty-four hours' notice hae been given on that, v/e haveJ '^"^her of exhibits, Unfortu lately, they are exhibits In
the latter part of the book, end we think wbstatxsxKkanktai
nxxxxgoucakiMg that with a brief explpnatlon as we go along
documents somewhat out of order, but 1
think there won't be any difficulty.
JUDas DALTt AS to the others, the Conwlseion
?u7 "ir • altemoon and tomorrow. It will be announcedthis afternoon, if not before the recess this morning
Honor, there Is one difficulty which I
ehould like to have dieouss^ here.
••PRBBp^lNU JUDCC DALY; Is this on the question of the
OoHileelont ^ u* sne Si
"PR, SCHIU", Yes. :xm
OOUHT III Case X
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"PRK3liJiN(J JDDGfi DalTj There will be no further aia-
oussion on that* we will prooeed with the dooument book*
Proceed with the dooument book, please* "
I Interpolate, counsel for the Prosecution was then standing at
the podium with the document book In hand, preparing to present
"1>R, bO'HILFs Your Honor, I protest,
**pKi!;alDiKO JunOE DALYt Did you hear me say, ooonsellory
that there will be no further diecuaslon on the Ooamlssloners
heret
*'0H* scHILPt Yes, and I protest this ruling*
**PREblDiNa jupas DALY: ^ou will please take your seat or
Z will order you remoyed from the courtroom*,
•DP, SCHILF# I request that you do that*
*JliDai: DALY: All right. You can remove youraelf, then*
Proceed,**
And now, at that Juncture Dr, schllf went to the table, defraee
table where oou isel sit, apparently, and got his pspers, ssnntersd
out, and very shortly after this all of the members of the Defense
counsel who were then present In the Courtroom, without any notlee
to the Tribunal, without any request for permission to do so,
without any statsment of what their intention was, and without any
consultation among themselves, deliberately got up irilUe the
proceedings were In progress and left the Courtroom, Not resXislng
for the moment idiat was Intended by this move, never oonteaplatlng
that euoh motion could bepoeslble on the part of offloora of the
as
Oourt,/saeh defsnss counsel are, we allowed, for the time being,
the reading of the documsnta to oontinue for what was, perhgpa.
COOKT III Oafid K
rakes 3 4, page 4, 1000-1030, 19 Jan 43 - Blolsi (Steuer)
nora than a reasonable time in order to afford oounsei for
the defenae, or some of them, at least, to returi^ to their duty to
their clients and to this Tribunal. '-Jhen they did not retur-^ we
directed the Marshal to order them to appear forthwith. After some
short dealy they arrived, and the members of the Tribunal raada
s
it their duty to do so, examined them In open session to determine
xx» those idxo participated in the walkout. We thought then, and have
no doubt now, that those who did so were guilty of a flagrant
oonteinjt committed in the presence of the Tribunal, end accordingly
ordered them into custody of the Marshal with the dlrootlon that'
they be produced here this morning for sueh furthoc action afit as
the TribanaX deemed proper*
Ws reaerved our Judgment as to those members of defense counsel
who were not present at the eesslon when the walkout pcourred,
Hakxtieixftta but who, knowing tliat it had occurred, and that there
was no one present In the seeslon reprosontlng the defendants,
that the proceedings were In progress, wilfully abetained from
^pearlng and performing their duty to their clients and to the
Tribunal. As a result of the conduct of defense counsel In walking
out of the session then in progresr, and leaving these defendants
unreprcBented while their proseeutors were offering evidence
against them, such proceedings or the result was, to say the
least of It, oaused very serious doubt vtfm there, upon such
preoeedings as were hod irtille that situation lasted. To say the
least of It, the Tribunal was unable to proceedgmg according
to the normal oourse of procedure the rules regulating the
ooDRT m cm^ X
-•B 3 and 4, page 8, 1000-1030, 09 Jan 48 - Blolal (steuar) ' f
trial of this case* Anfli xaoreovar, as a result of that aotion va
were bound to Interrupt the orderly prooeedlng of this oase^ to
adjoorn the sesQion abruptly short of the time fixed for that purpoea.
snd va A are also presented this TOmlng fronprooeedlng with the
trial ae normally would hate been done.
That by the action of counsel, the proceedings of this Trlboaal
to a very substantial and aerlous extent were obstructed, and Its
authority to regulate the conduct of this trial wae directly and
openly ohaXlenged, As to this, there can be no doubt. Sinoe Itlma
been held that these Tribunals sitting here at Nuernberg do so
pursuant to the authority of the Xx four Allied nations. Including
the United States of America, who were victorious over the armed
forcee of the Cterman Heloh, it seems equally clear that the ohsllenge
Is, If not directly. Indirectly, to the authority of these nations
now occupying Oermitfiy.
I have stated that bsoause during a portion of Friday's
procesdings these defendants In the dosk here were confronted with
evidence Introduced by their prosecutors, without having my
rsprssentatloQ at all, to take oare of thslr interest; that thare
was, to say the very least of It, a serious doubt about the
validity of what ocourred In that situation. ML it mty be that
the only oourae possible to remove that doubt is to take the tine
to repeat all that wae done. That, the Tribunal will deelde at a
later date, having primary regard to what is required to protect
the rights and intex^ste of the defendants in the premises In that
respect, although it will involve a very subatantlal daisy. If ve
OpimT XII Caee X
, • .« . -V
'...-.•-vi- .-.'V-v
•<.•• -'"ii
^ 3 and. 4, page 6, looo-loso, 19 Jan 46 - Blolsl Otouer)
oonolud# thePi 1b any sou poB«(lbIl.ity;'that atty substantial right
of BlnnCaXa these' defandantsi has been prejudload, or prejudice will
notwithstanding
rfsalt from s fallore to repeat, while, »a05i«5ia36S;«sBcxthat delay,
it will he done, Portuij®tely, no oral tostlaony or e.vldenoe was
he«z*d daring that Interval, The proceedings oonelsted. entireiy of .
• ' • " . . . * 'A'the introduction of written dooumonts, which can, if ve should deal&•
it neoeesery, ha very readily relntroduoed. *i*h That we will
determine upon the baeie not of the Tribunal's oonvinienee or the 7
convenience of eouheel, but what ia paquired in tbe Interest of these
defendants, ' • . ' '
n'chr we will hear if those cottoemed have anything to say.
hS, BALLASt May it please the Tribunal, before your Honor
started theee proceedings 1 itdshed to say that I, that morning on
Friday(p wet also present in thia Court, and that I, too, 1aft the
-I ^Court together with the other attorneys* In the afternoon 1 was
abeent free the court building and, thereft^e, could not attend the
eesslon, Thle is —I wleh to evall^^^^rao^lret opportunity In
therefoTi
.'CM.
thle eeeelon to render thle notice to the Court, your Honor,
JUDCE WIUWSI W»i«rlgli>ic I hod seen ybu leave, Oootor, end
1 had intended to ask you iJtout it today,
TH* PMIMBWT, well, we take that atatenent. Dootor. ve nay
say It.ia very eoomendable,
DR. KRANZBDsHLfiH] four Ifonor, the aix defansa oounael oawiss?;!
preaent here who are under ootitMpt of oourt have asked ne to take
over their defense. l an willing to do ae, and within the task sat
upon ae by this defena# l would like to ask to ba pernitted to oall
•aftna
>:^v.
CODRT III Case X
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defenBo counsel Doctor Sohllf In the vltneoe stanfli to testify
under oath as to hla conduct at the eeaelon on the 16th of January
1948.
THIB PHESlDENTs That will be granted. Doctor.
callDR. KRANZBUSRL0)S I ntt defense attorney Doctor Stiillf.
TOfi IPRESlDHMTj Will you raise your right hand and repeat
after me« please:
I wear by Ood, the Almighty and OMUacient. that 1 will apeA
the pur,e truth, and will withhold nothing, and wUl add nothing.
(The witness repeated the oath.)
THE PHS3iPfiHT: Tou may be seated.
DH. KRjfiZBUiiMlacH: May It please the Tribunals Before 1
start on the examination of this witness I wish to refer to the fast
that up to this time I have not reoelTed the transcript coterlng
havethat Session during which this Incident occurred. 1 ha* Just been
able to pexnise part and portlona of that transcript.
THE PRESlDiHT: well. Doctor, do you desire to hawe before
you this transcript?
DR. KR/tfJZBli£HLiiR: Tour Honor, I wish to nove that the entire
^4 shallproceeding here be adjourned until auoh time as I/have had m
opportunity to study and res* the tranaerlpt of that session.
The time required will be tiu> tomorrow morning.
THE PHESIDHKTs We are obliged to dellne that ra<|ttest for
an adjournment to that time. Doctor, but If you desire, we shall
pass to you the transcript which I have
m1 OOOHT 111 Uass x
F|UC»« 3 and 4, page 8, 1000-1030, 19 Jmj 48 - Biolsl (ateaor)
b«tore MB, vhioh vaa fomiflhed to the Trlbunia ae being authentio«
and ttzata If it should be neoeasary# ^paar to be necessfiry to do
so« nby, tre *1X1 <rant yoa sone time later) that portion of the
tranaorlpty I may say, that eerae to as material to the matter, 1
^ead In full, and is rather brief* So suppose you proceed with
the examination of the witness, and we will determine later. Do you
wish this before you?
DR* KHANZBDEHLER: I would ask you to let me have It, your Honor,
THa PJRfiSIDBNT: Xes,
.;y ^
/ -i Court case 10/ Ta 9, page 1, 1130-1145, 19 jan 4fi» P. ^siart Hit - Hijm
Just a minute, Dy. 3chilf. Xou said just now that your colleagues . 'i
apintaneously rose from their seats# How do you know that it was spontaneous? ^..;i
•'"V'-'iA At the mofflent when I was going to go to my seat from the podlun in order to
gather av notes and files, I had hardly reached my seat when my colleagues tried frc«
all si*^® conw towards me in that small place there between the tables,
Q Has there any sort of prearrangement between you and the other defense couneejn •
'^ that at this or another occasion during this session, tho defense counsel wanted to leawv?
A It is completely iiapossiblG, quite impossible, because this incident
happened in a lew seconds. Neither before nor during recess was any discussion possible,
that this Incident was p3pearranged or was to be arranged, lhat it was epontaneous can
, »•
be seen ftom the cizxunstances.
HR. RAGLANDj Tour Honor, our headphones are not viozking at the pposecutiax
THE PRS6XDSSIT: '^ <011, .we will have to step a minute. It looks T'tie* yotu*s are
out of order when mine are working very nioely for the first tln». Hiese young men will
fix this apparatus in a minute. *11 right, proceed. I think they are working now.
Vdtnaes, Z asked you whether there v^as some sort of prearrangement to take
this step, and you answered no. I now further ask you, was there any general prearrange
ment to use ^ any occasion In order to make such a general exit or to provoke such an exit?
A X cun answer again, definitely no.
Q What happened after you and your colleagues met outside in the hall?
A Since I saw that all the ooXleaguee who had been present had left after las,
se immediately started a diecuasion outside in the hall. ' e xenained standing at ths
stairs immediately outside the courtroom which }mat led to the upper stories. Ifr, HUoker,
to my reooUectlon, asked me, ^What do you suggest now?» Tltfaout hesliatioa, 1 stated,
•VO most immediately oaks a written application to the effect before the Md of the
morning eession, and it must be pxesented in ths Shglish language before the end of the
•'''h • V/ •
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Aig session*" One of my colXeagues, I believe Dr* Fohle, stated, "fiie vdll imiaediately
to our offices together and vdll dr-affc this motion and put it in writing*'*
suggestion to oake a written application was iomcdiate^ and without further discussion
accepted;
Did this intended notion in the ii;ngli8h language v«s It completed before
the end of the morning sesslonY
A No, it was not completed*
Q IVhat was the reason for that?
A To begin with, the excitement in general was very strong in tKis room to which
we repaired* There were other colleagues who had heard of the incident, although they
hadn't vitnessod it, but viio belonged to the Krupp dolenae* There were various assistants,
various people of the press, who, however, were requested immediately to leave, and we
started work inunedlately to write dov<n what iiad hai;pened*
Q Vihat was the decisive reason for not coffipleting the motion before the morning
recess —' that the Snglish record was not present? •
A The decisive reason was thisi we noticed at first that theere there was
obseu3?en03s and vagueness concerning vhat had happened on Thursday evening, that is,
befell the session, what had been discussed among ourselves* ^
nay
Q ."ihen you fl»»» among ourselves, do you mean the diecuaaion with the prosecution? ^
A Tea, as far as I know, although I was not present, there v.as a conference
between the defense counsel and members of the Prosecution.
Q lou need not talk further about it, since you were not present*
A Mo, I wasn't* However, we weren't quite clear about it, ^at had been the
result of this conference* All of us hed heard the ruling of ths Court, that was before
the zecese, that on the very sane day at It^O the commlssloher was to begin his session*
Therefore, there was a discussion as to what idtnesaea wore to be called in in the afternoon
session. v.hen the facts of the matter were discuseed, there ma a further dlfficultlyj J
namely, that not all of us remBnt>ered exactly as to the incident prior, istoediateiy prior,]
yyCourt 3, case 10 '
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this session here before the exodus of the defense counsel. In spite of this, however.
we started to shape the notion. Dr. v/ecker dictated, and we found out that the sound
track of the morning session could only be given to ua at the end of the session. Therefore,
we only studied the sound track after the noon recess, and there was about three^qoartere
of an hour to go until the end of the morning session* The difficulties appeariz^
it impossible to put this motion into English imoiediately, therefore, we began to shape
this, to phrase this motion into Cienoan* It was now 1 or 12:30, aisd separately we
hastened to our lunch. After lunch, I personally suggested to study the sound track.
because I knew the departirent -.There the film was checked. 1 asked Dr* uaschke to obtain
an English-speaking secretary, and the three of us went to the room where the films v,cre
checked, .e found out that the important and dociaivB parts in ths film were extremely
difficult to understand, and that as we repeated several times, two perscvis were speaking
at the saias time so that the English and uerman twitic texts overlapped. Therefore, in
the room where the film was checked, we requested other gentlemen preeeni, who helped us
to find an exact reconstruction of vrfiat had happened with the aid of the film. Aftemarda,
that took a lot of time, we took the etenoi^raphlc notation and went to our conference roosu
i>r. liaschke and the secretazy tried to write down the reconetructioa of the sotmd track,
and the further shaping of the motion was continued with the aid of our — of what we
had been able to find out. X emphasized that ths checking of the film iocdc a lot of time.
My other colleaguss, approximately 15 of then, had meanwhile been busy with shaping the
motion. Vihen 1 returned v.ith Dr. liaschke, there was a final draft of the ootion. tfe
decided to submit it to Dr. Pohle, who had taken over the shaping, and to read it aloifly^
<4 1 didnH quite understand you. What was decided upon?
A When X returned with Ur* kesehke to the oonferenee roas, ay other eolleagues
were occupied with ehaplng a draft of the motion, and they had completed it. decided to
let Dr. Fohle read thia draft. As is usual, if there are 15, eeveral people working on a
eonnon statement, there were ahaaga* even at the fIrat sentence ehanges er suggestions of
changes,
?t
Lucius D, Clay
General, U.S. Array
Military Governor
APQ 7/.2
FranMurt, 12 Janiviry 194^
Dear General Clay:
Your letter dated 2 January 194S was hand delivered to rae on
S J' uuarjr 194s at about I6OO hours in the Office of the Staff J. c."e
Advocate, Headquarters Conuj'snd, EUCOM, AFC 757.
V/hile you refer to oiir telephone conversation of 2 J .niury which
dealt only with ray request to see ray clients, Mr, Flick and Mr. Krupp,
it is nevertheless difficult for me to understand the meaning of the
second paragraph in view of our full conversation in Frankfurt en 23
December 1947, when this request was initiated.
On that occasion, j'-QU repeated the assurance that you had previously
given to me in Berlin last i'ir.y, the.t you did not intend to discriminate
against rae in any way by your letter to rae of 30 Aoril 1947.
It ma/ bo that the pressure of far weightier imttors have occasioned
the circumstances of that conversation to have been forgotten, I am sure,
however, that you will roraenibcr that I carae to you in Berlin to protest
the obvious purport of that letter. At that time I pointed out to you that
the circumstances surrounding the undertaking of the additional matters
referred to in your letter did not justify either the interpretation given
to them nor the action contained in your letter. You assured rae then, as
you did in our recent meeting of 28 -Docenber 1947, thpt once I had com
pleted the cases at hand that you had no objection to iry undertaking the
defense of any one entitled to the services of an American attorney in the
U.S, occupied zone of Germany on the same br.sis as any other American
attorney .and that it was not the intent of your letter to discriminate
agaiiist rae in any way. In our convorsuation of 28 December you expressed
regret that the Tribunal in the ICrupp Case had predicated its ruling on
your letter of 30 April I947 instead of taking the general position that
"outside" attorneys for the defendants ivere contrary to a policy, I told
you then that I was satisfied to leave to test the ve.lidity of not only
such a policy but of the entire Numbcrg proccediiigs as wpll,
tVlien Consideration is given to our eonversa.tion of last May, to the
- 1 -
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circiixistr-.ncGs vihich I -Gscrxbed to you thr.t occusionGd entry into
the I'.rupp CasG^ to the tele^rara rn, :;hich I incuired if you rjould Grcbond
I'lj'" Jxilltary .ointry Pormit v/ithout the necessity of first rotuoming to
the United States in the event tlv.t the Cdiart favorably considered the
applicabxon of ilr, hrupp for iny servicos, the orior peroniptory danic,l "by
the Tri:?unal of an a.pplication rv.de by lb*, Krupp on tho ononing diy of
has trial for permission to be rcprosehtod by another aierrbcr of the
lavr firm of Foley and Carrol nho Tvas to corjc from the United -States
v/ithin thirty days to represent liim, it can ha.rdly be said thc.t the
finding of Tr?,bunal III .as cither fair or predicated upon fact,
I oelievod you vjhon 3'"ou told mo on 23 December thr.t tho real br.sis
of the denial of Kr. iCrupp's anpTication nas a .matter of general policy
to exclude ''outside" attorneys^ despite tho fact that on that .very day
another Trxbuna.l in Nurnberg iv.do a contrary ruling by granting the
application of another American attorney. I still believe that you ma.de
that statement in all sincerity.and without Inov/lodge. of-this contrary •
position, ' . . • I ••
I believed and I still believe your statement tha.t the- entire
schdix: of the^ >Turnberg trials iras not of yovr' .making and thr.t you would
welcome a proper test being ;rr.dc of tho whole a.ffair.
Every accused is entitled to a fair trial, " At least it v:ould have
been difficult to convince the -vorld and posterity that a trial of tho
vanquished by a, court of the victors wa.s fair and impartir.l,
Xet tho great idGa3.ism of our people and their implicit faith in
American denocracy and justice impelled them to beliovo thr.t Amoricva
was capaole of holding such a trial. Through it thoy had hopod to '
crystallize and solidify a groat body of intornatxona.l lav/ that woixLd
serve as the foundation of a fair ahd lasting poaco among the pooplos
of the world.
It is apparent thr.t a little group hr.s tr.Jren advantage of this groat
idoalisiri of our pooplo. N. mborg v/as .perverted from an ideal of-justice
to an iiTstitution of vcngoanco,^
The accused at Uurnbcrg hr.vo boon doniod any scmblanec of a fair
trial, -ny of them have been hold iii confino^iiont for more than '
years•tefore charges wore brought agr.inst them. During this poriod.thoy
;
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wcro denied all contact \7ith the outside world. They wore denied counsel.
They were denied any opportunity to prepare a defense. They were held
helpless, for seTreral years, while legions of prosecutors worked with
the zeal of fanatics to create a case against them. Every ava.ilable
document had been seized by these same zealots. They ferreted out
_ _ every possible grain of ovidqnco against the accused. Large numbers
of these documents that served to explain arvay the apparent incriminating
•effect of documents or actua.lly constituted evidence for the defendants
have disappeared while in their custody or under their control. They
have held large nxmbers of vatnesscs in confin'omont for protracted
periods, some upwards of two years. They have denied the defendants
the opportunity to sec many of such v/itnosses. They have, labelled
. - almost everyone connected with the cases as prosecution witnesses and
/ . /* «
then caused the creation of. a sot of regulations that prohibits the
defendant's counsel from interviewing such v/itncsses. They have bvbn
created a system v/hereby^defonsc Tritncssos can only be interviewed by
the defendant's counsel in the presence of a prosecutor. Thoy have
caused the creation of a ridiculous system of permitting almost every
prohibited form of hearsay and docamonts to bo admitted as "Evidence"
against the defendants. Such "evidence" as is oxeludod by every knovjn
judicial system in the modern v/orld and which by every dictate of law
and reason is not evidence at all being susceptible to every Icnown typo
of fraud and nnnufacture.
Prominent witnesses for* the prosecution are accorded .every possible
convcnionco.
prcsoncG of a prosecutor.
If the defense doesn't (^?) to designate a witness in advance,
there are no facilities ava.ilablo for him either to sloop or oat while
at Nurnberg awaiting to bo called to the witness stand.
An elaborate system of military ordinances has deprived the, do-^
fondant of all of his property and of the right to use it to; defray the
expenses of his defense.
In short, he is bound, gagged and helpless, while the prosecution
' i
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• • •calling him to the vdtness stand, hb can only be Intorviowod in the
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hr.s every fr.cility to assure his conviction,-
An almost perfect system has been created to coerce testimony
against defendants and to intiraidr/tc such vatncssos as may be able to
- testify in their favor.
It is with the greatest of shame that I .it^cssod tho mockery
that has been made of. A '^ofacan justice at. Nurnberg.
Those responsible for it laiow that the evil they havo-done cannot
bo much longer hidden. T'ley. Imow the people of America -will never
tolerate wha.t thoy have done in the name of Ar.icrica. Thcj- v/ore paid
by the people of ./hnorica and their pay Vic.s good. Tlicy abused tho con
fidence of America and in fact may have violated trust and oath of
^ office to such an extent to render them criminally liable for what they
^..•ha.vc done.
Thcey Icnow thoy have earned tho wrath of "all Amorica. To avoid
this vn-ath thoy now sock to transfer their allogianco and their rospon-
sibility to some mythical intorrr.tiono.l body-by calling thcmsolvos
international tribunals. ' '
Tho people of A:"enica ontrUstod'those in charge of Numbcrg her
•pcmot, her money and above all her honor and imposed upon them tho
sacred pbligation of administering justice In the laisappliod tha.f
money broken faith with tho pooplo of America by using NiuTiborg as a
(?) ."f vongoance instead of a forum of justice. Thoy ha.vo violated
tl^io most sacred trust over committed to any hands by a groat and good
people. In so doing thoy ha.vo dragged that people into the" qua.gmiro . .
of intGrnationa.l'disrop^vbc. Thoy havo brought undying shamo to A-.^riCa.,
Kany of those engaged in prosecuting the trials at Nurnberg who
are responsible for this sorry state of affairs were themselves Gorman
nationals until Hitler rose to powgr and soi!io long thereafter
Some were persecuted on social grounds and others on pe]itieal
grounds. The latter mostly bocauso thoy wore charged vdfh 'being Coitt-
munists, .
m-.t thoy. Sho-uld bo filled with a desiro for rovonge is xaidci-
,'standable,d
But revenge has no place in the adndiiistratioa of justice and '•' ^
certainly these trials above all others should ha.vo boon kept free from ;
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even the suspicion of revenge.
The incsca,jc.ble fo.cts arc iliat the system of prosecution in
effect at Nurnberg is so nearly perfectly organized and supported by
milita.ry regu3.o.tions cls to luclcc any defendant ea.m]arkod for conviction
practica.lly convicted regardless of guilt and Irrospectivc of the
fairness and Impa.rtiallty of the individual mombers of the Tribunal,
Actua.lly^ the system has been so organized as to make the hearing
before the Tribunal merely ritual.
As forums of mere Justice^ the Nurnborg Tribuna.ls arc farcical.
As instruments of Comniunist policies they arc effective ajid povifor-
ful organs.
The trials at Nurnborghavo boon very cleverly disassociated from
m r
, the intricaio and eiaborato set-up of military regulations ostensibly
designa.ted to effect-denazification.
But vihQn the two are taken together they fom a comprehensible
scheme designated to strip the financiers and industrialists of Germany
of-their wealth and to destroy Gcrnan capitalism.
Nothing hs.s boon as effective in aiding the spread of CorxTunism
both from a factual as weDi as from a propagandist aspect as the Num-
•bcrg trials and tho^ counterpart, denazification.
One thing is clear. The American people were betrayed by those in-
high places, Sonchovf the real justice of the, people of America must
find expression.
That this will be accomplished-1 have no doubt, , Oicc the real
travesty and treachery at Numbcrg is •recognized.
Thai you desire a real test^to bo'^ ma.do of the fundamiontal issues
involved at Numbcrg is a 'groat tribute to your aj-.Tericanism.;. Dtherv'dse
there are-thnsc who would avoid that test at all costs. They will do '
their utmost to direct the tost from funda.mcntals to some petty per
sonal affair - sono of, those persons are in high piaces. it wctuld be
I '
t shameful wrong if they succeed in this deceit. • • • '
' , . Sincerely yours, • . . .
• •••i-; ...r'• •• ^^^hod) J-, CAPtoli-
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IF-IB.-iRGCED XFTTIL 2300 ECTIRS Gl-TH 16 ..UG-U3T 1947:
12 august 1947
NUREMBERG-, ^iugust 16 1 j . Alfried Nrupp.von Bciilen nnd Ealbaoii^
German iron, steel, and coal raagnate and munitions maker, and 11
i
other leading officials of Krupp enterprises, ^/hose v/ealth
helped put Hitler in pov/erj and v/hose industries rearmed the
German Reich,, were charged in an indictment filed today vd.th
the OhGHS Military Tribunals \rith. planning and v/aging Tirars of
aggression, with plunder and spoliation of property in countries
invaded by Germany, Mixth exploitation of slave labor, abuso of
prisoners of war and foreign nationals, and other v/ar crimes.
The Krupp indictment forms the basis for the third Nurnberg
case against members of Germany' s"" industrial hierarchy, and is the
tenth indictment filed by the V, S, Chief of Counsel for '/ar
Crimes, It was prepared under the direction of Joseph 'J, Kaufman,
of Nev/ York City, Nev/ York, Deputy Chief Counsel, and Russell Thayer
also of Ne\7 York City, V7ho will be assisted at the trial by,
among others, Max Mandellaub of './ashington, D, C,, and
OfacQlia Goetz and Maximillian Koessler, both of Nev; York City,
The leading defendant, ^-ilfried Krupp von Eohlen und Kalbach,
lias been connected with the Krupp Firrii and Family Enterprise in a
variety of positions since 1925, and became s-ole ov/ner and direct-
/943
ing head of Fried, Krupp, Essen in Some of the other
indicted officials have been v;ith Krupp since '/orld './ar I or
before, and all of them were responsible executives in one or
xnore Krupp concerns, All the defendants held- influential
positions in the political, financial, industrial, and economic
life of Geriiiany. Their names are: Ev/ald Leaser, Eduard Eoudremont,
Erich Mueller, Friedrich Janssen, Karl Pfirsch, Max Ihn, Karl
Eberhardt., Meinrich Korsohan, Friedrich von Buelov/, Heinrich
Lehmann, and Hans Kupke,
(oontinued )
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The •background of the criraes described in the indictment
covers over 100 years of C-eraan militarism and 133 years of
armament manufacture by four generctions of Krupp.
The indictment charges that Krupp not only contributed large
sums to Eitler and the Nazi Partyj but also encouraged represen
tatives of G-erman industry, banking, and agriculture to do so,
furthermore, Krupp's industrial holdings furnished an indispensable
means for gearing the ^^fathsrland-' for aggressive v/arfare. Krupp
v/as the nrincipal German manufacturer of large cdliber artillery
and high q.uality armament, the largest private builder of U-boats
and vmrships, and the second largest producer of iron and coal
in Germany. In 1939, the Krupp enterprise consisted of at least
175 domestic and 60 foreign subsidiary units.
The Krupp leaders are charged v/ith ignoring restrictions
v/hich the Versailles Treaty placed upon the armament of Germany,
having started the manufacture of tanks as early as 1926.
Research on v/arships, submarines, and armor plating follov/ed.
Experiments on rocket design began in 1930,, In 1936, v/hen Hitler's
Four-Tear Plan to make Germany ready for v/ar was announced, the
defendants allegedly gave their eager support v/ith full knovaedge
of the plan's purpose.
The indictment also charges the defendants v/ith coining rich
profits by increasing Krapp's armament prod^iction to help push
Hitler along his criminal path, './liile Krupp's v/ar weapons vrere
terrorizing, killing, and maiming countless soldiers and
civilisins during the vrar, the Family Enterprise was greedily
counting its riches in hundredS'Of of Relohmarks, the
indictment charges.
Plunder, spoliation, and other offenses against property
were all^egedly carried out in the occupied countries of Belgium
and the Netherlands, .iustria, Yugoslavia, G-roeoe, and the Soviet
Union, calculated to inflict special hardship on Jews, Slavs,
and l itler's uolitical eneraies. The defendants, because of their
influential positions, were also able to gain possession for
>fejHBseJ,veg anfl for Erujip, of plants and other valuable properties.
(continued—)
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I'lethods used included seisrare, purciiases and leases obtained ty
duress, and so-called "'trusteeships*^ and ^'sponsorships,
The deoortation, exploitation, and abuse of slave labor
count in the indictment includes the crimes of murder, extermina-
.tionj torture, and other inhumane sets against men, lomenj and
children of occupied territories, including concentration camp
inmates and prisoners of v/ar* ^-t least 5,C00,0CC ^rorlcers v/ere
deported to Germany by Eitler, and the defendants allegedly
participated in crimes comxitted against hundreds of thousands
of these foreign nationals v/ho v^ere forced to v;orlc in the iron,
steel and mining industries.
Prisoners of ivar and nationals of foreign countries ^vere
allegedly employed in the manufacture of armament and munitions
used against their ovai people.
II
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MILITARY TRIBUNALS
CASE NO. 10
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
—against-
ALFRED FELIX ALWIN KRUPP VON BOHLEN UND
HALBACH, EWALD OSKAR LUDWIG LOESER, EDUARD
HOUDREMONT, ERICH MUELLER, FRIEDRICH WILHELM
JANSSEN, KARL HEINRICH PFIRSCH, MAX OTTO IHN,
KARL ADOLF FERDINAND EBERHARDT, HEINRICH LEO
KORSCHAN, FRIEDRICH VON BUELOW, WERNER
WILHELM HEINRICH LEHMANN, HANS ALBERT
GUSTAV KUPKE
Defendantf ' ^
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OFFICE OF MILITARY GOVERNMENT FOR GERMANY (US)
NURNBERG 1947 - 48
INDICTMENT
The United States of America, by the undersigned Telford Taylor,
Chief of Counsel for War Crimes,^duly appointed to represent said Go
vernment in the prosecution of war criminals, charges that the defen-
dants herein committed Crimes against Peace, War Crimes and Crimes
against Hrunanity, and participated In a common plan and conspiracy to
commit Crimes against Peace, all as defined in Control Coimcil Law
Number 10, duly enacted by the Allied Control Council on 20 December
1945. These crimes included planning, preparing, initiating and waging
wars of aggression and invasions of other countries, as a result of which
incalculable destruction was wrought throughout the world, millions
of people were killed and many millions more suffered and are still
suffering; deportation to slave labor of members of the civilian popula-.
tion of the invaded coimtries and the enslavement, mistreatment, torture
and murder of millions of persons, including German nationals as well
as foreign nationals; plunder and spoliation of public and private pro
perty in the invaded countries pursuant to deliberate plans and policies
intended not only to strengthen Germany in launching its invasions and
waging its aggressive wars and to secure the permanent domination by
Germany of the continent of Europe, but also to expand the private em
pire of the defendants; and other grave crimes as set forth in this In
dictment.
The persons hereinafter named were all officials of Fried. Krupp AG-,
Essen (1903—1943) and its successor. Fried. Krupp Essen. The original
enterprise of Fried. Krupp was foxmded an 1812. It -wras transformed into
a corporation (A. G.) in 1903, which was succeeded in December 1943 by
an unincorporated firm, Fried. Krupp, Essen, in accordance with a special
Hitler decree. These firms constituted successively the Family Enterprise
of the Krupp family and, together with their subsidiaries and other in
terests, axe hereinafter referred to as "KRUPP." The managing body of
the Fried. Krupp A. G. is hereinafter referred to as the "Vorstand", and
that of the succeeding unincorporated firm, as the "Direktorium."
The persons accused as guilty of these crimes and accordingly named
as defendants in this case are:
ALFRED FELIX ALWIN KRUPP VON BOHLEN UND HALBACH —
Sole owner, proprietor, active and directing head of Fried. Krupp, Essen,
and Fuehrer der Betrlebe (Leader of the Plants), from December 1943;-
successor to Gustav and Bertha Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, direc
ting head and owner respectively of Fried. Krupp A. G.; previously active
head, Chairman of the Vorstand and head of 'the War Material and
Raw Materials Departments of Fried. Krupp A. G., Essen; Wehrwirt-
schaftsfuehrer (Military Economy Leader); Deputy Chairman of the
Reichsvereinigung Eisen (Reich Association Iron) and member of the
Presidium of the Reichsvereinigung Kohle (Reich Association Coal) (here
inafter referred to as the "RVE" and "RVK"); member of the Verwal-
tungsrat of the Berg and Huettenwerksgesellschaft Ost G. m. b. H. (here
inafter referred to as the "BHO"); member of the Armament Commis
sion (Ruestungsrat) in the Office of the Reich Minister for Armament and
War Production (Reichsminister fuer Ruestung tmd Kriegsproduktion);
member of the Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiter Partei (Nazi
Party, hereinafter referred to as the "NSDAP"); sponsoring member of Die
Schutzstaffeln der Nationalsozialistischen Deutschen Arbeiter Parteil (here
inafter referred to as the "SS"); Standartenfuehrer (Colonel) of the Na-
tionalsocialistisches Flieger Korps (National Socialist Flying Corps, here
inafter referred to as the "NSFK").
EWALD OSKAR LUDWIG LOESER — Member of the Vorstand and
head of the Administrative and Finance Departments of Fried. Rrupp
A. G. lintil March 1943; Wehrwirtschaftsfuehrer; Krupp representative in
the Kleiner Klreis (Small Circle, a group which exercised great influence
over the coal, iron and steel industries) Reich trustee for Phillips Radio,
Eindhoven, Netherlands, in 1944.
EDUARD HOUDREMONT — Member of KRUPP Direktorium and
deputy member of the Vorstand, head of the Metallimgical, Steel and
Machine Departments; plant leader (Fuehrer des Betriebes), Gusstahl*
fabrik, Essen; Wehrwlrtschaftsfuhrer; Special Commissioner for Metal
Substitutes (Sonderbeauftragter fuer Metallumstellung) in Reich Ministry
for Armament and War, Production and the Ministry of Economics
(Reichswirtschaftsministerium); advisor to the administrators of the
Four Year Plan; member of the NSDAP.
ERICH MUELLER — Member of KRUPP Vorstand and Direktorium,
head of the Artillery Designing and Machine Construction Departments
and coordinator of artillery construction; Wehrwirtschaftsfuehrer; arma
ments advisor to Hitler; advisor to the War Ministry; head of Armament
Committed (Waffenausschuss) in the office of Reich Minister for Arms
and Mvmitions; Chairman of the Weapons Development Committee (Ent-
wicklungskommission der Waffen) of the Ministry for Armament and
War Production; member of the NSDAP.
FRIEDRICH WILHELM JANSSEN — Member of KRUPP Direkto
rium and deputy member of the Vorstand; successor to Ewald Loeser as
head of the Administrative and Finance Departments; member of the
NSDAP; sponsoring member of the SS-
KARL HEINRICH PFIRSCH — Deputy member of KRUPP Direk
torium and Vorstand, and head of the War Material and Machine Sales
Departments; head of the Berlin office, 1943—45; Wehrwirtschaftsfuehrer;
member of the NSDAP.
MAX OTTO IHN — Deputy member of KRUPP Direktorium and
Vorstand, deputy to Ewald Loeser and Friedrich Janssen, concerned par-
ticularly with personnel and intelligence; deputy plant leader, Gusstahi-
fabrlk, Essen; member of the NSDAP.
KARL ADOLF FERDINAND EBERHARDT — Deputy member of
KRUPP Direktorium and Vorstand, and successor to Karl Pfirsch as head
of the War Material and Machine Sales Departments; member of the
NSDAP.
HEINRICH LEO KORSCHAN — Deputy member of KRUPP Vor
stand; head of the Department of Steel Plants and deputy head of the
Metallurgical Department; trustee and administrator of KRUPP wartime
enterprises in Eastern and Southeastern Europe; managing director of
Krupp Bertha Werk, Breslau; member of the NSDAP.
FRIEDRICH VON BUELOW — An official of KRUPP, concerned
particularly w'lth confidential, intelligence, and public relations matters;
head of the Berlin office, 1932-36; military and political Chief of Coun
ter-intelligence (Hauptabwehrbeauftragter) at KRUPP, Essen, and direct
representative of Krupp with Nazi officials, the Gestapo and SS; chief of
the "Works Police (Werkschutz), Gusstahlfabrik, Essen.
WERNER WILHELM HEINRICH LEHMAiNN — An official of
KRUPP, deputy to Max Ihn and in charge of Arbeitseinsatz "A" (labor
procurement); member of the NSDAP.
HANS ALBERT GUSTAV KUPKE — An official of KRUPP, head of
experimental firing ranges at Essen; head of the foreign workers camps
(Oberlagerfuehrer); previously an official of the Army Ordnance Office
(Heereswaffenamt); member of the NSDAP.
Reference is hereby made to Appendix "A" of this Indictment for a
fuller statement of the positions and activities of each of the defendants.
COUNT ONE — CRIMES AGAINST PEACE
1, All of the defendants, with 'divers other persons, including Gustav
Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach, Paul Goerens and Fritz Mueller, during
a period of years preceding 8 May 1945, committed Crimes against Peace
as defined in Article II of Control Council Law Number 10, in that they
participated in the initiation of invasions of other countries and wars
of aggression in violation of international laws and treaties, including
but not lirnited to planning, preparation, initiation, and waging wars
of aggression, and wars in violation of international treaties, agreements,
and assurances.
2. The defendants held high positions in the political, financial
industrial and economic life of Germany and committed Crimes against
Peace in that they were principals in, accessories to, ordered, abetted,
took a consenting part in, were connected with plans and enterprises
involving, and were members of organizations and groups, including
KRUPP, connected with the commission of Crimes against Peace.
3. The invasions and wars referred to and the dates of their initiation
were as follows; Austria, 12 March 1938; Czechoslovakia, 1 October 1938
and 15 March 1939; Poland, 1 September 1939; Denmark and Norway,
9 April 1940; Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg, 10 May 1940;
Yugoslavia and Gr^ce, 6 April 1941; the USSR, 22 June 1941; and the
United States of America, 11 December 1941.
4. In these invasions and wars many millions of people were murder
ed, tortured, starved, enslaved and robbed; countless numbers became
diseased; millions of homes were left in ruins; tremendous industrial
capacity capable of feeding millions of people was laid in waste; and a'
large part of the world was left in economic and political chaos. The
lives and happiness of two billion people were adversely affected as
the result of these invasions and wars of aggression.
5. The origins, development and background of the crimes which the
defendants herein committed, and of the criminal plans in which they
participated, may be traced through a period of over one hundred years
of German militarism, and one hundred thirty-three years, embracing
four generations, of KRUtPP armament making. In World War I
KRUPP's contribution to German might included the "Big Bertha" gun
which terrorized the civilian population of Paris. In World War II,
KRUPP, through the defendant Alfred Krupp, following "an example
set by Alfred Krupp in the War of 1870," offered Hitler the "Big
Gustav" gun, which shelled Sevastopol. Upon the occasion, in 1940, of
the designation, in Hitler's presence, of KRUPP as a "National Socialist
Model Enterprise." the award was accepted with the words: "It (the
award) is in honor of a social-political attitude, which, while having Hs
roots in a 128-year-old tradition, has developed organically so as to fit
into the new times, into the National Socialist Germany."
6. KRUE^, as the principal German- maker of large caliber artillery,
armor plate and other high quality armament, the largest private
builder of U-boats and warships, and the second largest producer of
iron and coal in Germany, contributed substantially to the ability of
the Third Reich to wage its invasions and wars of aggression. When
these invasions and wars were first initiated KRUPP was a gigantic
vertical enterprise composed principally of coal and iron ore mines,
transport units, blast furnaces, rolling mills, shipyards, machine, ar
mament and other manufacturing plants, the most important units and
subsidiaries of which are named in Appendix "B" of this Indictment.
In 1939 it consisted of at least 175 domestic and 60 foreign subsidiary
units. Its interests centered in the Ruhr area and particularly in Essen
where the seat of the enterprise was located, but its branches dotted
the globe and during World War II major interests grew up throughout
Europe.
7. The restrictions which the VersaiUes Treaty placed upon the
armament of Germany were systematically circumvented and violated
by KRUIPIP. As the KRUPP Vorstand, which at that time included the
defendants Alfred Krupp and Loeser, said an 1938 of the post-Versailles
period, "Our company decided to preserve the precious experience irre-
placable for the war potential of our people. This we did as the trustee
of an historical heritage in order to be ready to execute armament
orders when the time came." And Gustav Krupp von Bohlen said,
"Even the Allied snoop commissioners were duped." In March 1941
Gustav Krupp von Bohlen wrote, "Through years of secret work, scien
tific and basic groundwork was laid in order to be ready again to work
for the German armed forces at the appointed hour without loss of time
or experience." Manufacture of tanks started in 1926. Research and ex
perimental work was done on naval armament, including work on sub
marines, warships, armor plating and fire control. Remote control of
naval fire was demonstrated in 1929. Experimental work on rocket
designing was started in 1930.
8. The program of the Nazi Party coincided with the aspirations of
the KRUPP firm to re-establish a powerful Germany, with KRUPP as
the armament center. The main points of that program, which were
first announced in 1920 and thereafter continually and publicly reiterated
so as to become matters of common knowledge, were to remove the
restrictions which the peace treaties of Versailles and St. Germain
imposed on the military armament and activity of Germany; to reconsti
tute the Wehnmadit; and to acquire, by any means deemed opportune,
including war, the territories lost by Germany as the result of the World
War of 1914—1918 and other territories asserted to be occupied by so-
called "racial Germans" or to be required by "racial Germans" as
"Lebensraum" or living space. This program proclaimed, among other
things, that so-called "racial Germans" were a "master race" entitled
to subjugate other peoples; that the German people should be ruled
under the Fuehrerprinzip <leadership: principle); and that war was a
noble ^d necessary activity of Germans.
9. The name, prestige and financial support of KRUPP was used to
bring the NSDAP into power over Germany and to put into effect its
announced program. On 20 February 1933, immediately prior to the
crucial Reichstag election of 5 March 1933, Gustav Krupp von Bohlen,
together with other leading industrialists, met Hitler at Goering's Berlin
house. Hitler declared his treasonable purpose to seize power by violence
if the Nazis failed in this election. Among other things he stated that:
private enterprise cannot be maintained in the age of democracy; when
the defense of the existing order is left to a majority it will irretrie
vably go xmder; it is the noblest task of a leader to find ideals that are
stronger than the factors that pull the people apart; he found them in
Nationalism, in the denial of reconciliation between nations, in the
strength and power of individual personality; if one rejects pacifism,
one must offer a new idea in its place immediately; we must not forget
that all the benefits of culture must be introduced more or less with
an iron fist, just as once upon a time the farmers were forced to plant •
potatoes; we must first gain power if we want to crush the other side
completely; only when one knows that one has reached the pinnacle
of power, that there is no further stand before the last election;
regardless of the outcome there will be no retreat; if the election does
not decide, the decision must be brought about by other means; there
are only two possibilities, either to crowd back the opponent on the
basis of the constitution, and for this purpose once more this election,
or a struggle will be conducted with^other weapons, which may demand
greater sacrifices; the question of restoration of the Wehrmacht will
not be decided at Geneva, but in Germany. At the conclusion of the \
speech Goering asked for money, saying that, "The sacrifice asked for
would be so much easier for industry to bear if it realized that the
election of 5 March will surely be the last- one for the next ten years,
possibly for the next hundred years." Gustav Krupp von Bohlen then
expressed to Hitler the industrialists' "gratitude for having given us
such a clear picture of his ideas,'" and initiated the collection of over.
3,000,000 RM from the assembled industrialists with a pledge of 1,000,000
RM from the Ruhr. When the Reichstag met on 24 March 1933 following
the election of 5 March 1933 Hitler introduced the "Enabling Act" which
turned Germany into a dictatorship. The ouster from the Reichstag of
his political opponents and the aid of the Deutschnationale Volkspartei,
which was heavily financed and supported by KRUPP, gave him the
votes needed for its enactment.
10. The NSDAP, having achieved power over the political life of the
country, proceeded to extend its hold to all other phases of German life.
Gustav Krupp von Bohlen undertook, as Chairman of the Reich
Association of German Industry, the largest association of German in
dustrialists, to bring that Association into "agreement with the political
aims of the Reich Government."' In April 1933 he submitted to Hitler the
plan of that Association for the reorganization of German industry
according to the Puehrerprinzip (leadership principle). The introduction
of this principle into the ^here of business and industry served to
promote a war economy by centralizing authority through compulsory
memberships in so-called "autonomous" organizations governed by men
committed to carrying out the program and aggressive aims of the
Third Reich.
11. To strengthen the NSDAP Gustav Krupp von Bohlen, in May
1933, organized the Adolf Hitler Spende. This was a fund collected
from every circle of German industry, banking and agriculture, and put
at the disposal of Hitler, the Stahlhelm and the NSDAP organizations.
Eighty-five per cent of industry contributed to it and it was the greatest
private source of funds for the NSDAP. KRUIPP alone contributed in
excess of 6,000,000 RM to it. Its leadership, originally assumed by Gus
tav Krupp von Bohlen, subsequently devolved upon the defendant
Alfred Krupp.
12. Immediately after the Nazi seizure of power the rearmament of
Germany was accelerated. On 21 May 1935 Germany formally renounced
the armament clauses of the Versailles Treaty. By 1939 Hitler was able
to state that: "For more than six years I have worked for the building
up of the German Wehrmacht. During this time more than 90 billions
have been spent for the building up of our army. It is today the best
equipped in the world and in every respect surpasses that of the
year 1914."
13. To produce armaments on this vast scale the entire economic life
of Germany, and particularly the armament industry, was reorganized.
The chief agency through which this was accomplished was the Four
Year Plan, establishment of which was armounced on 8 September 1936
at the Nazi Party rally in Numberg. Its purpose was to make Germany
ready for war in four years. In a memorandum to Goerihg, Plenipotent
iary for the Four Year Plan, explaining its objectives. Hitler stated
that the final solution of Germany's problem lay in the acquisition of
new territories; that sudi acquisition was the task of "the political
leadership"; that in order for "the political leadership'* to exercise its
responsibilities the German econcmy had to be mobilized for the
purpose of making Germany self-sufficient in critical war materials.
14. The defendants, and other KRUPP officials whose cooperation
was needed for the accomplishment of the aims of the Four Year
Plan, were advised as to the purposes of the plan and participated in
its execution. On 17 December 1936 Goering made a speech in the
Preussenhaus in Berlin to the members of the Reichsgruppe Industrie in
which he made clear the intention and decision of the Third Reidi to
wage war. He said, among other things: "The battle which we are
approaching demands a colossal measure of productive ability. No limit
on the rearmament can be visualized. The only altemative in this case
is victory or destruction. If we win business will be sufficiently com-
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pensated." He ended his speech: "Our whole nation is at stake. "We
live in a time when the final battle is in sight. We are already on the
threshhold of mobilization and we are already at war. All that is
lacking is the actual shooting." On 17 March 1937 at a conference held
under the au^ices of the Four Year Plan and which was attended by
high ranking government officials and representatives of the leadihg
iron and steel firms, including ICRUPP, Goering emphasized that the
"shortage of ores must .not endanger the program of munition pro-'
duction or armaments in case of war." In the discussion that followed
he agreed that Roechling, a leading industrialist, had correctly stated
the problem as: "What is the quantity that the German ore mining
industry must be prepared to supply the German nation in case of war,
and in how many years must this goal be attained?" At a second
meeting of that same group held three months later, on 16 June 1937,
to discuss the progress of the program, Goering made even clearer that
Germany was preparing for war and that production and distribution,
including the export of iron and steel products, had to be adjusted
accordingly. Elsewhere he stated that the purpose of the Four Year
Plan was to create a foundation upon which preparation for war might
be accelerated and the most urgent necessity was to increase iron pro
duction. Iron was to be used first to increase iron production, and then
for the armed forces, for warships and tanks, for the Four Year Plan
and for export for foreign exchange. The export of semi-finished pro
ducts was to be reduced and care was to be exercised that export did
not facilitate the arming of the enemy. Goering was assured that only
six per cent of Geimany's export of iron went to "so-called enemy
countries such as England, France, Belgium, Russia and Czechoslova
kia." The iron and steel industries gave their full cooperation to this
program. On 4 November 1938 at a conference in Duesseldorf df iron
and 'Steel industrialists, including the defendants Alfred Krupp and
Loeser, Goering's representatives congra'tulated the members of the
industry upon their accomplishments.
15. KRUPP fully and willingly cooperated in the rearmament of
Germany for foreign aggression. The KRUPP firm, under the direction
of the defendants, synchronized all its activities with the German
government and its plans and preparations for invasions and wars. Each
of the defendants, during the period of association with KRUPP, parti
cipated in its activities in support of the program of aggression and
continued the ass>istance and aid to the Nazi Party initiated by Gustav
Krupp von Bohlen as leader of KRUPP in 1933. The assistance KRUPP
rendered under the direction of the defendants, through its research,
foreign organizations, manufactures, and exports, was indispensable to
the preparation, initiation and waging of Germany's aggressive wars.
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16. KRlJPP laboratories, furnaces and mines were utilized in the
attempt to make Germany self-sufficient and Invincible. In cooperation
with the Four Year Plan research was conducted in coal, chemistry and
metallurgy, under the direction of the defendant Houdremont, for the
purpose of reducing Germany's dependence upon outside soiorces by
the fullest utilization of German ores and other raw materials, even
those of poor quality. Research in armament production, started prior
to the Nazi accession to power, was continued on a far vaster scale.
Personnel was doubled and elaborate tests were instituted- Gennan
intervention in Spain in aid of Franco was used as an opportunity to
test in actual combat the weapons developed by KRUPP. The results
of research carried on by KRUPP were utilized by the entire German
armament indiostry. KRUPP gave other German armament firms the
necessary blueprints and information needed to produce vital arma
ments, including siege guns, tank guns and turrets, mortars and caissons
for field guns. The defendant Mueller, working in close cooperation
with German military authorities, fully utilized KRUPP research and
personnel to design the weapons needed- to meet the special conditions
to be antioipated in the invasion of particular countries.
17. All the productive facilities of the KRUPP firm were coordinated
with the program for rearmament. Direct production of armaments on
a vast scale started in 1933 and continued in increasing volume imtil
the last years of the war. Strict secrecy measures were Instituted almost
immediately upon the start of the rearmament program to conceal its
scope. The KRUPP firm actively cooperated in the disguised methods
of, financing used to conceal Germmy's rearmament program. It was
one of the founders of the Metallurgische Forschung Gesellschaft, m.b.H.
(MEFO), through which Germany concealed the expenditure of
12,000,000.000 RM for rearmament purposes between 1935 and 1938.
KRUPP was one of the principal users of the "MEFO" bills xmtil their
discontinuance in 1938, when it was no longer deemed necessary to
conceal the vast progress of German rearmament. The KRUPP firm was
one of the chief sources of supply of offensive weapons, such as heavy
tanks, artillery and submarines, needed for the waging of aggressive
war. The "Gustav" gun which shelled Sevastopol, the submarines that
formed the "wolf paclcs" which harried Atlantic shipping, and the
tanks which overran most of Europe and North Africa for Germany
were KRUIPOP products. In addition to finished armament products the
facilities of tjie KRUPP firm were used to manufacture intermediate
products for sale to other armament manufacturers. Production
throughout KRUPP was regulated strictly in accordance with the re
quirements of the German war machine.
18. The products of the KRUPP shipyards and plants were indas-
perisable to the rebuilding of the German navy- By 1939 the Germania
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Yards were constructing one submarine a month. In addition to this
they were building a battleship, an aircraft carrier, cruisers, and other
vessels for the German navy. The "Bismarck," "Tirpitz," "Admiral
Graf Spee," "Admiral Scheer" and "Deutschland" were armed by
KRUHP. In building and arming the German navy KRUPP disregarded
the limitations imposed by international treaties upon the armament
and size of German vessels, and participated in concealing the breach
of those treaties.
19. To meet the demands of the German rearmament program
KRUPP altered and expanded its production facilities. A new synthetic
gasoline plant, the KRUPPSCHE Treibstoffwerk G.m.b.H., was established
at a cost of 20,000,000 RM, as part of the program to make Germany
self-sufficient in the event of war. The shipbuilding facilities of the
Germania yards were enlarged in accordance with the shipbuilding
program of the German' navy under whicli it was planned to build three
battleships a year. The other production facilities of KR'UPP were
similarly enlarged. Production of iron and steel by the Gusstahlfabrik
and the Friedrich-Alfred Huette, increased from 1,500,000 tons in 1932
to 4,000,000 tons in 1938. Produotion, in Reichsmarks, in the business
j'ear ending 1942 was about five and one half times that of the pre-
Hitler, depression year ending in 1932. The number of employees in
creased from 35,000 in 1932 to 112,000 in 1939. Part of this expansion
was financed directly by the German sovemment and large German
banks and part by KRUPP, and resulted in a production in excess of
and different from the needs of a peacetime economy.
20. The exports and foreign affiliates and -resources of KRUPP were
fully utilized by the defendants to assist the Third Reich in the
economic penetration of foreign countries for the purpose and with
the result of weakening the economies and niilitary defensive strength
of foreign countries and strengthening the economies and offensive
military strength of the -German Reich and its allies.
21. KRUPP's foreign patents and agreements .abroad were used to
restrict foreign production, keep foreign prices high, provide KRUPtP
with technical information and general economic intelligence and furnish
foreign exchange to KRUPP through royalty payments. These patents
and agreements affected particularly stainless steel and tungsten
carbide, the latter of which is of great importance .in the produotion of
machine tools. Under the terms of the licenses given in the United
States for the use of certain steel formulas, KRUPP required that it be
supplied with the production figures of the American licensees. After
the outbreak of war in 1939 the KRUPP subsidiary in the United
States, the Nirosta Company, continued to demand these rights, even
in respect to royalty-free production by American plants on United
States government contracts. To facilitate use of its foreign patents and
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Ucenses in the interest of Germany KRUPP cloaked it's interests in
.foreign enterprises.
22. KRUPP, in these and other ways, carried on espionage activities
on behalf of the German government. Its business connections abroad
enabled it to secure information concerning armament development and
progress outside Germany. This information was turned over to com
petent military strength* of the countries in question.
23. The KRUPP connections abroad were used for the dissemination
of Nazi propaganda. Personal letters setting out the Nazi viewpoint,
booklets sympathetic to the NSDAP, and similar material, were sent
out by KRUPP to the people with whom it did business abroad. This
was done in close cooperation \vith the interested government bureaus
charged with distributing propaganda and dn such fashion as to conceal
its official origin. The Third Reich was thus enabled to increase the
effectiveness of its propaganda devices. The defendant Ihn supervised
much of this KRUPP activity, which was part of German preparation
for waging aggressive war.
24. KRUPP export business, like its research, production and foreign
affiliations, was likewise coordinated with the Nazi armament program.
Exports were controlled in the interest of securing foreign exchange
and to advance the military objectives of the Third Reich. The foreign
exchange secured through such sales was used for the stock-piling of
materials necessary for the waging of aggressive, war. Exports were
regulated so as to build up the military position of-friendly countries,
while keeping those deemed "enemy countries" weak or dependent upon
Germany. War materials were either entirely cut off from particular
countries .upon their selection as victims of German aggression, or doled
out in the minimum quantities necessary to allay suspicion. So, fox-
example, on 17 May 1939, one week before the conference at the Reich
Chancellery in Berlin at which Hitler announced to a group of leaders
of the Third Reich his intention to attack Poland, KRUPP was advised
to cease expox-t of war materials to Poland. An Inquiry fi-om Holland
regarding anti-aircraft guns dated 16 October 1939, nine days after
the German Army had been ordered to prepare for th<*' immediate
invasion of Dutch and Belgian tex-ritory, was referred'to the defendants
Mueller and Eberhardt, among others, and was marked by KRUPP
"Not to be answered." Two months before the actual invasion of Hol
land KRUPP advised the Foreign Ministry not to awaken the suspicion
of the Netherlands government by withholding visas and preventing
inspection of guns on order whidx KRUPP had no intention of deliver
ing. While KRUPP was denying material 'to the intended victims of
German aggression it was supplying European satellite governments
and Japan with equipment for the manxxfacture of armaments with
approval of the German High Command.
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25. The coordination of all phases of activity of the KRUPP firm
with the program of the Nazi government was accomplished through
the close liaison mamtained at all times between the defendants and
the government. From the start of the rearmament program KRUPP
officials were in constant commimication with officials of the military
and economic branches of the government. To facilitate coordination
of the work and activities of the KRUPP firm with the military offices
of the Reich, the "R-Office," or "Ruestungs Vertretung," was establish
ed by KRUPP in 1936 in Berlin and operated under special security
measures. This office included among its functions and duties the co
ordination and supervision of military contracts, financing of military
orders, military and industrial espionage in foreign countries and the
coordination of confidential relationships of the defendants and KRUPP
with th^ military and military-economic offices.
26. The defendants Mueller and Houdremont collaborated closely
with the military procurement agencies in the design of weapons and
scheduling of production. Upon the establishment of the Office of the
Reichsminister for Arms and Mimitions, Mueller's position as military
advisor was officially recognized by placing him at the head of the
Armament Committee. When this Office was succeeded by the Ministry
for Armaments and War Production he continued to hold a leading
position as head of one of the "Rings" and of the Weapons Division
Committee. The defendant Alfred Krupp was on the Armaments Ad
visory Commission- (Ruestungsrat) of this Ministry; the defendant Hou-
drem<jpt was in charge of its Special Committee for Metal Substitutes.
KRUPP personneil were to be found on many of the other Main Com
mittees and Rings. The value of KRUPP personnel to Germany's
rearmament was' recognized by the designation of "Wehrwirtschafts-
fuehrer" awarded to the defendants Alfred Krupp, Loeser, Houdre
mont, Mueller, Janssen and Pfirsch. *
27. The high positions held by the defendants in the political, finan
cial, industrial and economic life of Germany facilitated the coordination
between the activities of the KR'UPP firm and the German program
for rearmament. They held key positions in the economic organizations
and groups which, acting in cooperation with the German High Com
mand^ prepared Germany's industrial mobilization plan. The defendant
Alfred Krupp was a member of the Beirat of the Wirtschaftsgruppe
Eisensschaffende Industrie (herein called "WGE"); and the defendant
Loeser was a member of the Kleiner Kreis, which exercised great in
fluence in the WGE and in the iron, steel and coal Industries generally.
The defendants Alfred Krupp, Loeser, Ihn and von Buelow were also
active in the District Group North West, the most important sub-
organization of the WGE. The KRUP(P firm was equally well represented
in the RVE (Reichsverfeinigung Eisen), an official organization for the
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governance of the iron and steel industry in Germany's war economy,
organized in May 1942; the RVK (Reichsvereinigung Kohle), organized
m April 1941, which occupied a similar position in the coal industry;
and the Rheinische-Westphalische Kohlen Syndikat (herein called
"RWKS"), the principal suborganization of the RVK. The defendant
Alfred Krupp was Deputy Chairman of the RVE; and the defendants
Mueller and Ihn were members. The defendant Alfred Krupp was on
the Presidium of the RVK. The defendants likewise played a leading
role in the AGK, the Armament Export Association of the Reichsgruppe
Industrie. No weapons could be exported from Germany without the
permission of the AGK, and the defendants Alfred Krupp and Pfirsch
were members of its Beirat.
28. Each step taken by the Nazi government after its accession to
power made clearer that it was on the road to aggressive war. After the
announcement of the Four Year Plan in 1936 the inevitability of war as
the result of Hitler's aggressive plans and intentions grew increasingly
manifest and the dictatorship of the Third Reich more brutal and
tyrannical. As succeeding events indicated more and more clearly the
war-like intentions of the German government and the imminence of
aggressive war, a few prominent supporters of Hitler parted company
with the leaders of the Third Reich. In sharp contrast with these, how
ever, KRUPP and the defendants did not terminate, but, on the con
trary, intensified their dose collaboration with the political and military
leaders of the Third Reich. Just prior to the actual launching of
Germany's aggressive wars KRUPP's war production reached new
heights. In conjunction with the Nazi government and as part of the
MOB (Mobilization) Plan it had already scheduled its operations so as
to assure their continuance without interruption in the event of war.
It took steps to protect its financial position abroad against the anti
cipated outbreak of war,. including transferring its foreign assets to _
other companies to cloak their real ownership and preparing to set off
foreign debts against foreign assets. With the actual start of war the
defendants participated even more closely in the government's war
plans and activities, and KRUPP officials became part of the official
government machinery.
29. During the entire period of actual conflict KRUPP was one of
the principal sources of supply for German armed forces and one of
the chief beneficiaries of German invasions and wars. To assist the
Third Reich and as an integral part of the waging of its aggressive wars
and to secure the aggrandizement of KRUPP the defendants plundered
and exploited private property in and public property and resources
of occupied coimtries and enslaved their citizens. These acts are more
fully set forth in Counts Two and Thre^ of this Indictment, and the
allegations made therein are hereby incorporated in this Coxmt. Plants
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In Austria, France and Belgium, chromium ore deposits in Yugoslavia,
nickel mines in Greece, naval and shipbuilding facilities in Holland,
and iron and steel plants and foundries in the Soviet Union were ex
ploited by the defendants in furtherance of these wars of aggression.
Citizens of these and other countries were compelled to work for
KRUP'P in the manufacture of armaments and munitions. This exploi
tation of the humian and material resources of the occupied countries in
violation of the laws and customs of war enabled Germany to wage
and prolong the criminal invasions and wars in which it was engaged.
30. Throughout the entire period of preparation and planning for
Germany's criminal invasions and wars and doiring the period of the
actual initiation, and waging of such ,wars, the defendants supported and
approved the aims and programs of the Third Reich and of the NSDAP
and placed at their service the productive resources of KRUPP, the
prestige of the firm, its owners and executives, and its financial power.
A. The defendant Alfred Krupp, as leader of the KRUPP firm,
pledged it to continue the KRUPP tradition of armament and
the support of the Fuehrer initiated by his father. In a pro
clamation to the workers of KRUPP in 1943 he boasted of the
glorious history of the 'KROTP weapon forges; pointed with
pride to the workers as active adherents of Nazi ideology; and
promised revenge against the Allies.
B. All of the defendants, except von Buelow and Loeser, were
members of the NSDAP and pledged acceptance of Nazi doctrine
and aims; Loeser, as early as 1933, had joined th^ Nationalsocia-
listisches iFlieger Korps; and von Buelow was a Gestapo confidant.
The defendants assisted in the spread of NSDAP doctrines and
gave financial support to the Party through the KRUPP firm and
as individuals. Two plants of the KRUPP firm alone, the Guss-
stahlfabrik and the Friedrich-Alfred Huette, contributed to Nazi
organizations between 30 January 1933 and 1 September 1939 over
4,759i420.88 RM and between 1 September 1939 and May 1945 over
7,606,967.61 RM, a total of over 12,366,382.49 RM.
C. The KRUPP firm supported the Four Year Plan for making
Germany self-sufficient and the other economic measixres taken
to mobilize Germany. KRUPP worked harmoniously with the
state-owned Hermann Goering Works, which was engaged in the
exploitation of the low grade ores found in Germany, thereby
diminishing its dependence on external sources of supply. The
defendant Houdremont acted as consultant in respect to that
project in preparation for war.
D. Close personal contacts were fostered between the leaders
of KRUPP and the Nazi hierarchy. From 1934 Hitler was a
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frequent visitor at the Essen plants, and other visitors at the
GussUhlfabnk included: Mussolini, special Japanese envoys,
Goermg, Hess, Goebbels, Himmler, von Ribbentrop, Bormann.
von Neurath. von Blomberg, von Fritsch, Keitel, Raeder, von
Mackensen, Todt. Speer, Funk, Ley and Sauckel. Gustav Krupp
von Bohlen and the defendants Alfred Krupp and Mueller, among
others, on numerous occasions visited, reported to, and made plans
with Hitler in Essen, Berlin, Berchtesjgaden and elsewhere.
31. The participation and assistance of KRUPP and the defendants
m the plans and enterprises of the NSDAP and of the German Reich
was profitable and well rewarded.
A. The Family Enterprise was vastly enriched by KRUPP's
zeal under the Nazi program of armament and aggressive war.
The net profit of the firm, after taxes, gifts and reserves, rose
steadily as armament accelerated; for the year ending 30 Sep
tember 1935 it was 57,216,392 RM; for the year ending 30 Sep
tember 1937 — 97,071,632 RM; for the year ending 30 September
1940 — 111,555,216 RiM. The book value of the KRUPP firm
mounted from 170,592,712 RM on 1 October 1933 to 513,824,717 RM
on 1 October 1943. The enhanced value reflects the firm's profits
on the armament of Germany and the results of its looting and
spoliation of the resources of the occupied countries in the wake
of the German army.
H. On 12 November 1943 in recognition of the services of the
Krupp family and firm to the war aims of the Third Reich, Hitler
issued a special decree, the Lex Krupp, which declared: "The
enterprise of Fried. Krupp, a Family Enterprise for 132 years,
deserves the highest recognition for its incomparable efforts to
boost the military potential of Germany. Therefore, it is my wish
that the Enterprise be preserved as family property**"." The
defendant Alfred Krupp, with the approval of Hitler, was there
upon designated by Bertha Krupp von Bohlen, former .owner, as
owner and leader of the Family Enterprise.
32. The acts and conduct of the defendants set forth in this Count
were committed unlawfully, knowingly and wilfully and constitute
violations of international laws, treaties, agreements and assurances, and
of Article II of Control Council Law Number 10.
COUNT TWO — PLUNDER AND SPOLIATION
33. All of the defendants, except Lehmann and Kupke, with divers
other persons, diuing the period from March 1938 to May 1945, com
mitted War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity as defined in Article
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II of Control Council Law Number 10, in that they participated in the
plunder of public and private property, exploitation, spoliation, deva
station and other offenses against property and the civilian economies
of countries and territories which came under thebelligerent occupation
of Germany in the course of its invasions and wars, resulting in pri-
va'tion and suffering to millions of the inhabitants.
34. The defendants committed War Crimes and Crimes against Hu
manity as set forth in paragraph 33 above, in that they were principals
in ac<issories to, ordered, abetted, took a consenting part in, were
connected with plans and enterprises involving, and were members of
organizations and groups, including KRUPP. which were connected with
the commission of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.
35 In consequence of a deliberate design and policy, the territories
occupied by Germany in the course of its aggressive acts and its aggress
ive wars were exploited in a ruthless way far beyond the needs of
the army of occupation and in disregard of the needs of the local
economy The requisitions and other demands made on the economies of
the occupied countries were out of all proportion to their resources and
inflicted severe suffering upon their civilian inhabitants. Agricultural
nroductss raw materials useful to German factories, machine tools,
transportation equipment, other finished products, foreign securities.
hoKtogs of foreign exchange end other property were requisitioned and
^nt to Germany. Patent rights were seiaed. Property rights of Jews.
Slavs and of political opponents of the Nazi regime were special targets
of the despoilers. The management and operation of, and the title to
Mustrial mining, commercial and other enterprises were frequently
a"tulred or assumed by. or awarded to favored German officials and
fliT Production for the local economy was drastically curtailed, and
thTnroducUon of industries and mines was geared to support the
German war machine. In planning and organizing the plunder of and
offenses against property in occupied territories and countries, the
Zeans adopted varied from complete dispossession and outright confis-
cation which were cloaked by the enactment of various sequestration
decrees, to general control through blanket enactments and negotiations
under pressure with the owners of such property for its acquisition. This
latter technique was used particularly in the West. At times a; pretense
was made of paying for the property seized. This pretense merely dis
guised the fact that the goods, including raw materials, machinery and
equipment sent to Germany from, or employed for German benefit in,
these occupied countries were paid for by the occupied countries them
selves by various devices, including excessive occupation charges, forced
loans in return for a credit balance in an alleged clearing account and
•currency manipulation. The means adopted were intended to and did
carry Into effect the plans of the Third Reich to strengthen Germany.
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in waging and in preparing and initiating further aggressive wars, to
insure the subservience to Germany of the economies of the conquered
cotmtries, and to secure German economic domination of the continent
of Europe. The German occupation policy in Poland was clearly stated
in a .directive by Goering on 19 October 1939:
"On the other hand, there must be removed from the terri
tories of the Government-General all raw materials, scrap mate
rials, machines, etc., which are of use for the German war
economy. Enterprises which are not absolutely necessary for the
meager maintenance of the bare existence of the population must
be transferred to Germany, unless such transfer would require
an unreasonably long period of time, and would make it more
.practicable to exploit those enterprises by giving them German
orders, to be executed at their Jiresent location."
Later in a speech made on 6 August 1942 to the various German
authorities in charge of Eastern occupied territories, Goering said:
"God knows, you 'are not sent out there to work for the
welfare of the people in your charge, but to get the utmost out
of them, so that the German people can live. That is what I
expect of your exertions. This everlasting concern about foreign
people must cease now, once and for all. I have here before me
reports on what you are expected to deliver. It is nothing at all,
when I consider your territories. It makes no difference to me
in this connection if you say that your people will starve."
36. The defendants participated extensively in the formulation and
execution of the foregoing plans, policies and acts of spoliation and
plunder, by seeking "and securing possession throtigh duress, in de
rogation of the rights of the owners, of valuable properties in the terri
tories occupied by Germany for themselves, for KRUPP and for other
enterprises owned, controlled and influenced by them; by exploiting
properties in occupied territories, individually or through enterprises
owned, controlled and influenced by them in the interest of the German
war economy, without relation to the needs of the army of occupation
and out of all proportion to the resources of the occupied territories or
the welfare and needs of its inhabitants; by abuse, destruction and
removal of such property; by taking possession of machinery, equipment,
raw materials and other property known by them to have been taken
by themselves and by others from occupied territories; by their activi
ties and positions in KRUPIP and in other private enterprises, and in
official and governmental positions; and through memberships, repre
sentation, control and influence in financial, industrial, and economic
organizations and groups whidi were connected with the commission
of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity.
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37. The defendants exercised pervasive influence and authority in
the iron and steel and coal industries and exercised important functions
in respect to the spoliation of occupied territories .through and by means
of their memberships, representation, control and influence in various
economic organizations including: RVE, RVK, JCleiner Kreis and others.
The influence and control exerted by the defendants over policies and
actions of these organizations and groups were further extended
-through the positions and activities of other officials of KRUPP com
panies. The defendant Alfred Krupp was especially influential and
active in these organizations and groups; and he travelled in the
occupied countries to organize their spoliation and plunder. The Kleiner
Kreis, of which the defendant Loeser was a member representing
KRUPP upon the downfall of France demanded so insistently im
mediate action granting permanent titles in seized property to favored
German industrialists that the Reich Minister of Economics. Funk, was
forced to ask the members to curb their lust for property.
38 Throughout occupied Europe KRUPP was heavily engaged in
spoliation and plundering activities. The KRUPP legal department par
ticipated in spoliation deals and negotiations and attempted to give
them the color of la^vfulness. Industrial property, machinery, raw
material, patent rights, and other property rights and human labor were
the targets of KRUPP's economic plans and activities to encourage,
assist and take advantage of German criminal
Through the defendants and their representatives, ^UPP acquired,
and benefited from, numerous immovable properties m occupied
territories, employing devices including: seizure purchases and leases
influenced by force, "trusteeships" (Treuhandschaften), and "sponsor
ships" (Patenschaften). KRUPP acquired and benefited similarly
acquisition of movable properly seized in the copied countries for
nse there or in Germany in the interest of the German war effort. Theparticu '^ars in paragraphs 39-44, inclusive are illustrative.
39. FRANCE. Even prior to the war the German Reich Government
had invited German -industrialfists to =^mit an account of all losses of
properties suffered in consequence of the defeat in the First World
war and the Treaty of Versailles. KRUPP had suffered' such lo^es
particularly in Lorraine, although money compensation hiad been paid
by the German Repubhc. Following the German occupation, German
industries, among them KRUPP, put in claims to booty mFrance The
defendant Janss^n, then the principal ^KRUPP representative in Berlin
was instructed from Essen to make KRUPP claims known at the Reich
Miniistry of Economics. KRUPP sent groups of technical experts into
the occupied zone in France and obtained reports conceiming French
enterprises which KRUPP might take over advantageously. KRUpp
established the subsidiary firm KRUPP S. A. in Paris, to amalgamate
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all KRUPP enterprises in France. KRUPP unlawfuUy obtained control
through trusteeships and so-called "sponsorships" (Patenschaften) of
numerous French enterprises; acquired rights and interest in mines
including the wolfram ore mine "Montbelleux"; founded jointly with
other German concerns the Erzgesellschaft, for joint exploitation of
French ore deposits, both colonial and European; threatened the French
Custodian of Jewish property and thereby obtained the privilege of
exploiting the Austin factory at Liancourt; took over the "Elmag" plant
in Alsace; participated with other industrial concerns and the Hermann
Goering "Works in the seizure and exploitation of Lorraine coke ovens,
gas .and other property; participated in the dismantling of French
factories and was a beneficiary of the looting of French raw materials,
-myachinery, automobiles, urban real estate and other property, goods and
materials; and at a meeting in or near Strasbourg, in the summer of
1944 participated in organizing last-minute plunder and spoliation of
French property an anticipation of the German evacuation of France
and of the defeat of Germany in the war. For example:
A. By agreement with the Reich's Organization Todt, ICRUPP
took over, without notifying the concessionaire and the owner until
a later date, the exploitation of a wolfram ore mine at Montbel
leux, near Fougere, France. Upon the withdrawal of German forces
from the area the mine installations and the warehouse were blas
ted and destroyed by and with the participation of KRUPP repre
sentatives and engineers.
B. KRUPP entered into a so-called "agreement" (Betriebsueber-
lassung) with the German commissar for a lease of the plants,
including machinery, of the ' Elsaessische Maschinenfabrik A. G.,
Mulhouse, Alsace (Elmag) and founded a new company, the Elsaes
sische Maschinenfabrik G.m.b.H. When the plant was evacuated
. in September 1944 KRUPP dismantled the machinery and shipped
•. * it to Germany. KRUPP withdrew current funds and working capi-
'^JC" tal belonging to the French company and did not even leave enough
to pay the workers and employees.
• C. In April 1941 KRUPP's engineer, Eisfeld, from Rheinhausen,
accompanied by German workers and military officers, commenced
dismantling a valuable sheet metal bending machine and a valuable
sheet metal bending press at the Alsthom plant in Belfort, France.
Both items were shipped to a KRUPP plant in Germany.
40. BELGIUM AND THE NETHERLANDS. Krupp-Brussels S.A. was
founded with the purpose of obtaining, and did obtain, control of Belgian
plants acquired unlawfully, including the American owned Lot factory
of the S.A. Gregg. KRUPP participated in the so-called RuhrhQfe Aktion,
a project involving the dismantling of Dutch factories and machinery
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for the benefit of Ruhr plants, including those of KRUPP. KRUPP parti
cipated in the earlier Lager Aktions, concerned chiefly with the requisi
tioning of new iron and steel materials from Dutch owners. KRUPP
agents selected the material desired by KRUPP and informed the RVE,
which ordered the requisition. KRUPP companies carried out the trans
port of such materials directly to KRUPP plants in Germany and to
plants of the Vereinigte Stahlwerke, for which KRUPP acted as agent
in this looting.
41. AUSTRIA. Prior to the Anschluss there had been in Austria well-
founded fears of German domination and of the acquisition-by Germans
of Austrian industrial plants. For many years KRUPP had attempted
unsuccessfully to acquire the Berndorfer Metallwarenfabrik Arthur
Krupp AG Negotiations were conducted by KRUPP with Goering, Hit
ler's plenipotentiary for Anschluss. The German-appointed trustee of
the Austrian Creditanstalt was directed by Goering to sell Berndorf only
to KRUPP Backed by Goering's favor and German might, KRUPP, and
the defendant Loeser in particular, conducted negotiations concerning
the price and the Berndorf properties to be acquired. The acquisition of
Berndorf was, in the words of KRUPP's official historian, a pleasant
consequence" of the annexation of Austria.
42. YUGOSLAVIA. Shortly after the German Army occupied Yugos
lavia KRUPP attempted to obtain control of the Chrom-Asseo, A.G. and
its Jeserina chrome mines by obtaining a majority of the shares which,
had been seized from a family considered "non-aryan." However, repre
sentatives of an Italian company had previously taken the shares to
Rome and KRUPP was required by the German Foreign Office to accept
a minority interest in partnership with the Italian plunderers. KRUPp
subsequently acquired other shares, including shares seized by theReich-
commissar for Enemy and Jewish Property. In the negotiations, conducted
by KRUPP's representatives Ballas and Kyllmann, KRUPP also succeeded
in obtaining a share of the chrome ore. ,
43. GREECE. Prior to the war KRUPP attempted to obtain control
of the nickel ore mine "Lokris", which was the property of a Greek
citizen. The Societe Anonyme Internationale des Mines et Commerce de
Minerals, Athens, controlled by a Greek, Charilaos, held the mining
concession. KRUPP's offers for shares of the mine and the mining con
cession company were low and were rejected. When the German Army
invaded Greece to assiat their Italian allies in subduing the Greek nation,
Charilaos feared the seizure or confiscation of his shares and of his mine
by Italians or Germans, both of whom had indicated a dangerous interest
in the mine. Taking advantage of such fears KRUPP acquired' 44,895
shares under duress from Charilaos. KRUPP subsequently acquired under
similar circumstances 7,000 shares from the President of the S.A. Inter
nationale, a Greek citizen, which gave KRUPP a controlling interest.
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44. SOVIET UNION. KRUPP took full advantage of the German
program, adopted even before the attack on the USSR, for the fullest
and most ruthless exploitation of all Soviet economic resources. The
restraints of the Hague Convention were not recognized by Germany
as applying to the Soviet territory. All Soviet property was declared to
be "Property Marshalled for the National Economy" (Wirtschafts-Son-
dervermoegen) and representatives of the German civil and military
occupation authorities were declared trustees of this property to which
Germany purportedly took title. Special governmental or semi-govern
mental companies, Monopolgesellsdiafter or Ostgesellschaften, were
created by the Plenipotentiary of the Four Year Plan, Goering, as
trustees for the control of certain sectors of Soviet economy. One of
these Ostgesellschaften, the Berg und Huettenwerksgesellschaft Ost
nub. H., herein referred to as the BHO, was the trustee for the iron,
steel, and mining industry and the main spoliation agency in its field
of operations. KRUPP obtained from this organization the priority for
exploitation of the Ukraine and the trusteeship of numerous valuable
enterprises, including two plants in Mariupol; the Ilyitch and Azov
"A" plants, in Kramatorskaya; and the Molotov Works, in Dneper-
petrovsk. In 1943 KRUPP undertook ^the complete dismantling of the
electro-steel mill at Mariupol for shipment to the KRUPP Bertha Werk
near Breslau. Under special provisions of its agreement with the HHO,
KRUPP obtained an option, to be exercised after the war, on the
property of which it was trustee. Pursuant to the plans and programs
of the BHO, RVK and RVE, KRUPP participated in numerous plans
and programs for exploiting mining and smelting properties in Russia,
and for stripping the occupied territory of stocks, raw materials, scrap
iron and other property.
45. The acts and conduct of the defendants set forth in this Count
were committed unlawfully, wilfully, and knowingly, and constitute
violations of the laws and customs of war, of international treaties and
conventions, including Articles 46—56, inclusive, of the Hague Regulat
ions of 1907, of the general principles of criminal law as derived from
the criminal laws of all civilized nations, of the internal penal laws of
the countries in which such crimes were committed, and of Article II
of Control Council Law Number 10.
COUNT THREE — DEPORTATION, EXPLOITATION AND ABUSE
OF SLAVE LABOR
46. All of the defendants, with divers other persons, during the
period from September 1939 to May 1945, committed War Crimes and
Crimes against Humanity, as defined in Article II of Control Council
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Law Niimber. 10, in that they participated in atrocities and offenses
against persons, including: murder; extermination; enslavement; depor-
.tation; imprisonment; torture; abuse; and other inhumane acts com
mitted against civilian populations of countries and territories under the
belligerent occupation of, or otherwise controlled by, the Third Reich;
enslavement and deportation of foreign and German .nationals, includ
ing concentration camp inmates; employment of prisoners of war in war
operations, work having a direct relation to war operations, including
the manufacture and transport of ' armament and munitions, and in
dangerous occupations; persecuCion on political, racial and religious
grounds; and exploitation and ill treatment of all categories of persons
referred to above.
47. The defendants committed War Crimes and Crimes against Hu
manity, as set forth in paragraph 46 above, in that they were principals
in, accessories to, ordered, abetted, took a consenting part in, were
connected with plans and enterprises involving, and were members
of organizations and groups, including KEUPP, which were connected
with the commission of War Crimes and Crimes against Humanity-
48. The acts, conduct, plans, and enterprises charged in this Count
were carried out as a part of the slave labor plan and progrm of the
Third Reich. Millions of persons, including women and children, were
subjected to forced labor under cruel and inhumane conditions which
resulted in widespread- suffering and many deaths. At least 5,000,000
workers were deported to Germany. The conscription of labor was
accomplished in many cases by drastic and Violent methods. Workers
destined for the Reich were sent under guard to Germany, often packed
in trains without adequate heat, food, clothing, or sanitary facilities.
Other inhabitants of occupied countries were conscripted and compelled
to work in their own countries to assist the German war economy. The
needs of the occupied countries were completely disregarded in the
execution of the said plans and enterprises, as were the family honor
and rights of the civilian populations involved. Prisoners of war were
assigned to work directly related to war operations, including work in,
armament factories. Millions of prisoners were herded into concen
tration camps, and then driven to death In factories and mines or into
more expeditious death in gas chambers. The treatment of slave
laborers and prisoners of war was based on the principle that they
should be fed, sheltered and treated in such a way as to exploit them
to the greatest possible extent at the lowest possible expenditure.
49. Through and by means of their offices, memberships, represen
tation, control and influence in the RVE, RVK and other organizations
and groups, the defendants victimized and committed offenses against
hundreds of thousands of civilians and prisoners of war in the iron and
steel and the mining industries alone, in Germany and the occupied
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territories. These organizations and igroups were given wide powers by
the Government, exercised pervasive influence and authority in these
industries, and performed important functions in respect to the pro
curement, enslavement, deportation, allocation, and treatment of foreign
civilians, prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates, Members
of the governing bodies of these organizations and groups, including
the defendants Alfred Krupp and Houdremont, met and consulted
with, and advised the Central Planning Board, which was the top
wartime coordinating body in the Third Reich on matters of industry
and manpower. The influence and control exerted by the defendants
over policies and actions of these organ^ations and groups were
further extended through the positions and activities of other officials
and subordinates of KRUPP.
50. The defendants sought out, requested and recruited foreign
workers, prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates from the
Third Reidi and satellite government ministries and agencies, from
the German military forces, the SS, the official economic organizations
and elsewhere. KRUPP maintained offices in occupied countries and
recruited foreign civilians who were forced, terrorized and misled into
employment with KRUPP. The defendant Lehmann, for example,
recruited foreign workers in the course of numerous trips to the
Netherlands, Belgium, France, Poland and Italy. In 1942 the KRUPP
ignitor workshop in Essen complained bitterly that foreign workers
were made available only two or three months after being requisitioned;
and the defendants Mueller, Eberhardt and Korschan participated in
the attempt to remedy this complaint. The defendants advised, influen
ced and assisted governmental ministries and agencies, the military,
the' Gestapo, the SS, the official economic organizations and others on
matters pertaining to' the recruiting, allocation and utilization of slave
labor. Under its slave labor program, KRUPP employed in KRUPP
enterprises over 55,000 foreign workers, over 18,000 prisoners of war
and over 5,000 concentration camp inmates, not including replacements,
within a period of about five years, and not including workers in
KRUPP plants in the occupied countries.
51. In the course of recruitment, deportation to slave labor, allo
cation and utilization of slave labor by the defendants, and in the
industrial plants, mines and enterprises of KRUPP, foreign civilian
workers, prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates were
exploited under inhumane conditions and subjected to atrocities, ill
treatment and offenses against their persons in innumerable ways.
The particulars in paragraphs 52—62, inclusive, all illustrative. *
52. Repressive measures were used to force workers to center into
and remain in involuntary servitude. Armed guards, barbed wire
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enclosures and other measures were utilized to keep workers from
association with the German population, and from escaping; and the
few who did escape were reported to and dealt with by RRUPP s
Works Police and the Gestapo. When hordes of starving, ragged
prisoners of war and foreign workers were crammed into Essen in 1942
the defendants Ihn and the Personnel Department of the Gusstahlfabrik
issued a circular reminding German civilians that "all prisoners ^of
v/ar — even the French ones — are nationals of enemy states.
Civilian Russian workers are to be treated the same as prisoners of
war. Any kind of sympathy is false sympathy which the courts will
not recognize as an excuse." In a circular in 1943, the defendant Ihn
notified all plants that certain categories of so-called voluntary wor
kers, i. e., Eastern workers (Ostarbeiter), Poles, Netherlanders, Belgians
and iFrendmien, after the normal expiration of their contract period,
were subject to compulsory extension thereof; with the distinction in
regard to Netherlanders, Belgians and Frenchmen that the attempt
was first to be made to induce them to a voluntary extension of the
contract. The circular continued: "In case they are not ready to do
it on a voluntary basis, they will be committed to service by the
Labor Office."
53. Penalties, torture and abuse, including cruel beatings, were often
inflicted by persons under the supervision and control of the defend
ants, and sometimes by means of special torture equipment ^rder^
and manufactured by KRUPP for that purpose; and KRUPP authorized
its Works Police to mete out punishments. Various crimes of violence,
committed by KRUPP employees against the persons of foreign wor
kers, prisoners of war and concentration camp inmates, took place at
Essen, including murders, shootings and brutal beatings. The defendan
von Buelow encouraged brutality by the expression of approval of a
recommendation that a guard be publicly commended for killing a
Russian prisoner of war for attempting'to pick up bread while clearmg
nibble of the KRUPP bakery in Essen. KRUPP sent "unruly"
workers to a special disciplinary camp; and, through the defen an
von Buelow's deputy, 'KRUPP actively encouraged harsh treatment o
foreigners there, so that conditions in the camp should not compare
favorably with conditions in KRUPP plants. In one camp Eastern
women workers were awakened by pouring cold water on them. Kid<-
ings and beatings by foremen were common. KRUPP officials distrib
uted steel switcbes for disciplinary purposes. A fantastic method of
torture employed at KR'UPP, Essen, was the use of an iron cupboard
into which slave workers were crammed in a crouching position and
left for periods of hours up to serveral days. A refinement of torture
was to pour water during winter weather onto, the victims through
air holes in the top of the cupboard.
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54. Persecution on political, racial and religious grounds was
practiced on workers brought from occupied countries and especially
on concentration) camp inmates, Eastern workers and Russian prisoners
of war. Circulars of the KRUPtP Gusstahlfabrik gave instructions that
more severe punishment for the same "offenses" be inflicted upon
Polish, Czechoslovakian and Eastern workers th^ on others. For a
period of years, smaller amounts of food were issued for the same
work to Poles than to German workers, and the same policy was
instituted in the case of other Eastern workers. The systematic dis
crimination against the Russian prisoners of war and the Jewish
concentration camp inmates in the distribution of food at the KRXJPP
Bertha Works resulted in actual fighting between these two groups
for spoiled food which the foreign civilian workers had rejected as unfit
for human consumption.
55. The labor of foreign women and children was exploited in war
production and at other tasks. A KRUPP official reported in 1942 to
the defendants Eberhardt and Ihn and to others concerning the manu
facture of anti-tank gun barrels and the latest assignment of 600
Russians, consisting of 450 women and 150 juveniles fourteen years of
age. Objection was made by a production official to this assignment
on the sole ground of the unskilled character of the laborers. Emring
a period of about three months in 1944 the KRUHP Werkschutz at
Essen reported to the firm and the Gestapo the escapes of at least six
foreign juveniles under seventeen years of age. KRUPP employed 520
Hungarian Jewesses from the concentration camp Buchenwald and
used them in Essen plants and construction work at heavy labor.
56. Children were separated from parents as a part of the policy
to require the parents to labor and for other purposes, and many
children of foreign workers died of neglect and ill treatment by KRUPP
officials, doctors, and nurses. In a four month period at the end of
1943 and early in 1944, in a group of approximately 130 children at a
camp maintained by KRUPP near Essen for the children of foreign
workers, approximately one-third of the children died. About one-half
of the deaths were due to causes denominated on the death certificates
as general weakness.
57. Foreign workers, prisoners of war and concentration camp
inmates were subjected to work which was excessive according to
ordinary and customary hours of exertion and the capacities of the
individuals, affected as they were by insufficient food, clothing, rest,
medical care and otherwise. KRUPP's chief physician reported to the
defendant Ihn and others that the nutrition of Eastern workers was
inadequate, and that plant leaders often needed two Russians for work
otherwise performed by one worker of normal strength. Moreover,
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foreign workers and prisoners of war frequently were entirely deprived
of food during a working day of twelve hours.
58. The' denial of food was a customary form of punishment utilized
by the defendants, and severe and brutal punishment was inflicted
upon starving victims who tried desperately to obtain adequate food.
The defendant Loeser ordered food withheld from foreign civilians who
might be regarded as loafing on the job- Similar measures were applied
against prisoners of war and Italian -internees. The defendant von
Buelow openly authorized the administration by KRUPP personnel of
severe corporal punishment to foreign workers caught stealing food.
59. Food, sanitary measures, medical assistance, clothing and shelter
were customarily inadequate, and as a result, many of the workers
became ill and died. After describing the horrible living conditions,
barely sufficient food, the lack of medicine, bandages, and proper
medical treatment in one of the prisoner of war camps in Essen, a
KRUPP doctor found it astonishing that the number of sick was not
higher than it in fact was — nine to ten per cent of the inmates.
KRUPP doctors had severe standards for release from work, and
persons able to march to work were not ordinarily regarded as "sick.
The chief physician at KRUPP, Essen, reported to the defendants
Alfred Krupp and Loeser, concerning health conditions arhong Eastern
workers in 1942, that no hunger oedema had been observed among
German workers, but it had appeared among Eastern workers. The
KRUPP hospital in Essen, in reporting the causes of death in a group
of 54 Eastern workers, referred to four deaths by external causes and
50 as a result of illnesses, among which were 38 cases of tuberculosis
and two of malnutrition.
60; Slave workers were exposed to air raids, deprived of shelter
and protection from air raids, and required to work in the most
dangerous locations during air raid alarms. KRUPP continued to
demand and to receive thousands of foreign workers, prisoners "Of war
and concentration camp inmates, knowing that air raid shelter other
than trenches would not be provided. Concentration camp inmates
employed at the KRUPP Bertha Works were the last workers to leave
this armament plant during an air raid alarm.
61. Prisoners of war and foreign civilians- were used in war
operations, including the manufacture and transport of armament and
munitions, and were exploited and ill treated under these and other
conditions of employment. On 25 January 1944 KRUPP employed on
tank production, in one department, at least 1151 civilian foreign
workers and 412 prisoners of war.
62. KRUPP engaged in a policy and a widespread practice of
exploitation of concentration camp labor. These concentration camp
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inmates were employed, among other places, at the Gusstahlfabrik in
Essen; the Bertha Works in Markstaedt near Breslau; Wuestergiersdorf;
the Norddeutsche Huette; Desdiimag; Weserflugzeugbau, G- m. b. H.;
Geisenheim; the Elmag plant in Mulhouse, Alsace, France; and at a
plant in the notorious concentration camp at Ausdiwitz. During
negotiations with the SS and the Special Committee M3 of the Office
of the Reichminister for Armament and War Production, in 1943,
KRUPP participated in the giving_ to the SS of lists of approximately
500 Jewish workers and in their compulsory transfer from Berlin to
the Auschwitz concentration camp for work in KRUPP's contemplated
production of shell fuses at Auschwitz. The defendants Mueller and
Eberhardt were notified of this action. Numerous other important
iECRUPP projects were planned upon the assumption and the intention
that the labor of concentration camp inmates would be available for
the execution of those projects, including a plant at Maekrisch Schoen-
berg and four earlier projects at Auschwitz. The defendant von
Buelow and others frequently referred KRUPP workers to and received
them back from the disciplinary camp Dechensdiule in Essen.
63. The acts and conduct of the defendants set forth in this Count
were committed unlawfully, wilfully and knowingly and constitute
violations of international conventions, particularly of Articles 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 14, 18, 23, 43, 46 and 52 of the Hague Regulations, 1907, and of
Articles 2, 3, 4, 6, 9-15, 23, 25, 27-34, 46-48, 50, 61, 54, 56, 57, 60, 62,
63, 65-68 and 76 of the Prisoner-of-War Convention (Geneva, 1929),
of the laws and customs of war, of the general principles of criminal
law as derived from the criminal laws of all civilized nations, of the
internal penal laws of the countries in which such crimes, were com
mitted, and of Article II of Control Council Law Number 10
COUNT FOUR — COMMON PLAN OR CONSPIRACY
64. All of the defendants, with divers other persons, during a period
of years preceding 8 May 1945, participated as leaders, organizers,
instigators and accomplices in the formulation and execution of a
common plan and conspiracy to cdmmit, and which involved the com
mission of. Crimes against Peace (including the acts constituting War
Crimes and Crimes against Humanity, which were committed as an
integral part of such Crimes against Peace) is defined in Control
Council Law Number 10, and are individually responsible for their
own acts and for all acts committed by any persons in the execution
of such common plan or conspiracy.
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65. The acts and conduct of the defendants set forth in Counts
One, Two and Three of this Indictment formed -a part of said common
plan or conspiracy and all the allegations made in said Counts are
incorporated in this Count.
WHEEIEFORE, this Indictment is filed with the Secretary General
of the Military Tribunals and the charges herein made against the
above-named defendants are hereby presented to the Military Tribunals.
Nurnborg, 16 August 1947.
r .
TELFQIU? TAinUQR
Brigadier General, U.S. Army
Chief of Counsel for War Crimes
Acting on behalf of the United
States of America.
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C.ASS X (KRUPP) " 19 January 19A8
JudgB Anderson opened the trial against the 6 defense counsels, which left the
session on Friday, Jan. 16, without notifying the tribunal and without permission
in open challenge of the Military Tribunal. The gravity of this must be kncvm to
everybody.
All the courts had received the order to expedite the trials.
Two conferences had been held between prosecution and defense in order to have
a commissionar. These had no definite result. On Friday morning it was »nounced, •
that a commissionar had teen ^pointed and that a session would take place in the
afternoon.
•'he Judge Anderson read the protocol on ths Friday monning session, Ife then stated
that shortly after Judge Daly told Dr. Schilf, defense counsel for the defendant
Janssen, to remove himself from the court room, the defense counsels got up'and
left the room in a body. The tribunal had no idea that this happened on conspiricy
they did not think this was possible. When they did not come in the afternoon
the tribunal sent the marshal to order them to the court room. They were tried in
open session. The 6 counsels present in the morning were taken into custody and
ordered before the tribunal this morning. It was a very serious point in such an
action, the defendants were without defense and the tribunal could not proceed.
Dr. ^rsnzbuehler then announced, that he was appointed lliy the counsels for their
defense and that he is willing 'to defend them.
Dr. Schilf was called to the wStness stand, •
Dr. ^r«*buehler stated, that these 6 counsels were arrested by this tribunal
and asked that the tribunal would declare itself as incompetent. Further he saAd
that he has to refuse Judge Daly because of precudlee. This was declined by the
tribunal.
Dr. Schilf:
He stated, that it was a full surprise for hoth parties, prosecution and defense,
to hear the conclusion of the tribunal that a session with the commissionar should
take place in the afternoon already. Both parties were of the opinion, that the
sessions should start Monday. He wanted to give a motion to the tribunal and felt
it necessary that it had to be done in the morning session. The tribunal refused
to hear him and ordered him back to his seat. When he did not go back but asked
for a third time to be heard. Judge Daly tol^ him that he would be removed from
the dourt room. When he said he*d requestit, and Judge Daly told him he could
remove himself he took it as a permission. But then the marshal cares and showed
him by motion that he had to leave. This seemed to fee an order. When he left the
court room he was very excited and felt like a shhool boy.
He solemnly stated that he had no intention to centempt the court. He aig^
not Intend to challenge the Unl-ted States. His conduct on Friday was only based
on positive things. Before a German court it would be impossible that a lawyer
would be thrown out of the co\irt for that reason. It never happened to him that
he was threatened to be removed from the court room. He believed tfeii that he had
to mate® a motion and Is sorry when by missunderatanding the tribunal got to
beliave that he wanted to contempt the court.
Judge Wilkins said, that if Dr. Kranzbuehler would have been present this would
never have haopened. Schilf declared, that after the Gorman law a defense counsel
has the right to ask a decisslon of the entire court if the decision of the
presiding ji^ge is not satisfactory to him.
Judge Wilkins: Would you have been allowed to ccntrailct 3 times to a rule by the
judge?
Schilf: It would have been poflsibliTf I tried it several times and with success.
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further said, that he had no rushing up tempsr, but when he left the court
Toom he was deeply shocked, "I may say that ^ was deeply shocked about the order
leave the court room",
J"Udge Wilkins said, that if So" llf would have been man enough in the morning to
apology for his doing, if there would have been just a little acknowledgement
^f the tribunal, they would have been in a different position than they are now.
Sc ilf flSked than for forgiveness that he did not think about sending a
®®S3engar to notify t^-e tribimal about their staying awey. They were in a hurry
make a written motion. He also apologized before Judge Daly, but sais that
also felt hurt in his honour,
Jtidge Wilkins: The behaviour of the defense counsels was only the best. We could
^ot think other than an outside power had asked for such behaviour. The tribunal
laads the procedure. Your Apology will be a milding circumstance, we will regard
this,
J't, Bud Jones, marshal of the court, stated in his testimony, that he received an
order by Judge Wilkins and that he asked Dr. Schilf by motion to leave the court,
'.Vecker was called then,
Ke said, that at the meeting about a commissionar on 13 Jan, there was made
a proposition to find an other conclusion. He personally mentioned the right
of the defendants to attent the sa'-sions with a witness. In tehe meeting on
15 Jan. an agreement w»s made. He was surprised that the commissionar wes here
already. The conclusion on Frida y morning made by the tribunal was an
antire surprise to him, beaause he was still waiting for the list of witnesses,
that should have been inti-oduced. His objection was overruled. After the furtter
Happsnings his feeling ordered him to leave tbe court room. He acted on a apontan
feeling because he believed, that not only the honour of Dr. Schilf, but also
theirs had been attacked. It was, he believes, the atraosphaer in the morning
Session, It does not only depend on the words, but also the way thej a-^ said,
^he sound wa« not the one which should be used to a respected attorney, Hs had the
feeling that he could not do anything for his client in this moment than to
step out and confer with his colleges^ what should be done in this case.
This atmoaohaer ruled often In this court, ^ 3aid,that it would seem impossible
to him that he would have done such a thing in the Flick case.
It was not on^y the hurt sense of honour, hut also the feeling that the right
of his client was hurt or in danger. He did not consider to come back to court,
they wanted to mal^ a written motion, which seemed the only wsy to make clear
to the tribunal what opinion they had about the happenings in morning session.
For staying away without notifying hhe tribunal ho apologized, ^he actico in the
morning had two sides, an objective one and a subjective one. It is right, that
9 tribunal must feel hurt when all the defense counsels run away. But he would
feel bad today if he would not have done as he did. He felt hurt in his honour.
Maybe this fense of honour is extravagant, we Germans are often told that we
have an exmentric ftfeling of honour, but a man cannot go out of his feelings.
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Judge Willlns stated, that Dr» Wecker was very frank In his statements in the
Friday session.
Dr. Wecker said, that he did not think that he neglected his client when he left
the court rooin Friday morning. He wanted to help his client and for that reason
they had to he heard by the tribunal^
It is a difference between the incident in the morning and the sfternoon. He
realised that It was their fault that tey did not inform the tribunal when they
did not cocie in the afternoon, "^be reasons that made him go out off the court
room seemed so strong to him that they were allowed to leave the court room. To
have a possibility to defend his client he saw it not only as his right, but as
his duty.
He will apoldgice that he too had not the thought to excuse himself for the
afternoon. What he saw for an offence that a co^msel should be removed from the
court room and his feelings about it he can't see as to be right today.
Judge Anderson asked about their opinion on that matter today, when they left
the tribunal helpless with the procedure. The iules are not made by this tribunal,
but by the Milltar y Government for Germany, Was It a protest against the rules?
Dr. Wecker declared, that it was no foreseen plan, that they did not talft until
they were outside and that they decided right away that they owed the tribunal
an explanantion.
He. Dr. Wecker, had 3 reasons to leave th4 court room;
1. He ki»w that Dr. Schllf would make a motion upon which the tribunal hd
not yet decided. After his opinion the tribunal had te receive this motion,
2. Dr. Schilf was threatened to be removed ftsom the court room, after his flfelinf
a very unusual measure.
3. The way In which it was said. It is a matter of temperament by jxiAge Paly,
he, Dr. Wecker had the ftfellng to be offenced.
The tribunal decided, that the other counsels should not be called In the witness
stand but should say if they had to add anything.
Dr Kranzbuehler stated, that Dr. Pohle, Gollnlck and Reltzenstein declared
thnough him, that thev fully agree with the testimony Dr. Wecker had given and
have to add nothing.
Dr Geiseler demanded to be dalled to the witness stand and testify under oath.
He'was in a special position, because he made a statement Friday afternoon.
He said that he protested to he arrested in the court room without being given
an opportunity to make an explanation to thebehavlour for which he was arrested.
He could not believe that this tribunal would take his personal llber^ without
giving him an opportunity for an explanation. ssid:
1 Today I am still of the opinion that my protest was right. After good,
old soldierly custom I slept a night over it and an Jan, 17, I have filed
a motion with the Secretary Genaral.
2 This tribunal has rasntioned several times that it will protect the rights
of the defendants in any way. This was not alweys done. But I trusted that
opportunity would be given to the defense to say what they believed they
had to say^ for the right of their defendants.
At this point judge Anderson pointed out that this Is near an attacks of the
court. Dr. Geiseler said, that he is very grateful for this hint, but that he
has sworen to say the truth,He went on, that he had only thought of the case of
his client, Alfrled Krupp, and believed, that their staying away on purpose to
the time they could give an explanation was necessary to keep his clients right.
In the moiwnt when they left he court room they did not think of a written
motion yet, that came later, Their sense of honour and of right was hurt. In
such a procedure the In^erestn of the defirfhdants could not bo preserved as it
should have been.
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" I don't think that I have done wrong. It was an extraordinary step end
I believe that in this moment I could not do otherwise. And that I st^ll
believe today,"
He said, that he had the intention to return to the court room the first possible
moment. He did not think to give an explanation. He wanted to wait until they
had a written motion.
He asked to be called to the witness stand and to be tried by Dr, Kran2bu?hler,
because he could not understand that he should be condemned for contempt of court
without being heiard. But he cannot apologice, *a doesn't feel guilty and has no
cause to ask for excuse for a mistake which he does not see.
Dr. Pohle: I joun the exi^anetion of Dr, Wecker and xtiii am still of the seme
opinion today.
Dr, same answer
Dr, R ditmcnstein: I acknowledge the declaration and am willing to make a similar,
Dr» Ballast is of the same opinion as Dr. Wecker,
Dr, Kranzbuehler ; final statement.
On Jan 16, 6 counsels have been tak3n into custody in their juristical robe
and in open court. That happened bnly once in his practice and with right it
celled the attention of publicity,A lawyer is under a special protection of the
tribunal. It must be based en a very grave occurence,
^hen he have a review on the happenings of that day,
Dr, Schilf, he continued, was ordered to leave the court room and cannot apologise
to this point. It seems that the tribunal had the impression that he behaved
indecent. He declared that he was sorry if this was the case. All the others,
except Dr. Geiseler, expressed that thiy realised it as a fault of form not to
excuse themselves for staying away in the afternoon. Dr, Geiseler sees this fact
for so email, cpmpared to the incident, that he is not able to excuse himself^
He, Dr. Krannbuehler, does not know whether the tribunal had already decided
that the coxmsels were guilty of contempt of court. Whether it is contempt at all
should be overthought.
Judge Wilkins stated yesterday, that they would not rule unon •^rican law, %
unfortunately does not know what law will be used, (Dr. Kranzbuehler) It Is
surprising for a German lawyer to realise, that his counsels shall be ruled
upon the same laa, which is made for sentencing war crlminila. That this is the
fact, he was assured when he asked that Judge Daly should be excluded because
of precudice*
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In a Geraan trial it Is violation of duty of the Judge if he does not listen to
the motion of a counsel. A judge can have a lawyer removed only of he conies into
tourt drunk for instance. There Is only one example when a counsel was removed,
that was a kanmunistic attorney in a politic case 1924. It would never occur to
a Grman judge to consider a repeated contradiction of a defense counsel as
contempt, A judge has no disciplinar power on a lawyer. Alawyer hos always the
possioility to 1^^ down his mandate or to leave thil court.
Judge Hlkina said yesterday that this wouldn't have happened if I had been
present, I think I cannot qur'te agree, I h^-ve learned German law, too, and I
must say that 1 entirely understand the nositicn cf the defense counsels an
defend it.
In course of this trial there was a wow of incidents which caused always coubts
by the defense whether they would be able to carry out their defense right,
he whole trial that has been put in in this case is a trial of the conasueror
against the victim, ^
Your you have the fu41 power of the judge as you have it in your country,
but nut the guarantee. There Is no higher tribunal in this case. Imentione that
to make, cle^ to you which immense re^onsibility Iqjrg upon the defense co msels.
Please bear In mind *hat we Germans are always upbraided with - and. these last
^ ye^s more than ever - that we have no sense for individual respdnsobility.
r ^ have done something very unuaual to find an ear and to defendtheir clients the right way, and that their word would have the weight a word
01 a aerense counsel should have in a trial of such extent,
- ® higher feeHng against a formal order. If the counselsfulfil this duty it can never be right to punish them because of a mistake in
lormaj. duty.
In of (Seiseler Dr. Kranzbuohl r added, that he is a very idealistic
man and did " on conviction, he would call It characterless if he would not
have done so. He it put of an Inner conflict between a higher duty and a
formal order, He wanted a a fair trial for his client even with the rise of h-»
own liberty. ®
• ^ \
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Prosecution-witness: Jaques Paul Francois from Luettich, borne 1022
(Cross-examination)
Vjitness stated, that he saw many Hussion prisoners of vjar
working in the Krupp firm. But he is not able to tell on which
production they were working. Likewise he saw Italy prisoners
of war, and gmffiratri French^too. Italy prisoners of war considered
theirselves still as prisoners of war, although they were rhmkimm
duampiminfhtnmm called Civil Internee .since Juljr 1944.
prosecution-witness: Priest Alfons / Charles Come, borne 1910
prosecutor: Mr. Russel Thayer.
Witness has been a ChapIan in the Belgian Army and is now
living in Germany for purposes of the Belgian Red Cross-. He
gave the following Affadavit to the prosecution: HIK 12839,
Priest Come was arrested by the Germans in August, 15th, 1944,
when he was just ready to go to church. This happened five o'clock
in the morning in a little Belgian village named Smuid. Together
with him were other inhabitants of this little village brought
by truck into the prison at Arlon. On the 25 th of August 1944
they were transferred by train to Essen in the Dechen-School,
V/itness mentioned, that in all places no interrogation was
carried out. At the stationary in Essen a German sergeant-major
said to all: "Now you will work for Krupp". In the Deoh^sohool
they were treated as prisoners. They must wear prisoners-clothing.
- 2 - 2. February (Krupp)
In the morning they have to get up 4.50 o'clock. Those were
beaten by a ,@a^y-hose who were not quickly enough. Then they
were brought to the Krupprplant and have to work mk from 6 o'clock
antil nearly 6 o'clock in the evening nil by only short recesses,
ffiton After work they went back to the camp where they got their
first soup. Then they had a roll-call, a very long roll-call, and
then they received their second meal und temwiffldi their bread-
ration. This ration was for the next day too.
Sometimes an under-camp-leader sent him in the town to do some
thing for him. With the secret knowledge of these camp-leader
he could stay for a longer time outside of the camp and visit
a
mTnmihtnBin German priest.
Witness worked 6n several places, ftffam Once he had to clean up
offices of defendant von Buelow, and he supposed, that von Buelow
was in a close connection to the camp Dechen-School.
He recognized von Buelow in the dock.
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Krupp (Case x) 2. February 194S
Prosecution-witness: Jaques Paul Francois
(cross-examination by Dr. Pohle)
Witness didn't believe that hundred thousands of Belgians
came volontarly for work to Germany. He said, that it is a
fact of German propaganda. As far as the statement of
president of deported Belgian labourers, Roesler, is concerned,
ihinmih who stated in the Flick-case that 250 .000 Belgian workers
came volontarly to Germany, witness have some doubts.
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Krupp (Case X) 3. February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Priest Alfons Charles Come.
On' the end mm. of cross-examination witness spoke about the victims
who died during an airraid. Nobody listed the names of these died
men.
Cross-examination by Dr. Pohle:
memb e r
Witness has been a ymiilsnmss of the Belgian restistance-movement. He
1 I
declared to the defence-counsel, that •fee- is the first one asking him
this fact. Neither in the prison at Arlon nor in the camp he was
asked for this. Ma VJitness furthermore stated, that Dechen-School
was a special-camp of the Gestapo, ,
Prosecution-witness: Robert Bechsfrom Paris, borne 1901
His Affadavits: NIK 6997 and 11690
In August 1942 Mia Germans occupied the ore-mine in Montbelleux.
Already before negotiations with the French Government were brought
to an end Germans started with the exploitation. The Krupp-firm'was
interested at this mine and worked there until 1943. Then the nego
tiations, which were conducted by a Krupp representative, were given
up and the organization Todt,(OT) occupied the mine. About 50-60 tons
Wolfram-ore were won from this mine, that are 15-16 Million French Franc,
Cross-examination; (Dr. V/ecker for Alfried Krupp von Bohlen)
The mine was founded in 1907 and worked with very long interruptions.
This for
^ ore-mine was not important. In the whole the mine was/pS years
not working. 1938 Edgard Brandt, a Erenoh, got the oonceaaion to built
Krupp (Case X) 3* February 1948
Cross-examination of prosecution-witness Robert Beche by Dr.Viecker:
V;h.en Krupp occupied the Montbelleuz mine five other German agencies
were over Krupp. Among these were the organization Todt (Ot) and
the Reich Kconomic iiinistry. It's unknown to Mm witness, that
Krupp vrforked as a representative of OT#
Prosecution-witness: Georg Kirchhoefer, Essen
Vrfitness guarded Russian prisoners of war from the camp Fohnkausen
to the Krupp-firm, They had to repair tanks. As far as the
witness know, these camp was under supervision of the V.ehrmacht.
Prosecution-witness: Josef Dahm from Essen.
Hisj^ Affadavits: D 382 a, b, c.
In the new-year-night 1944 to 1945 witness was as an airraid-guard
in the Krupp-plant Panzerbau IV (tank-work XV). In these work
was the camp of eastern-workers located. Eastern-workers celebrated
the New Year. One o'clock one of the Krupp-emplXoyees, Unterfuehrer
Gerlach (underleader Gerlach), ended this celebration. During
a circuit of Gerlach he saw three eastern-workers with eastern-
women. Gerlach heated the workers and then he took these three and
put they in e sl^S^^-cupboard. In this cupboard were only little
holes. After one hour Gerlach removed one of the man. Thew^^fcjhor
•y>;
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ihwmnhtBAnfcnmtmrmAm v*tien witness left in the morning about 6 o'clock
two others still remained in the cupboard*
This employee was in the Krupp-firm since 1940*
pi, I'''' Krupp (case X) February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Josef Dehni from Essen
Cro s s-examins t i on
V/itness knows from a reglement in the Krupp-firm that it was
not allowed to misstreat eastern-workers. In spide of this he
kept the occuranoe vjith the steel-cupbpard as a secret, .vhen
the Americans arrived in Essen he went volontarly to them in order
to report this indident.
The ages of the three eaiern-workers which were kept in the
steel-cupbpard were about 17 to 18 years.
Prosecution-witness: Fritz Fell from Essen
Viitness worked in the Krupp-firm. In summer 1944 he was an
airraid-guard. He watched deputy camp-le.ader Gerlach when he
took a girl (eastern-worker) in the same steel-cupboard, because
io.this girl was for a long time on a leave. V/itness said, this
girl have been pregnant.
He reported this occuranoe to nobc^ in the firm.Only to the
Americans he spoke about this.
Prosecution-witness: Paul Aedoux from Bruessel, borne 1905,
In the Krupp-firm witness was known under Delamare.
has
V/itness iummBi been a member of the resistance-movement-. In
August 1944 he was arrested and brought in prison at Arlon.
He was interrogated by the SD. After this he came to Essen in
the Dechen-School* .
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::ainly witness testified ebout medical conditions in the Dechen-
School, which were bad and unsuff icient. Over the dispensary
mfflfflmrfi there was located a room in which were locked in over the
whole night about 40 men. Some of them ere feeling sick
by diarrhoea. But they couldn't get out of the room. For this
reasons hygienic conditions were terrible.
In the dispensary stood 6 beds. But it was difficult to get
one one those. Mostly only two beds were occupied. Sickness
which sticlsion were treated in the hospital.
At the^^rning roll-calls fever-sick men had to participate. .
V/hen they removed to Maerfeld-School conditions in the first
time became more bad, because no ptnsician visited them. After
the 15. of, November 1944 conditions were changed . A Dutch
camerad died bji diphteria, therefore the physician was brought
It v;as also ordered by defendant von Buelov;.
TTripmihthnrhnfhhmnrftnmihm
Physician couldn't change something. If e camerad was beaten and
came to him, he said: "I cann't do something against the Gestapo."
Krupp (Case X) 4« February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Paul Ledoux from Bruessel, borne 1905
Defence-counsel Dr. Pohle asked witness about his activity in
the res;(iistance-movement, V/itness left hma district Brhbant,
because he was wanted by the police under his right name,. He
therefore called himself Delamare. On the 12. of August 1944
in Luxemburg happened rhtnffi a ddstruction of all fihmnfflRdiimBffl
German phone-lines. In the same month witness was arrested by
the Germans, but he told that this had nothing to do with his
activity in the res;J$istance-movement.
Prosecution-witness: Andre Kopp from Hussigny-Godbrange
Witness has been a metal-worker. As a soldier he became prisoner
of war in Germany. Since January 1941 he worked at Krupp in
Magdeburg, He should work on barrels for machine guns but he
refused to do so. Then he came in a foundry. Lateron he have to
work on parts belonging to chains of tanks. Re considered this
as a violation of the Genever Convention, ffin the end of 1944 he
were taken over as a civilian worker. In the vjhole he v^orkes
4 1/2 year for Germany.
• .. :
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Krupp (Case X) 5, February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Josef Aubrecbt from Prag, borne 1908
His Affidavit: 8487 doc. book 41
Witness has been e mechanician. In August 1943 he was engaged
by the labour-office in Prag to vjork in Marksteedt (near
Breslau) for Krupp. The camp he was living was located near
to a camp of Russion prisoners of war and and of Jews too. All
were working for Krupp. Vvitness often saw that Jew were beaten,
mostly when they got their soup end surrounded the food-tub,
because some of them would like to made haste. V/itness worked
for twenty month in the Krupp-firm. He told he never got a
leave all time.
Document-bbok 33: important document NIK 18608 and PS 1726.
Krapp (Case X) 5. February 1948
Prosecu"tioii submitted document-book 32.
Prosecution-witness: Albert Schwarz His Aff* NIK 11313 book 38
Witness has been sS-Hauptst\irmfuehrer (captain) and labour-
eCLocation-leader in concentration-camp Buchenwald. He recognized
in the courtroom defendants Dr. Lehmann and Xhn • V/ith these
two men and Prof. Houdremont too he negotiated, when Krupp made
a demand mm the sS-Economic-main-office (SS-WirtschaftSf(hauptamt)
lot i^d-rK
to got concentration-camp-inmates. The SS-economic-main-office
refused to send men to Krupp. About 520 Hungarian Jewish women
were transferred from a women-camp to Krupp. Thisgwomen remained
in the camp in Essen under the command of the SS. That happened
munmmih in autxomn 1944.
In the opinion of the witness prisoneres came from Auschwitz.
Before they were brought to Krupp they worked in a Gasolin-
company in Gelsenkirchen. Concerning their food directions came
from an official place, but witness couln't state of which..
On the near end of the war camp-commander of Buchenwald ordered,
all prisoner-women mSL from west-Germany to transfer in the middle
of Germany. Witness couldn't say where these women were sent.
He only knows that they arrived Weimar. (A town in Thuringia.)
mmrn women were not paid theirselves, money got the SS-Standort-
Verwaltung Buchenwald. They got 3 marks.pnmnrtinyTHmifiiiniiirnmnffirndffiyim
- Witness himself is sentenced to death in the Buchenwald-trial.-
Case X (Krupp) 6. February 1948
Prosecution-vjitness: Dr. Paul Otto Schmidt
His Affidavits; 7765 and 5308 PS document-book 9E
Viitness was as an interpreter in the ifimm German foreign office
from 1933 up to 1945. He testified about intelligent or
informed observers of German politics end about uninformed
people in Germany. He called,industrialists as almost informed
people in the manner they have the possibility to reed foreign
newspapers or to got foreign informations by her abroad
representatives.
%
After occupation of,Czechoslovakia a great British industry
company made an agreement with German industrialists in
Duesseldorf. That was one of the reasons why German industry
have been under the impression that a long peaceful time can
following.
\Vitness is not a scientific expert tnmmm concerning the aims
of the German foreign politics, but he is convinced, that
whole German people couldn't have any doubts mm to the peace
ful aims of Hitler-
and before •
Vlitness stated; In 1933/iblaa relations between Poland and
Germany were bad. Hitler made an contract with the former
Polish state-president Pilsudski and connections beeeme better-
In Hitler's book "Main Kampf" relations to France were des
cribed as bad. V/itness know, that Hitler in about 1934/35
rhmmmm mentioned to a French correspondent; I will not change
my book I will prove my changed mind by my deeds.
y
I-Krupp (Case X) 6, February 1948
ProseQution-witness: Kurt Freiherr von Schroeder (prisoner)
His Affidavit 1568 (document book 6)
Witness was owner of a banking house in Cologne which existed
-banking house
longer than 150 years and had relations to Schroeder/in London
and Nevj York. He spoke about the meeting between von Papen
and Hitler in his house. Schroeder know von Papen when he
became Reich-Chancellor in 1932. Von Papen would^ like to
met Hitler in order to establish a stable government. Industry-
circles also would see a stable government, because in
Germany v^ere about 7 millions of people who had no work.
In the whole that v^ere about 21 million people of 68 millions.
Von Papen's relations to Hitler in 1938 were not best. He would
like to change this. Therefore Schroeder asked Keppler (an
Indus try-leader) to bring up a meeting with Hitler, rnhmm
inmpTpminift Industry rather would like to see right parties in
power than communists.
Continuing of cross-examination Monday morning.
I'-M I'i'i
Krupp (Case X) _ February 1948
Presentation of document-bboks 34, 35, 37.
Prosecution-witness: Robert Glatzl from Vienna
Witness is an official of a Vienna banking house, called
Oesterreichische Credit-Anstalt. He gave an Affadavit to the ^
prosecution: NIK 11177 in doc. book 51. V/hen he was on stand
he testified about the fact that already before 1938 Krupp would
like to took over the Baerendorfer Metallwerke Aktiengesellschaft.
But most of shares were in hands of this Vienns banking house.
(68^) After occupation of Austria by Germany Krupp bought this
ifimmm factory.
Prosecution-witness: Dr. Friedrich V^ilhelm Hermann Hellwig from
Duesseldorf
His Affidavit: NI 1231 / doc. book 16B.
Prosecution submitted a long report of this witness describing
influence of war to the German Iron-industry.
V*itness was only a short time on stand. He was asked to some
statements.
Krupp (Case X)
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prGsecution-'Vvitjiess; Henry Busson. jss years old, a J'brench frpm-
Paris .;•
Witne^ was 1939 employed in the newspaper-service -in Paris. .
During the waf 'he served in the arrny as-a driver. In June .1940 : '
he became a prisoner of war and was brought to different camps'
Finhlly he came to Krefeld and from this camp to Krupp for'work.'
He worked for Krupp from 1941 up to 1944 in a hard-press-factory. •
In this factory were produced armour-plates^machine-gun-barrels
end tofpedo-parts too. All prisoners of war got 50 Pfennig for one
hour. ,
Vvhen witness do his work at a ait big steam-hammer he had an accident.
By
Mwram the power of this machine he was hurled in the sir and fell
down on his rists where he got injuries. V/itness shov;s his rists to
the tribunal. iiittirfiftmhtRppininRifinr^nmBgnffimfaBmrtrhfiAR Cnce witness refu^sed
to do this armament-work. He therefore was beaten by a German.
Another German separated they. But after a short time five Atom
men came and beatened him again. For this reason witness gave a
over
complaint Jbm his spokesman .landi to the Red Cross. .
. V.
'» V
?•> .
prisoners of war who refused to work were returned dm to Stalag
end punished. After 3 or 4 weeks they came back. "• -
Krupp - Case 13 Feb ^3
Affiant-witness Heinrich Seidenfath, co-operator to the defend?iit from
Dec 4.2 to July 43, was cross-emajnined by -^r^ Wolf, defense counsel for Lehmann,
as to-statements contajjied in Exh. 355 (^ook 32) and Exh^ 943 (Book 34), two
affidavits the witness had previously written on behalf of the prosecution.
Doc, Books 42, 43, 34s, and 44 vrere presented by the prosecution (Mr, Ra^land, Mr.
Myers, and Mr. Thayer,) Import-nt Bocuraents: NIK-11'97, NIK-g300, KI-2965 (Book 42);
NIK-9534,, NIK-8283 (Book 44)
WAHL
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Krupp (Case X) 16* February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Cornells, Peter Glide,: Dutch, from South-
Netherlands
book 26
Prosecutor; Lir. Iviandellaub
Vjitness is "tile director of the Dutch firm "de Vries Rohhe mv" .
Ke spoke about the transfer of raeshines and other implements
in January 1945 to Krupp-Rheinhausen. Before a representative
of the armament- and war-ministry appeared in his factory, Krupp-
officials visited the plant. But they did not yet selected any
mashines. In the whole a shipload of material was brought to Krupp
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Prosecution-witness: Heinrich Huemich from Essen
His Affidavit: NIK 13087 book 40A
'.Vitness has been a Krupp/ lierkschutz-man, tliat*^ maens a mnrntafflun
meiiber of the guards for internal defence of the factories.
There vias just a short cross-examination about the four trips,
which witness made, in order to bring back foreign labourers
who refused to come again to Germany, \7ith him always was an
official of the labour-office.
Prosecution-witness: Erich Luthardt from Essen
His Affidavit: 11674 book 42 Prosecutor: Mr* Ragland
-v ••
in
Witness has been a labourer aiti the Krupp plant at Auschwitz.
Once he saw that b4 a prisoner was forced by a SS-Man to hop
through the factory-hall because he was m considered uuna as an
agitator-
About details in his affidavit cross-examination is going on
to morrow morning.
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Krupp {Case X) . ^, 17 •'February 1948 ,
Prosecution-witness; Erich Luthsrdt fr.om Essen . -.V
His Affidavit 11674 book 42
Cross-examihation by "the defence-.
The Krupp-factory was outdde of the camp. Prisoners v/ere brought
by guards to Krupp* In the first tiije they had to do reconstruction
and
work. Among the prisoners siBinm there were Poles^ Czechs. Poles
mostly with red signs. It maens, they vjere already sentenced for
political reasons. Czechs mmam had wear maily green signs, ibiama
mmtanrmnigmfflnmsginiTingm 4II prisoners with those signs were criminals,
In 1945 Krupp left the factory. V/itness once heared by an SS-
Sturmfuehrer during the meal in an inn, that Krupp promised to
produce a high^^?^ quantity of fuces,mja but it was not produced
enough. V*itness therefore supposes that the next firm, namely
Union-plant, which took over the factory after Krupp left had
t
produced more fuces. •
Witness was told by the prisoners of the concentration camp that
food was not sufficient. Employees of Krupp took care for some
prisoners as far as jhim^nmana it was possible.
Prosecution-witness; Peter Gutersohn from Essen
Hisi^ Affidavits; D 255 (book 50) NIK 7163 (book 30) NIK 8766(book 38)
Prosecutor: JVlr. Hochwald
Witness was a Krupp-eraployee in machine fac^tory 9* He often saw
weastern-workers beaten by the manager of the tjell, called V/unsch ,
j .
Krupp (Case X) 17. February 1948
Prosecutloxi^Twltness: Rudolf Schulz from Essen
His Affidavits NIK 7763 (book 32 A) and "NIK 7760 (book 42A)
VJitness was department-chief in the Krupp finii» This office was
in charge of homes for workers, for foreign workers too. Only a
short cross-ezamination was going on.
Prosecution-witness: Valentin Nowitzki from Essen.
His Affidavit: NIK 13278 (book 37A)
Witness stated, that he knows about jbhanBAmBaoggnmnnitiitim workers who
was done by Krupp-eraployees in the already mentioned steel-cupboard.
Prosecution-^itness: V/alter Hoelkeskamp from Herne
His Affidavits: NIK 11679, 11683, 11649 (in books f. 34 and 42)
Witness acted as an Krupp-official in Berlin, mainly with the
armament-ministry. This ministry gave the orders to Krupp together
with Jhiam labourers who werccneod for this work. In the Krupp-plent
Geisenheim there were produced TflnmThffinfflrmnifiDgrniaBaaHffl breeches for
Plak-guns. concentration camp inmates worked on these guns.
Krupp (Case X) - 18. February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Conrad Kraemer from Kulmbach
His Affidavits: NIK 11914 (book 53) Prosecutor: Mr.Mandellaub
NIK 8911 (book 32)
Since 1941 witness worked as a labourer in the Krupp firm. He
stated, that he wouldn*t like to work in this firm. Relatives
to him worked in other Krupp-fec^itdiries. Therefore he got
general impressions concerning the treatment of foreign workers.
In 1943 he saw hundreds of foreign vijorkers on their way to
Krupp every morning. Their.clothes were bad and often they had
no shoes. He knows a German worker, who gave bread to a Russian
prisoner of war. This labourer was sentenced.
V/itness heard and saw that foreign labourers were beaten.
Now he is a member of the communistic party and member of the
works council. In this position he reported rhfrimmffi those German
foreman to GIG or to the Spruchkammer, who misstreated foreign
workers.
^^ontion-viltnessx Karl Arens from Essen
His Affidavit: 12278 (book)
He was a iachine-locksmith and stated almost the same as the
above mentioned witness about the mlsstreatment of foreign
workers in the Krupp firm.
Krupp (Case X) 18. February 1948
prosecution-witness: Srnst VJirtz
Prosecutor; Mr. Mandellaub
V/itness was sentenced by the Spruchkamer Kulmbach to 8 years
labour-damp for the reason he misstreaied foreign workers in the
time he was an employee of Krupp. V7irtz has been at the Krupp-
firm since 1938 as a labourer. Since November 1948 he was in charge
of taking care for foreign labourers in the Krupp plants Essen,
later at Muehlhausen and at least in Kulmbach.
V/itness stated, a techinical director of Krupp, called Balz, ordered
him, to be hard with rfinmaiigm those foreign workers or prisoners of
war, who hesitated miflrhram to go back to their work after lunch. In
cases they disappeared for a long time he was mm allowed to beat
they. For this reason witness got from 3alz a leather-strap* But
2 oi 3 weeks later an order was issued by the Reichslsitung Himmler,
in order to stop those actions. Leather-straps were taken off. ?/it-
ness testified that after this time he beat with his hands. Ence
he saw at Kulmbach that director Balz beat a foreign labourer in
his face.
At Muehlhausen happened cases in which eastern-women muab he^ptheir-
ves
sel^ during birthes of minrfiA babies. The German labour front (Deutsche
Arbeitsfront) did not allow that these women were helped by e physician.' ,
- 8 Krupp 18* Ifebruary 1948
In the camp Voerde (near Duisburg) which belonged once to the
OT (Organisation Todt) and lateron to Krupp witness picked up
labourers for the Kulmbach-plent ♦ He saw in this camp' terrible
conditions concerning babies and children. He was told by the
women, that many babies died because food was not enoxigh.
Mlaa Witness himself got a good food. He heard that the
administration in Sssen delivered not enough food.
Krupp (Oase X) 19» Febmary 1948
Prosecution-witness; Johannes Jacobus Ejssmeyer from Rotterdam
Prosecutor: Kr, Ragland
V/itness has been a member of directors-board, in the firm Rede-
maker at Rotterdam end is now one of the leading nan of this firm»
Krupp was interested ibm in bringing up relations to this special
machine factory, but witness refused. In March 1944 Krupp took
over the spjnsorship for this fiim.
Finally armament-inspection (Ruestungs-Inspektion) of Netherlands
ordered Rademaker to deliver to Krupp. Once Fliegeroberstabs-
^auer
Ingenieur/ (engineer of a high^ank in the airforce) visited
now
Rademaker and stated, that machines/ should be transferred to
Germany.
- Vvitness refused for the reason, that this was
not usually by war^law. Bauer replied: "Then the machines saffiaia will be
fetched."
Bauer mentioned the sponsorship tf Krupp. Armament-inspection
finally sent for these machines. Twelve foremen of Krupp made
the machines ready for sending away, Witnens stated, they did
these work very quickly and good. After this Krupp-gentlemen
appeared and witness ordered they to take care of these machines.
In the whole 84 machines were transferred to Krupp. All machines
are now back in the Netherland with the ezception of three
\
^machines. But half of all machines are necessary to repair,
'"Jl
-2- 19. February 1948
because ibti its suffered under airraids.
i >
vf. •
Vihen Krupp took over the machines, he would like to pay for these,
but witness stated, that h« was not interested on money only
on his machines.
I
Next prosecution-witness; Martinus Deibel from the firm Lips at
Dordrecht (Netherland)
Witness testified that Krupp took over machines from this firm
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Krupp (case X) 20. February 1948
During the afternoon-session there was a long cross-
examinatioa about all details in the affidavit NIK 10592
of prosecution-witness Xavier Jacqemin.
Afterwards Tribunal decided that Tuesday will be the last
day for the prosecution. Prosecution submitted in about
three month 1500 documents and 70 witnesses. About 20
of
witnesses ^uld appear after closing ooen court in
commission-session.
Important documents in book 35: 13212 NIK and 13211 NIK
' V > • 4 »
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Krupp (Case Z) SO. February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Xavier Jacquemin from Muehlhsusen
Prosecutor: Ivlr. Mandellaub
Affidavit: NIK 10592 (book)53}
Cross-ezarn.ination jomiBEinni concerning this Affidavit is
going on.
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TRANSLATION OP DOCUMENT No. NIS - 10592
OPFICS OP THE CHIEF OF COUNSEL FOR WAR
CRim ^
After having duly been av/orn in, I, the undersigned,
Xavier JACQ.UEyXN declare that I will say the truth, all the
truth, nothing but the truth, make this declaration under
oath freely and of my own v;ill and state the following s
I, the undersigned Xavier JAC^UEF.^IN, born on 8 July
1893 at Mulhouse, General Secretary of the firm "Societe
Alsacienne de Constructions ICecaniques (by abbreviation SACK)
- Alsatian Company for jiechanical Constructions - at Mulhouse,
living at I-.'ulhouse, 17 Luai de I'Isly, state s
Being attached to the Directorate of the firm "Societe
Alsacienne de Constructions Mecaniques" at Ivlulhouse since
1927, I v/as present during the enemy occupation, that is
from July 1940 until 21 November 1944.
On 22 August 1940, two trustee-commissars were appointed
to the SACL, They continued current production and commenced
German war production in the factory at luulhouse which the
Chief of Civil Administration (Chef der Zlvilverwaltung)
placed at the disposal of the KRUPP Firm (first) by an agree
ment on 51 rarch 1943 (and later on) by a contract on 5 July
1944 between the Chief of Civil Administration, the trustee-
co^-mnissars of the SACM, Peter DALRER and Dr. Walter SCHUMACHER,
- (SACJ: under the name of ELi-JiG AoG. given by the Gemans) -
the KRUPP firm and the firm Sli'-CAG G.m.b.H., a subsidiary
especially established by lUIUPP in May 1943 for the exploi
tation of the SACK plants at Mulhouse, Masevaux and Jung-
holtz.
All this v/as done without the intervention of the Board
of Directors or officials of the SACK. Besides SACK requested
and received judgement from the French Tribunal that the lease
contract; sccording to this decision of 3 June 1947,
voided. Consequently, the rental fees paid by KRUPP-EIiSAG
G ?.b.H. were placed at the disposal of the French lana and
estate administration (Administration Prancaise des Domaines),
I join to my stateraent a certified copy of the aforesaid
contract.
The camouflaging of the name of the
KRUPP took it over and the establishment of ELu\^AG G,;ii,b.H, can
he easily explained from the general situation pevailing in
1943. Having been strongly hit at Essen by^the Allied Air-
Force and thus forced to operate KRAWA at imilhouse, IL.UPP
-lUst necessarily have taken into consideration that this
removal placed his production at approximately the same
distance from the allied air-fields-production which, recent
experience had shown, attracted heavy bombardments. The
Germans felt a quite natural anxiety to aK
possible the day when the settlement of at ^
Kulhouse would be known by the Allied Intelligence Service,
- 1 -
TRANSLATION OP t)0Cm5SNT NO, NIK - 10592
(cont'd)
{page 2 of document'}
When KPlUPF settled at Hulhouse, he intrusted the manage
ment of the firm to HOTH, HABERfi:AAS and Dr. SOHUIi^CEHR; ROTH
as general manager, HABSRJii^AS as commercial director and
SCHIFI''ACH3R as technical director.
In 1943, ROTH had to leave Alsace for political reasons
raised by intrigues of his colleagues. ROTH was replaced by
HUPS in Juno 1944. At the same time, HABHRjRAAS, who died at
'the end of May 1943, was replaced by Heribert COLijIGNON,
The ICRUPP subsidiary at Mulhouse was managed and, con
trolled from Essen hy the director, SB3RHARt>T^ meruber of
Pried, KRHPP Directorate at Essen. SBSRHARDT occasionally
caiTie to jv'iulhouse on business, talked with firm officials and
visited the plant.
He came, a t least once, with Alfrled KRTJPP von B0HL3N
und HALBACH and Dr. JANSSSN of (KRUPP) Hgsen.
Prom September 1944 on, under the pressure of the Allied
advance, KRTJPP started to remove successively the plant in-
stallationat i^ulhouse, beginning with the machines and stocks
he had brought there and also dismantling about a hundred
machines belonging to the SACId, as well as various types of
equipment, tools, furniture, and technical and commercial
files.
The German management brought deep changes to the in
dustrial property of the SACi;. These damages resulting from
spoliation, repair of which is not as yet terminated, are very
great and are being estimated by experts.
It is significant of TfflUPP*s intentions to mention that
in the course of a conversation I had with HABHRNAAS a short
time before his death, he declared to me that he feared that
some day the SACM would find an empty plant at iiulhouse
("Eine Schale ohne Kern").
At the time of IfflUPP*s departure from Mulhouse, the total
amount of funds from the bank, the cash-ln-hand as well as
technical, commercial, book-keeping and documents, were al
ready transferred to Germany.
On the eve of the Liberation of Mulhouse, on 20 November
1944, BIEGI, KRUPP assistant commercial director, intimated
that on account of the situation he probably would have to
leave Kulhouse during the day, I called his attention to the
fact that it should be advisable to place at the disposal of
the finance office an amount of at least 2,000,000 RM, to pay
the workers and employees for the work done since 1st November
BIEGI answered that he had no authority to dispose of such an
amount of money but that he would cable to Essen to^get the
necessary authorization. I told him of my apprehension that
we would have to wait very long for the answer. The funds
never arrived, - 2 -
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TRANSLATION OP DOCUL'ENT No, NIK - 10592
(cent'd) .
(page 3 of document)
After the Liberation I, on my own initiative, paid the
workers and employees with funds deducted from the bank
credits of SAGII (EB,'AG A,G,)
I have read each of the three pages and signed each
correction with my own initial and after having ascertained
that all is in conformity with the truth, I insist and sign.
Mulhouse, 13 August 1947.
Signed ; X. Jacquemin
Sworn and signed before me this 13th day of August 1947
at Mulhouse by Kr, Xavier Jacquemin.
Signed : Leo BROUOSS
IT.S. civilian
AGO : A 165775
Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes
b.S. War Department
CERTIFICATE OP TRANSLATION
29 August 1947
I, Germalne H3IPEN, hereby certify that I am thoroughly
conversant with the English and French languages and that the
above is a true and correct translation of the document No.
NIK - 10592.
.-1 •:
signed; G, Raifen
G. REIFSN
AGO ! 463
Office of Chief of Counsel for War Crimes,
END
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Krupp-Cese: 22. March 1948
Morning-session•
V
Defence-counsel of Alfriec. Krupp von 3ohlen u, Hslbach spurted
vjith rending his opening-statenant. IText vjere iJr, Behling for
;
defendant Eweld Leaser and Dr. Peschke for Prof.Eduard Houdremont,
Defence-counsel of Alfried Krupp v. Bohlen und Halbach, Dr. VJecker,
told the tribunal on the beginning of his speech, that the Bishop
of Cologne, Erings, said during' a high church-celebration in Cologne
firm end family Krupp made the tovjn. Essen to a big town and every
inhabitant of Essen was proud to work in the Krupp-firm,
Defence-counsel for Loeser BBmimiBjdniQndi stated in his speech, that
Lceser a friend to Goerdeler, who was one of the members
included in the plot mifimfi against Hitler. Loeser has been an anti-
nezi.
>
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Afternoon-session , 130. i^iarch 1948 Krupp-Case
Witness: Geheirorat Keinrich Kunz, 74 years old, now living in
Gnund i Tegernsee
Witness came in 1920 to Krupp. In former times he was Vortragender
Rat (counsel) in the Prussia interior'-ministry. In the Krupp-firm
he acted as a amemher of directors board.
In the whole witness was testifying about the character laifl and
the relations of the Krupp-fanily to their firm. Brimimmrbni The li^e
of ell members of the familly were determined since one century
by the firm.
Many foreign visitors came to Krupp, also the former King of England,
who inspected the labourer-settlements established by Krupp,
/
Concerning the interview given fey the prosecution to the newspaper
"Neue /-.eitung" many employees of Krupp protested. They stated,
that there were never misereble settlements.QtmSaaEii
In some cases directors of Krupp mamPimTfihmmnmThmihffiwymmil] hold ]/
previous positions in the state. ftnwnmrfimnhhiiamWmTippwiflftiTtfflnihnmrtmniBrh
One Krupp-director went in 1918 to Washington as a German
ambassador.
Eather of 44^ defendant, Gustav Krupp von Bohlen und Halbach,
had a spectical Attitude against the nazi-party before 19S3.
In his firm work stood over all party-directions.
...
Morning-session 30, March 1948 Krupp-Case
Pvlr. Josef S, Robbinson, New York, defence-counsel for Rriedrich
, von Buelow ns.de a speech against the competence of this tribimal.
He stated, that he gave 15 motions to the tribunal concerning
different points. In one of these points he carried out, that the
itEinnEsii follov^ing terms, called in the indictment, are impossible.
Those are; insane, scandalous, imbecile.
Furthermore he stated that the control-council is'notmore existing,
it is a council in fog."
4
After this Dr. Fritz Viiecker submitted document-books for defendant
Alfried Krupp von Bohlen and Hslbech concerning development of
Krupp-firm from 1612 - 1918.
Krupp-Case (afternoon-session) 51. March 1948
> •>
VJitness for defence: Thilo Freiherr von V/ilmowski
Continuing of direct examination:
About the character of Alfried Krupp vdtness stated, that Alfried
Krupp had good relations to the employees in spite of his reserved
character, and that he is more aK technical man than a political one,
Vihen Alfried Krupp became member of board of directors he ttsok over
department of vyar-production.
Vdtness gave an example for the subordination of Gustav Krupp under
every head of state. He told, that shortly after the first world war
German foreign miinlster V/alter Rathenau suggested Gustav Krupp to
made concessions in South-Russia near Astrachan, because Lenin' had
said:"South-Russia should be our feread-factory and Krupp should help
us," Against the meaning of his board of directors,based on rumours,
that in South-Russia tanks will be proved, Gustav Krupp carried out
th^ wish of Rathenau, which was the wish of the German government.
s
Cross-examination by Mr. Ragland:
Concerning to defendant iiwald Loeser witness stated the following;
Gustav Krupp would like to call the former town-raa^or of Leipzig in
his board of directors and witness made the negotatlons about this.
When Hitler was asked for his opinion, Hitler, refused^ for,the reason,
that he wouldn't lost iadim one of his best town-mayor's,
•'XI
-3- Krupp (afternoon-session) 31. March
So Goerdeler suggested his friend Loeser.
his
Concerning to friendship to Goerdeler-witness v^as arrested
after the 20. lull in 1944.
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Krupr-Case (moming-ses'sion) 21. March 1948
V;ltness: Gcheimra./t Heinrich Kunz for defendant Alfried Frupp.
Continuing of direct- and cross-exanination about se"veral socialistic
questions and about the. political attitude of Gustav Krupp.
\iitness; Thilo Freiherr von ^Jilnoviisky, borne 1878 '
(for Alfried Krupp; •
Witness married in 1907 sister of Mrs. von Bohlen, who Is the mother
of the defendant. In 1911 he became a member of board of directors /
/
in the Krupp-fiim end acted there until 1944 when he v.'as errested by
the Gestapo.and brought to concentrction-camp Sechsenhausen.
In Mai 1945 he .was released by /xinerican troops. His farm is situated
in the Russiaj\ occupied zone. Therefore he is now living in Essen.
About Gustav Krupp ioa witness testified that he was first always
diplomatist. Also after 1906 v.hen he married Bertha Krupp. tie
considered himself as a trustee for the Mmniipp old Krupp-firm, His
aims were; concerning production "quality over quantity"
" to labourers: welfare for all vjorkers (it is
well-known in the. world) • .
•'"WH'-
" the state: subordination. • \ r'SH-'
1 - f •
Since thirty years witness knew no strike at Krupp
s
prosecution (Mr, Ragland) made en objection about the statement of
defence-counsel, hr. Fritz Vecker, concerning W the fact son Alfried
is sitting here for his sick father, "
Krupp-rCase (morning-session) 1. April 1948
Defence-vuitness; Thilo von V;ilmovjski
'witness testified in cross-examination that he have been a
party-member since 1957.
During re-direct-exe.mination he stated, that board of directors
were not able to made other politics as G-ust Krupp, but in the
memory of this witness there v^as no case of important contrary
opinion between board of directors and Gustev Krupp.,
Then presentation of document book I for defendant Karl Pfirsch,
/
dealing with re-otganiization of Krupp after world war I.
Defence-witness: Professor Georg Schnabel.
V/itness have been since 1926 lecturer for navel engineering at
the Technical College at Berlin. Pie also was chairmen of Germani-
schen Lloyd. (3hlp-:^ccocietion) and president of a mticmm te-chn'^c^l^
ship association.^ Mow he is working in the british zone ss chairman
of Germanic Lloyd for the control-pov;er.
V;itness had good connections to the American and English navy.
After the navy-agreement in 1935 Germany was allovjed to build up
ships TOf^ihhimm for 600 000 tons. That was the same as France and
Italy was allowed;and 35^ 'of America and Great Britain, which nrf-ere-
h&d- 1.800 .OCO tons.
Germany did not reach this 500 000 tons. At the outbreak of war
Germany had only about 300 OCO tons and did not get more.
M
I-2- Krupp 1. April 194S
IVS was a ship-contruotion-office in the Netherlands occupied with
15-20 Geiman submarine constructeurs. IVS itself did not build up
submarines. Plans were going to different foreign countries were
these ships were produced, , so Finland, Sweden among others.
iWmm xhe big ships SScharnhorst" and "Gneisenau" KmafqQniiBdiffimHmmii
were sioiBed by Krupp with 11 Z.0II (inch)-guns. That happened in
1937 when Germany was allowed to have 16 Zoll (inch)-guns, but
Krupp had no arrsngements to bring up such big guns and other
German firms too, because it was forbidden by the Agreement of
Vorsall!) OS
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. Krupp-Cas^ : " (afternoon-session). .'•" •*>;'* '' 1., April 1948
'-AS ••. .
Defence-witness: Professor Georg Schiiadel
In the opinion of this witness no IVS-subraarine-cravvings i-vere
used by the German nevy. Germany changed these drawings.
Geiman navy considered outbreak of world war II as catastrophe
because the nevy wasn*t prepared for it.
Geime.nia-ofepyard, which belongend to Krupp, built nmidi only ships
for merchant service until ttre 193^^ and made repairs, h'ith the
beginning of 1934 German nevy gave orders to Germsnie-ajmnaidockyard.
Orders increased 1938/1939.
German dockyards had to carry out orders from the navy, otherwise
its ^wrnm owners were forced.
1,^8inly influence concerning ermeiaent of battle ships have had
the navy not the shipyard.
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Krupp-pase , . '.(mprning-session) 2. "April 1498 ./
, *1
-J..'
Dr. Fritz Wecker, defence-counsel for Alfried Krupp, submitter••
V • , •
his document book 2, An Affidavit is included from Dr. T/itth, ;'
former German Reich Chancellor, which describes the bed and. • "
endanger situation of Gemany after world war I. Fvirthemiore "
an Affidavit from former war minister, Gessler about the same". , _.,-l
facts.
Witness for defence: Dr. Paul,Otto Schmidt
Witness was chief-interpreter of the ffiermen foreign office^ from
1925-1945. He was arrested by the /jnerloans and is now free again.
He had been.also a witness, for the prosecution.
Witness participated many disarraament-negotiations at Geneve, so the
\ - •
Locamo-conference in 1925, vjhen Germany was taken back in the
circle of nations. v
.uestion of e^^ual right arosed uner all German Governnents.
• ...A-
ft,/ 7^ .
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Krupp-Case (afternoon-session) '2. April 1948
Presentation of document "book 2 b for Alfried Krupp dealing v;ltii
Geimani'-'s re-armaxcnt, incld.dir.g Affi:.av*cf fermer :::*gh
milita,ry persons like Haider, Guderian, Hiegler, Y/estp^al and others.
about time for defence
During a discussion'betv.sen defence-counsels and tribunal
Mr. Robinson wouldntt'^ith the laot date for defence vjhich is
the 5. of June. Tribunal vvouldn't hear "something about this
fast and ask the counsel to take his seat otherwise he will be
brought back by the court-marshal. Because Mr. Robinson tried
again to say something, court-marshal brought him back and
tribunal took a short recess.
When they came back nothing happened.
V.itness for defence: Dr. Friedrich Flick (defendant of Flick-
trial)
Connections between Gustav Krupp and Flick mm were cool, because
there were competitions between these two firms.
VUtnesS know, that in 19S2 Gustav Kurpp undertook a step by
uP/
Reich president von Hindenburg, to bring/a government in order to
prevent the power of neizis.
In February 1933 Goering invited German industrjrals for a meeting.
Flick mtaffiirrmBrrnq*^ observed, that Gustav Krupp was Just here
introduced to Hitler.
- continuation monday 5. of April -
/1
Krupp-Case 5. April 1948
At the beginning of-afternoon-session tribunal decided, that all
defendants ere not guilty in count one (aggressive-war)end four
(conspiracy). Defence made this motion on 12. Of March 1948.
Recess until 19. of April 1948.
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3i-*nir>D(m.ornin^^-session) Si. A'n'^il 194S
V/1tnF!SS for defence: D"^. V/nlt-er R-^lwnd
Di'*'®'*£t-eTfimination by Kt*«n'^bue>iler.
D"^. V/fllter Rolfiri'i 19^?. deputy chairuinn of R'^i'*b
Association I'^on.
St^hlwerke (S'*"®sl- '^«orks) firm dim at D"ssseldorf produced monthly
a>^out 600-'700.000 tons raw-steel. Kruup only about 160-lSC .000 tons
raw-steel.
yjViari Roland was against Sauckel amm in Questions of laboub-
procuremsnt S-n^s^ supported him in some c«se3.
j^lfried von "'«s also a leading? member of R®ioVi Asnociation
Iron.
onl^ '•iva" S'O'®®"".
During cross-eramination by Mr, T^^sver witness fflitimtnd compci^d
German industrv with « cow. "A cow which sould be milked must
have enough end good food. GeTmnn in^iustry however got not enough
food since 1933, but some million marks were given away for
Rolchswerkft Herman G'^erino'."
German R"hr-industrie is not a modern industry. and USA
and other cou^rfios t.on have a better industry. Brnmm German
industry had to give and to give «nd was pressed by German
Government»
1 > U.'" •'
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K"^idp-Crr« ('='"f ternoon-sess ion) 2.^. April 1948
D-. Siemens, defence-counsel for Karl E^^rhard, submitted his
document book N"^, 5 dealing with lecal question® concerninc
spoliation and slave-labour. During presentation of documents
Question of Ha-ue Riil«s of L«rd V;«rfare Lnnc discussion
followed between tribunal, prosecution and defence. . /-.as
D-fence-counsel K-anbuehler pointed out: International law is
determined by the acts of all Kovernments in a constantly chanKina "T!
world. 1+ would mean an improper limitation of the sources of
information of the court, if one would set the 8 of Mn-*' 1945 ag I ^ -^
conclusive date for research of internatl6nal law. General principles
of international law are binding vor all forms of occupation, not
only for belli^z;erent occupation. !•-
Prosecution had basic objections to most of those do^^um^n+^Q
-Pn-n^ t.-rihunfsl decider! t.hnt. bot.b, pro®eout-ion and d^fAnop would , i
I
>.p T^rit.p tvifiir onirion and aend it to the tribunal until mondev m
•4 y V ,
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K^Dp-c^^ft (mornine-session) S6. i.n-rxX 1948
v;itness for defence; Kurt Rinne, Dnesseldorf (^fifence-counselt
Dr, P'^sclike)
Witness wns mnnfiger of Krupp iron-comniercial-associetion et
Duesseldorf. Iron-coinmercial took place between occupied Nether
lands and German iron-industry. f'o offices - K'nipp end GTn^okner -
carried out all orders, because R®ich Association I'^on couldn't
buy and sell, A"'^out 67 000 tons iron were delivered to N°+'-herlands
«nd about 16 000 tons iron brought to G'='rmany. F"'^ om t^ese
16 000 tons K'>mpp got 5 500 tons,
Tbis office was subordinated to F-^iedrich-;Mfred-Huette and in this
way to the commercial director first defendant Lr^eser and then
defendant F'»'iedrich Jnnssen.
V»itness for defence: Dr. Paul Hansen -from Essen ((defence-counsel
Dr. PAschke)
Witness was since 1941 in charge of the technical officp- of K-r^pp.
Hp testified about the sponsorship to the N'^therland firm Rademsker.
Machines which were brought.from Rademeker to K'^upp were not
ordered by K'^upp. As far as witness knows these machines were not
been used. K'^ upp would like to pay for these machines, but Rpdemaker
refused.
Continuing of cross-examination bv Mr, Mandellaub during afternoon-
session.
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K'"uii'p-Cfl'^« (morninK-«®Rsion) 98. A"-^il
V.*itn«ss for defence; Joh^^nnea S'^^roeder from E"«'='n
(lender of finance-department at IC^uDp)
firm B"'*'^'^'^rfer Ivi'^toliwerke A'^thur K'^^jnp aG in iiustria
was acqired by K"^upp Eanen for the following reasons;
Rreat
This plant was establiahed by aunBmd-Krandfather o'f defendant
Al fried K'^urn. Son of t^is man was not able to transpose
production from war/ to peace after world war I. Shares
went in the hands of banks, most.ly of Austrian C""afl It-Anstnlt
Vienna.
T"'ice Bf^rndorf must be reorcanized. In 1926 K'^ninp
narticinated on this reoncanization with several million marks.
Unw Gnat.av K"«"upp wouldn*t. like to see B^'^ndorf in other hands,
because K""upp-n8me was to rend in th» title of this firm, and
for the raason too, he would like to a acqire this work for
his son Glaus yon BoVilen (>^'»'nther of defendant) .
Witness was sent to V'^e^na for ne'^otations. A^ter discussions
Kmnp paid: 8,5 million mark® for thia plant, 8 Million marks
to raise stock, 11 millinns for credit. I" tha whole S7,5
million marks.
S'*hroeder knows that his statement Is of political importance
because plants aeqlred without pressure will be civen to
Russia for reparations. Bnt he is under oath and h« hns to
say pure true.
>*
• • ' • :..k
K""iinp-Cfira (fifternoon-sesslon( ^^8, 1948
DiT'ect-exflmination of defence-v.itness tToVinnnfiS S'^hT'oeder from
K'^UDp «ave a sum of 6?! million marks for construction of
bfirTacks. A'^+'er a visit of aria«ment minister .Albert Sn«er,
18 million marks were av^ilabl^. for n^vi barracks.
; •
f-»
e d
Foreign labours costi more money, be'^^ude they have to lern at. i
first, rnnmflindmRrnnitiHmfTinTTmTTiCTnmYmfTTk-nrTTnfnnaiha y.Tpenses fnr One foreiSEIl
labour amountzjto 1-1500 marks.
V»h«r> defendant E'^'ald Looser sr.iH was town-meyor of L^in-^ig
he had one day to driv® with Hitler in an car. La"'"®ron Lo*»ser
told to witness; ihtuwti "You cannot believe, how nervous Hitler is.*^
mis
I think, once he will be our nnrortune."
Lneser was a closed friend to Gnerdeler, who was hanged
after the plot of 20. Julv 1944.
Since couldn't
£§m C^tober 1944 whole K'^upp firm at E®sen nmmnmt not work any
more because airraids destroyed build infix and machines. In the
whole K'^^ipp paid for war-destruction about 727 million-marks
and aot return bei German Government 373 million marks.
Until yet no important fact were discussed during cross-
examination by Miss G'^'^tv., c^ntinuinf? of cross-examinetion to
mor r ow - mo rn i n K.
' *• '* i
K'^i'op-G^s^ (morn inc-sess ion) ^9. .ApT-il 1948 •
Vyit-n<^sa for defence: Jnharnes Sehroeder (h'^nd of fin*^nce-departm'=^"•^•
f^t K^uP"^)
In r^^ard to a C|uestiori of tribun?^! witness replied that thev ..
(a+- K'^upp) already in the year 194."^ didn*f bfiiieye on winning of
war. Tb'^y also couldn't imaeine how German Government would pay
its debts of war. Krupp therefore cive up its Reinh-eYchequers.
that
Only an amount of 6 8 million marks the|r kapt in order/+hey aBimawoul"
not fecarded as defajtists.
Witness said: "We all were nol'traitorsT^ nu"^ fatherland and did
ou^ dutv until to the bitter end, but we couldn't lead our labours
in misfortune, the-^afore we thoueht more for peace-production than
for vjar-material.*» Kvupp-firm brought much money to banks for time
after war.
Witn«®o fo-r* d-.fonp.e; Kurt Bigfl from Bam>>er£^, borne 1904/
Witness is now commercial leader of South-plant GmiJj/ar-factorv
at Bam^arcr. This firm is the leeal following fiMi of Ellma" GmhR
at tluehlhausen vjhich plant was farmed b^sKK'^top di^riTr^ laa-*- Tr«nrs ,
of war,
One dennr+m^nt of Friedr.KTn^pp at E'=^sen vjas called "Krawa" that
means motor-truck-fact^a!^ (Kraftwin/yenhetrieb) . W'han thl"^depar^snent
was destroyed bv aaf^raide factory was transferad ^^SoR'uehlhauseiy to
Eihiliaaa' aG• Th/^French plant now wns adrainistratp/£l>byLjG^5«ffl:afi
official/L«ase Ami with Ellmac aG "'as made by Ernnp, mainly by
defendant Karl Eherhardt. Ehep^^g^rdt suKscest more to pay as erperts
said, namely ??,5 million mFirks,
Contiup+-4
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KmiDp-Cnse (®ftftrnoon-seF5sion) ^0« A"nril 1948
Wit-ness for defence: Dr, HeT>rm«nn
D""^injp cross-ex«min«t.ion conducted by Mr. Ivl?^nbellaub witness
stated, that uime of delivery for this msf^-hinft iamdi in Gerni«nv
had pretended ebout two years and this time was to lone. Stohlbau
at Rhainhausen didn*-*"- knew where German nayy would confiscate a
machine they need.
Ne-'t witness for defence: Dr. E'^ich T^ias,
Commercial manacer of S'*'abl>^au at. R^^einbausen.
DuT^ina the short direct-examination D'*'. V.'endtland discuesed
same
the fact of the transfer of'machina trnni Baltn-r-t- tn R^"»i"housen.
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^^IPPrQjasjR (aftiefnbQnTse&^^^ IV Mfiy 1^48
witiiess for defence: jfoTbp -Wbikelt irdm;
VJitness is an expert for ore^mlnina and since M56 :in-th^^
Kmpp^firm \wpriciiiis;. ,testified about th^ ^idind^fentbdil^ux^'^
at-FranceU V- • '•••'• / 'c"".- "
Minf^ Mpntbelleur waa estabfi'SbLed only fbr-;= i\ 1/2;,: year ;4d 1^0-^ •
Witli e]^ceptipn of. litfi^/fiiDe of vvorktdp; mpt tbbi
bellPux iafiiM was'.not at work. yearbv : ' / ^ V ; . - ' >
A German association -was founded ^^nti^^dBitttn^ihmnCT^ L ..;-
ThnthRmRmThffiirIrn fiitntnm for allo3rin'^Korefmini;i^;v' /
existed- of a few German fiiSas. Erupp was .• wifn V
about 20%,. but ds. was in charge of tbis aasociat ion., \
German Goyefhaent ordered fc/oriiganfce Mont^elieuXiT-stt
-done by "OT (Oraanisation f "dtf^ Krupp mining-ekperts first, ^
refus^, then kfupp sent some people th Montbeileux.|tJivms
only f or reasons\ of war that thid :minwas reorganizedr '
be0aus0 more mone y wa s diwmiii
was
puring 13 monthi, when Efupp wasMbhtbelieirs'abdut^
raw-ore was hauled and mjt from this 85 tons wolfraam wssi pro^
duced,, •. ••• V.•• ^ "•
for reorganization aS ore
imi
yhat*'S in the whole : a ;%Me of 23G .0G0 , lb the qOhtrai^
of this amonnt fof reorganizationmillloh*
; ' '
r^ V;, , • ' ^7 :^946 (i&lnipp)
Xlnipy made; an a«re^^ vsiti forioer owj&ner of
MvMit. I^enpk; antiliGi^tie,s aaxee^ with- Kmpp,,
•bn 1? 0erii^k litaeir .autkGrities j^rohibited icmpp G6 earry out
^i^yate-Gepnbj^ irrteresta/ f
it' Mbkibbe^en^ was only a paTt of GT and ohly iflftmnifia -
. witness knowG ^as nat-''destroyed wh^ Germans left
fph-defenca^
^^{ithass was,ja. mptai-deal^^ war, was called
-afcainst the testto art-dealer Euetimann who
/•mj^. was p^eiSohted by^the prosecution,
SideJ^rflClit tbat he himself, his friend 1.Ifried yon
^Pohlen Mr. .LippR {owpe,r of ^erhel-firin at Duesseldorf) rever
had. discussionb denlinfi wlith distfibutihc. Hetherlfirids and
u^ thpir thfi^cpiVea. Durin^ an afternbon-rmeetinff at
iJuesseldorf ;in the: hous.e of i.ipps, where Mr* Buehmann >ns
prbsenti, they all listened to the G^ermer /iiTny^report in the radio^
Tkat happ^ad In troops ii»a$ fighting in Sether-lands and BeMiujii, iliipps. wes: feel his two facbtbries
iCOuhtrifs and al#Q for his two managers there * fhat%a n
has nothing tp do with Erupp. •
v,,'.;-- i<
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Witness for defence; Dr. Fritz Wllhelm H«rdaoli, borne 1908
Witness is now member cf directors board at Krupp for oommercinl
affairs appoint-eTbrthe^ British Military Government.
^out organlzetion of rCrupp-concern, About 15 biii plants and
ut lOo 11+.+belons^e^d to the concern. In the whole .
«bout 240.000 labours worked at Krupp, Number of workers relate to
1944, in which year fnmfflfa number was the bifiRest. In foreign conntries
v«orked at. Krupp about 7000 persons, with exception of the spjisorship-
plants.
Krupp was since 130 years a single firm. In idoo it became a .ioint-
a.4.
stook-company. But shares of this company were not "^n the purse. •
Gustav Krupp remained leader of the fiii concern. In 1943 Krupp became
acain a single firm.
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Krupp-Case (morning-session) 4* May 1948
Witness for defence: Dr. Fritz Wilhelm Hardach from Essen
(Member of directorrboard at Krupp)
Cross-expiamination by Miss Goetz:
During November 1945 about 5469 foreign labours worked in the
Gusstahlfebrik at Essen. Number raised in the following years.
Femal eastern workers were most profitable.
i.;
•• '.iJ
In reply to questions mifl made by judge Anderson witness pointed
out, that once Krupp tried to get food from Netherlands iflrmrtniflnnnmniipi
in order to improve food for foreign labours. Board of directors
agreed with this intention, but German authorities at least forbid
this. Krupp lost on this way some hundred thousand marks.
After removal of witness, Dr. Kranzbuehler told the tribunal, that
with exception of examinations of defendants imm count II of the
indictment is now finished by the defence.
Defence would like to go to count III which Is dealing with
employnifft of foreign workers.Dr. Kranzbuehler asked the tribunal
for the seme willingness as it was shown to the prosecution when
he submitt^A document books 3 and 4 for defendant Max Ihn.
Mr. Ragland made basic objections to these bboks. BiaifaffliniMfimfflmrnmriimffl
Dr. Kranzbuehler said, that duty of service is mriBinipDaiBmhaiBmim
penetrated now in dinternational life, prosecution
would like to eliminate acts of other governments, but loniijmanLfftw
t-.^ffungm confidence to jurisdiction would be niftifflihrnmyiwd injured if
certain lej^gal end actual facts will be not a" matter of discussion.
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Basi^C objections to whole document books are not generally until
now in this case.
Tribunal made no decision. Maybe this afternoon*
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Krupp-Case (afternoon-session) 4. May 1948
Dr. Kranzbuehler introduced document books 3 and 4 for defendant
accepted
Max Ihn and Tribunal maimfeffid all documents for identification.
Documents deal with laws about labour-duty during many years after
world war I, and about the facts, that German labours now were send
into foreign countries. Document 550 deals with the proclamation
issued by the Control Council, saying, that German authorities had
to support Allieds with labours for foreign countries too. "IVhen Russia
did so western powers protested and General Clay refered to the IMT-
judgement about deportation- But Russia represaentative tnsisted on
the issvie of Control Council and protest was refused.
Further documents contains Affidavits of different Krupp-engineers
which were taken suddenly from their homes to ^ camps in England
where they had to vjork or to fill in technical questionaers. In
one caseAffiant said, conditions were like those in prisons. Famous
German atomic -scholar, Dr. Hahn, gave an Affidavit ituoia about his
nhwy removal to England from April 1945 - 1946.
^/(other documents deals with mass-AiEuaniTnwmh deportations of Germans,
Jews, Hungarians end other people of countries occupied by Russiaji^
to Russia. Dumber of people attained in 1946 ten millions.
'•-a"?"'- - 'W
Krupp-Case (morning-session)
V/itness for defence: Konstantin von Arbatoff, borne at Moskau in 1892
Vvitness left Russia in 1918 and was living in Czechoslovakia until 1939
when he was ordered to go to Germany by the German labour-office.
He left Preg together with about 150 Czechoslovakias. Only the half
of these men came volontarly.
Vjitness told about ibhua wonderful conditions under which they
were brought to Germany. They drove in a new modern rtmrfiwin train at
Hssen and became enough to eat. when they arrived at Sssen
represaentatives of Krupp wAcomed they and
put they in busses to show them tovwn and firm. Afterwards they had
a delicious meal with 2o cigaiettes. They were living in a real house.
Two labours received one room together.
In the middle of 1942 about,800 eaiern workers arrived at Krupp. ?7it-
ness acted as an interpreter. He said, all eastern workers came
volontarly, because they all would like to^^s far as possible away from
Russia. Mostly there were whole families with grandfather and so one.
They all could stay at Essen and were done into barracs.
Witness told about conditions under which eastern-workers were living
at Krupp. Sick people was brought to the Krupp-hospital. Every barrac
had a doctor and nurses.
For the reason Russian people ate much bread eastern workers were not
sufflciant in the first time with their food. Besides they considered
themselves as volontarly workers and would have better food. Only when
they saw that German people also had not a good food, they understand
situation.
V'.hen barracs burned down by airraids witness told that in some cases
eastern vjorkers had better new proofs over their heads then German
people.
Vdtness considered 50^ of these workers as scamps. He would never
believe in the first time that these are Russians. They stole one
another. Arbatoff told this was a result of 25 years of communism.
In later times they could procure theraselve better clothes.
^i/iitness knows about some cases of misstreatment. In one Case German
people was removed, and in one case witness nnwrtdiTimaginiani couldn't speak
to someone, because German Vi'erkschutzmann was also a member of Gestapo
and witness was stateless.
l/;hen Allieds occupied Essen eastern workers came to him and asked him
to help themaffldueaa.i because they wouldn't like to go back to Russia.
In some few cases witness could help.
L©nke
'5 . May 1943
> Witness f or def'enpe: Kbilstaati^^ vcm Spssiri-Arbatrof^
Gross-exaiaiiialbl^ by ii&v fea^laiid and Miss ;
Wben wi tne ss. was sent ifor ^wbpk to Germany he had hp j 6b in
All ebshehn wpr^ didh:^ tt bplieire ^ermahj^ ^ .war.
tke^eifore homaihed Snphiolbiih against witness fir
they ffliqa donsidered Airbatrofj^ as a go^d ccteade they ohehed^^
hea]d'^ s * i?hese {Sjasteih worfcWfS were afraid %6 tell others^"thei _
s,eof®b thpughts, because they faroiaM thoi^ht for
The man,, Who misstfehtad workers. Was a member of.^t
Gestapo* ms name was Saifflmflifli Basse1. Ond.e witness/heard, when
defendant Max Ihh said;"All 1 can dini 1 Will do to re^pye HasSelv"'
But -hnftflft 'kti"w also , that St Krupp
^til the snd of war * ; Hasael Was not an ei^loyee of Kruppv .
About 7000 eastern Workers worked at KrUpp, Withe;ss didn't spoke to
alir Snmminmiimmi But ail those he met dame ypiontarly to Ge^^any and
inifprxiied him,,, that nmLh^y many peppie from Sussis in
order to eseape im need in HussiaV , ,
workers he considered SS yeasteih •
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Xhn .dealinig slaye^i^wi::^ Oiie j|QOun#i^ ;^dPi;daNrftp^^^
of. aeveTe3^^tipj)-m^ .,K ;:
foy G^maas^^n^ froradjgn lab^up'^ i la aiQst;iGasy^a
\WGrk'^ "'Gp 'ion&- ds-^^eam-atis ;fpr -dlftardg^j'^aaSoa^ •i.V-""' -'C
Oonditioii of aealtli 1»aa t&G; ^
376 of book 8 sho^s a GiiGuIay :ip Gil K:f:dPp
q^atioas of procixifampat/Glp^^ for eas^pi^a 4^. '
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^rSVWiiiiBaa fdfe defence:;^ri S '
;Wi-biesa beoam^^ tn' Ap^ll VQm i^^b^ical ©f
• ^tjbeiweapkibelon^^ "to the OeS^h Wetel^bht ®hs
. ;a&;tab_lished^^ih 1935^^36 • DU3?'d^ prodhci&d aaunohitibh-^
In 1944 abput/ 5ote lahota?s w In -^is h^o
; :^if:tbrn^T(«brls^^ ih ^4E /feabei^ of ttdm
• :0-?dQV ;!f^wefa: iiving in toarriab's^ Whole |viant too Ibh^cL ?#o tin ^
. .Wehptocht'#^/' ^ /...
Wheh ?»itnehs:hea^^^^^ adme eastern wbfkefs isbre 8Grj?ehted Ibf the
^ & ^as :wcndexlhg^ ;h^ at this action toeGansb^i^ got no
- jiifbrMtiQn^atoQ^ was forbidden for ^ •fbr^igh^ Jieo^ia to eh1 |^x plant withdnt approval. Wien witness
4a^?^iis j6 ^ the rbasbhs, he/r^plledi, that he la
aiiowed to; spiiak aboht^ thia. Be bni^ has to roiport to the Ges^^po^
Witndss male a opmpl^int^ ti the Geatapo itself., But they ifiiigBlii^ .
ea#laii^fc ihf®fimce; really necessary in _ ^
reaipoct to bOmmiml^ ideas> Therefore peopW Of
t # thei' jErest Sipo,'jnxlSt be repsin- unkho '^^ t o leaders of the plant ♦
When camp-leader again without approval BCmtintm &.eatapo led to the
camp of the easterh workerswithess dismissed him. VJitness put
an employee p plant in thie position and for some month
' ^-euffieieht bonditioifi wej^Cgbing oh. But this new man was after about
4-5 =^mo|ith arrested toy the Gestapo and now Gestapo deteimined a new
G.amp"loader*' This man: got all directions only by the Gestapo♦ and
jwould&'t earry Out directions ^kbhe piant. For this reason witness _
dismissed him too,, hoping that the Wehrmacht {army) supported himseir
. for this action, ffin the end of 1944 witness himself was arrested
: hy the Gestapo: and was brought in the prison of Fulsbuettel (near
. Hambur^i Jp the concentration-?-camp department •
For the reason witness Was a famous technical man,who maanfcn^ cabled
. out a new deyeippmhht of.:^ General Fieidmarsnai .
Erhard Milch asked Armament j^ttlster Albert speer to go to Hitlerffjgiraihm in order to releaze him*
Finally withess al^SSd a nots (but only aitibn pressure) *. sturj^ann-
^ehref of the Gestapo asked him,,"if you are the only one,^uo oou^
q^uidkly this iammunition*^development and if this ammunition could.
finish . ^..., ... •
guarantee Germanys victory,, than you have to finish his work> other•
wise you will be cbhsideped as au sabote-ur and sentenced to death."
Witheas was forced to Hiinnift hold silence about this and he. never Bma
asked for camps of eastern workers.
Witness pQinted dut;**! am sorry to. say the following. For every
respectable German it was indifferent, if Germany would win ttohmiiun
this war, if such people like the Gestapo is on the top. In tooth
cases we- had nothing to hope."
Judge Daly asked for the ammunition and witness stated, that these
new ammunition was used during an airraid over Berlin on the end
of 1944. High number of enemies were shot (air-plans) - about 180.
But three German fighters jnrad was lost by explode of this
ammunition. Hong investigations was following and first two
month before end of war this ammunition was agdin used.
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Br* Kraiizbubhier submitted dbcument. boofe^ .11 )^d' de
witb treatmeiit of f orelsn wbrfca2?& at kirupp. and -witb. the c ' \
of exeeutlbh of ordera giiren by kruppTdifeetof.^6m^
{6B1, 843 , ^12, 337. in boQk) ^cohtkiIls desoribtiobs of se^^
defendants about the if treatment in camps aftbr war. After ^ ob^
iictlon of prosecution- these docufiients • ^
tribunal accepted documeirts for identification. " . >-•-
Then Dr. Wolf i defence-counsel fef defend^t Vfernef Lehfe^^
submitting book 4. dealing with questione of prisonere of war and
their inset In Industrial planta. Document Nr. 167 shows the^^^^ -., •
opinion of Hitler and OOefiELg in this ^
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But lug ©rbss^exa^ia^tibj^^ lillali pbiated 'oiiit' ipliifr^ '
again liigli prpduction-grogpams • In i;925 pustaY '^ •
him, nothing to do against thO 'agr of
h© was feeling responaihl© f or hls^ f :i^i
(©ontinuing of efOss^examlnatibh & '
unteown - Y'/" • .4 . Y-/• •-•"
Knipp (afterncipii'^ ^^^ lOV May 19^
Witness for def^n^e,; Dri 0^^ .
Witness Was. a/foriQBr p^ in; a Staiag (caa^) of prisonors of^ar)^
In tie StalagiH^^=WBB Ff^ Yngosiaive, GrOece,.
Italy, Russian soldiery were liTingi In the last ,t3^ ^Iso Ajaefiean
;and British soldiers. , -
WitneS^ l^QWSv' tiiat Franch, Russian and prisoners of
waj* Were Often:witness visited different ejsmps
at Kinipp* Mos discussions about questions Of prpcu^ement
with defendant;Werner lebmann.. "ielunan had a good feeling for
tUiiSe peopls," Xehisann r to-jhto witaess, that BO
. weife siv?n by Alfrled Ton Bphlen, to give a good treatment to priso
ners of Var and to be mm full of loyalty against those. Fsftbexmore
there should be no difficulties for these people.
emm When camp Mdeclcerath-Stfeet Was distroyed four or
French prisoners of War wouldn't go back to Stalag^ ThOy building P
the camp and Were in the meantime living very simple*
When Russian prisoners^ of war arrived in Germany witness gSt the
Spacial^order to interrpgats they. And he told, that^ all
wihVnthWTnfrfaniiinhn pointed Out, that German f risohers of war
! work In/Russian armanieht-industry*
(O^ontinuisg of direct^examihation by Br. Wolf to morrow-morning)
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4'V. •» • A /f;i "J•Witoess for %ef^iibei p^c^D^chmeieir (former ,otficeii: a^1?.a-^St^Mg)V '
Mirecli-examiriatipii by DrV Wpif ^ " ^
Russiait prisoners •of^af<ca^ f o'feerma^^-tb^ werb^fiisb ^^
to {gennnamp T>Qfir Cpndltipn ^,
ypom tbis cempvtlapy were disbptt fe .Stai.e^/'Qto and •frorn^ >4. /: I
tbey wef0 done to tbe^ indi^ry-,4ii.ap.bprdance i t'.
Witneas wes in ebarge fpr tbd priaonerp; 6f
bp toJtdv that 'ail i was done. f Pt ibesp people^ ^ioky pin^a; pr^G^ri^;/ *" •;
mast not wo^lc. 4nd as far a# be, Jdac^s ^defebdant Pai^' : ;"
for their welfare, abd Mmfitimiilfi and tedertppb for'tbia fpaapn
at tbe fObW • Kmpp was successful M obtaLining^^ ;w fPod and yClptbPa " -
for tbpse .prisoners... ' .. ^
0oncerning misstreatment 0^ prisoners vitness ppibted Pdt;: Wbeb , f ; ^
prisoners were bad treated tban' oc'curdd tbie in tbei contf'
Intentions of KTupp•: But under bundredtbPusand wofkelll it ^is; • z'4
possible that s ingle men are rough•> • " . :
About defendant ypn Bue low,- Withacs stated, tbat ^ #0 an
obliging and aoT^ftni:, mpp ^ Be was; tbe cQntras^ .Pf ajwi^d; na^^ . ..
Kiupp (af ternoon-sess.ion) - 11, May 194:8
fitneia^ for Willy Jpatus (manager at far iatoomr^in^^
V : ' and plantfiairraid-proteetlQn). -
From all plants of Gusatahlf^^ were given to witness
concerning needed. labours • Einpp wouid like to have only German
Spedialist wOnh:Ws v 5^ nad no decision al3^ pf lalaonxs
wnicfar'were Sd^vt^ 1945 'only foreign ls^J>ours were available.
-it pOptired tbet lOp(3 German w must go to tbe etrmy ilinfjtiiiriil Witiiin
Vynjpp wa.g' not an eigcltidive aniiament<y»nlani'fc» Qn tbe beginning of war
prodvictianr of war mater uMer liaet years of war
peace prOduGtion remained considerab^^ When commissions tested Krupp-
:pl^ts they of ten tried to eliminate peace*production because workers
SQuld be work on war material i
f<?rrtp^ei,ftyflmTneti^ before commissioner - date unknown^ ) ; -
Hext witness of defence; Gerhard Marquardt, borne 1904
Witness worked for 27 years at Erupp in the rolling-mill. le told
abQiit the 52O1 jewish women, which arri^d in summer 1944
at ^uppWithess ea^^ they often at woik and he '^^ them and brought
ihem eat-wd some^ other things they need, these Hungarian Women came
from coneen^ation Camp idschwits- First should take 2000 Women
it jErdpf theee women worked froni 6 o* clock iM the morning to 16.:30 in
the atteiiipon, Their work was not hCa^, They sawed woQd> carried
bricks and So forces Same work was done before by German women*
Witnesis diO/eSh* t todow of amsstreatments .ajg
Women tcid hi® l^t they preiNW stay at Krupp than at iuschwitz.
Aen isik of thSm/escaped witness did they hide and took care for they
until imeriean troops came to FSfsn*
(Oontinuing of direet^ekamination to morrow-moining)
y'-. •t'_' \\. : .' ,,P ' '•'
Krupp (afterii(3on-sessldn)
Witnass for defence;; general Ad Westhpffi .borne 58^9? ••H
;• . ...i, -v..^ . .
be;fore
Wdbness was as :a coinmandef at the eastern -front:,.
to ivhefe he became On the f irOt #ahtoiiy .1944' chief of quesit4^^^
for prisoners:" of war i'•• •' • * . :
Dega^ees for prisoners of war were prepSifed. tb i
but issued by bhief of 0^ Kbitel» ffinmhmnBjnaaihdiDffw
(Hh ^uestiens Of prisoners of iwa Hitler was' ^fery ihterested^^^^
befof viss.uiitg
fore ell- degrees must jaaigiagBmiiBH^ be submitted'1^4-
tive of party chance ilors, who J^e sitting in' Ol^^ T
WitheSS KnOws that it was hot ellpwe^d pjtisepers pf "wer "^Ov-d
armament productic^. But as weii as he was ^ihfbrmed^ R^ ^
sign agreement of Geneve, and mihtijBtn on the other^hahd G@rmah ^ •
prisoners of war had, t o work in Bussla 1# "eame way^^
to get a conhection with Russia gpvbrhmeht; in aueitiohs '^^
of war over iW^erhatipnal Red Cross and pthers d>ldhtt'7^mmlfli^^
It takes a long ti^, one yeari to got more food for Rp^
prisoner s of war * And this wah Phly pofsible; over §au€kel* Mote
food - minmmmamink better work*
, All comploints of pr is©hers of war reached
Ejnipp (mipr^i^ J Yf ; •' a^V'M^1948'
—• «•••'« ••' ^ tm ^ tm
Witness toi defence; Hans Kickaeyer (former Krupp-employee)
•, •
fieii, ;€,ros#' -bnee' Tlsil^d PW-canps
C^is. ^or jM^ter
fiLeXiter!^ s4oh medi cIe^ • s3^k PW
W- iliiie ss t#a ^ that Xfc Beamed
feoC Epibr ehdiigh siah PW^ e • He therefore made reports
• '
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pret^pfe su^fieiant ali Kussiah p?rs
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13. Miay 1948
defea4#| ^ .
|BMiffl,ippniaffmn
Gr.os'S^^xaiiiiiiatiQn.
WllJ^ss cttipe
jSS^gua^ais dian>J; >ha%-
•s3^i'V^^Qej^ "brpaf^s^v '
Miai^a^dti d^idn• %uridarstdad^ MstaE| R^th ;{of^ thcv^ ^sim^ -
i^ d:c>^% ^issta?a^tin^t in. t^ .
inmpTf . -^q^liest tinker ^ ^
/"aiiii liad to tr£eisv aid- ilso toid de^r t#
me about "bad treatment in tde factdry." - , V J
V /'
\ y •'•3.
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Krupp {afternoon-session). -v ' - 13» May 1948
presentatibn of document books: for defendant Werner LOlu|BLnn»
r^Commissibn of session
Witness August Hupe
. Witneas told about jdis Affidayits HUamnjih eonbOfni]^ Bllmag at
Muehliiausen Bertlia-Werk Breslau. He Was talking about labour-?
questions and abr(^t connections to/K at Essen• Tbefe were
none new poiut& Of yie /
' V,-1
' .-ij'/ •_.< ^ ^ -V; j '•'•'"•.
811^)11111ted documeiit^ :9- andVlOa^ pbi^ed, ^ ;
not intention pf defence. ' things to kept- yecret w^hieh arp reaiiy. /' ' -v ^
Jopcpifed^ /jpt iamdn^ W-P©Gj^^ p nt ;^e. Cus^al^r:pifh% ^ar^
^hard 'tii^'''Of, airraids\.,f^. is--|c^Sihia;,^.thatjthi^^ "':
these people, whiPh wer^ hSTer^ tp. thoVpars;* of: d-iireetiOn. >' ••^•: y. i;
Bpard of direet^phai always M tO !fO^ wo^K^fs^^ ^ i -1
• in a good way and so fofpe#^ vy^^ '/A'. ;';^- :"
Dooment hooks deals with'trveatment, .of pprs' and with?; f pod ryIpds:: pf
..r-
ifa the session of comniission witness;Ahgast Hdpe (fpfmph techh'^
director at Makfahstaedt »^B:resiau, and Eil^g,;: Mneiiih^ in, • •
re^direot-examination. He spoke ahout. the •force which -
on firms concerning deiiTery of war^i
• V
Krupp (a^rnpon-^sessl^ 194B
Dr. Wolf, dpfenoe-ppuiisel vfpr Warner Xplunaim:, at^bjaitt^d
docMpnt boplsa^ i^ 11, 18..- ^li' dealing treabmentr
and ConditiPns of foreign labPprs and -
in session 6f cpmiiission witness ?^ilbe3jn testijfied, that
h© couldn't;/imagine^ that, st^ pros©cmtion-withess are
^ true in regaTd to steel-pupbcard. Witness,pointed but, that femai
eastem workehs anm big a|id WQhid have: no space in this cupbpard
, at i ° cupbo^d Was: not ah espeqially one *
i?ypb of this Qhbboafd was in, the whole
had tried to taKe girls in such a cupboard for misstfeatDDient 1
had dpn© him a opnqen^tration-oaiap" withess told; Witness was
assistent to plant^mahas®f^
• • 1 ^ • •• • '" " > • - • ••:
hXA-;... ".i;
^Of . liyi l|r>r.
>* " •• - . ^ . . .. ... -< ..T . /
V " i
'a was: "gbing^roii.? JPppsjebu^ . " ^ ;
.|£i1 •|^ '^ 1i '^'epEi;0aferaM ^eanq) ^brkbps'-to.;aaw"• •. v .^^•'.
top S-bte^oeI arbseC
pt\^^\Ji^ i^W, .aiii.; '•'^ • •-*,>
Bb; "fcol-d topVi%r .toaaaJcEas #f^ !&paii]baalis ^ape dbne, 'by rOrariiiaii to4.
fopp jp?jappS-btosr of bysaatos of pptoi^adto
Tftmmmfaim pegLOiiad \, fb,p a o4h sidas ^
toicto-bpusta© f or tobobSf^qb^^bito
bib Tspaaok' ^ basea ^
. toa^asto^^ab ib 0etoato itoap-patofcbto^®^;^^
coaoeiit^tipn pampa/ , •: . * "
•' j-
• ;
m
' v'0t
•' '1
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Kfup'p 18» BBia Mai 1948
V/itnesis for defence: Fritz 5^
^Witness was -in chafge of camp Decl^ whicli was a penal eang)
of the• Gedtapp. He stated^, that food and conditions were 1
Cam>p often was contfoil by physioians and. by Krupp'-cariip
jbgjiiat.es h speciai-cidthes. BifflUnMrtTH Mpst inmates of
pedhehsoJniie. ex escaped wdfleers br of people who
tihedr "dohtfacts and found in theif hometjitfown# by the
Pf. Pokle submitted dboument dbok 8 for defendant
. -irbn "Riiieiow dealing with cOhditidns at camp
document 433 shows irnmdmffliTimwjf^ an Affidavit from the Kfupl* chief
physician ;in which is stated^ that von Buelpw often asked to
•bring sick •inmat#s to the hospitai in spite it was
•-^ the. Gestapo, to such people 4n lirupp hospitals
EiUpp 'fafterrLp<)n-se5S'i6nJ : V / ^ .JL94^; > ^ .
•Witness 'f<^ d©r#tLoe;.1f/i^ , : ^ ^
V^itness vjorice^ since" :i9S5 art; and became during war d''at
the canqp Ddchenschtile < First camp-leader bfi Dechenschule., Rath, brdered
him to beat prisoners. Other guard's didhvt; beat the;^ When'Fitiedrich
vbh ,Buej!pw sometimes visited Leohenschule,- w he spoifie;i^ery\
-friendly to witheSa^ phse]^ ?that prispiiers had: dG^ldence r \
to hinLi Bueiow wa^ hot in (hxarge Mithis o : Y
suboidinated ;to\Geatapbf-but-he di^^ much things- to. he^ inioateai ' 1: -
prinz voh Mei^d a high-srank hbbility atrBbi^iulh^^^w^
inmate oi Beohe^schdle# Wheh he hocame-aioic, voh fiuelow
others too iu Krhpi^ hospitals* - ' ; ^
Witness •stated furthermore that most or g^ievanq^ not known to-
Kumpp'-dire01o»S• v '-- ^ V.
Next witness of defehoe: j^ax Eeul - ' ;
Wilaiess was ss a joiner at Erupp f ince 193$:* ih his departmeht- {Apparate^
bau Ij IG or 1$ inmates bf bschensohule worked under a gnun mnmminm ,^hp.
was an employee of Erupp and had to mja^ obie^^f^^ they . This pebpie ; ; '
Worked as ibng^ as o^rm^
people worked.
cross-examination to norrow-mornings
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NO oase-weio ^'xp^lit; bejo#e iH ^
Krupp (morning-session) 20. May. 1948
V;itness for defence: Josef Lorenz (former member of v^ork-police}
Lazy foreign and German •workers "were be punished. In cases
of breaches of contracts people were reported from the work-
police to the Gestapo,
From all industry plants foreign people gone avJay because it
was very hard to work \inder permanent airraids. Eastern workers
we nt
gm to Ariiansistndsinai farmers.
Witness know, that the Gestapo arrested some camp-leaders from
Krupp without knowledge of board of directors.
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Krupp *(aftpriiopn-rsesM<^) V
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'v .- ,21. May 1948
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mm dealing with diroctions' fofHahs Kdpke,;. Docttmohts for Kupke
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'Sessiioia:) 22. 1948
BetoingQ3^; submitt^ document books for
defendant Haned^pi^e. dealing ,^ith ^ f^br foreign labotits: r
at Krupp.
In session of commission witness for defendant Werner Lehinann
appeared,- ndmed itfefia Kaldemofgen. .Miss. Kaldemorgen was a ' Secretary
to Lehmann. She Itjiows that iehmann, made, efforts to the bonoentr-ation
Rflinpg in order to set,hetter^ ?^^^^ for the Huhgari^ women,, hut
she knows nothing about the transfer of thdst uungarian women back
to Buohenwald at the end:of war. She only heard that Lehmann ordered
another man to send, these women baoh to the Concentration can®. ;
.Witness for defence; Peter NoleS .
;Vitnoss was during the war chief of the Gestapo at Essen. He is not
in best condition, but he wouldn't answer tfie question by dhfence-
counsel, if he was misstreated.>
Vvitness told about tasks which were carried out by Mun von Buelow,
who was chief of counter-Intelligence at Krupp, and about hard
determinations for eastern workers, whtdh were given in the first
time by ESHA. (Reichssicherheiitshauptamt) .
Direct-enamination is going on during afternnon-session.
•,«••••. .rf.\ :• . ;t.,. •>, \ • ,, r.c . .* ^ ^ • , , t -f , • " '•
, 'f :
v/;-1 •'• .-y''"-. •' ^y..-'v -iy-'"' ••''
' ; b Ge^ta^'war^ets* . : ;
; ••'•'My)Pi% wj&rit y
yyCgia| 'i yesife^l?|:iisk0diy iba fegai'd -tp afi^ ^dar§t&f©ft
• ipueaaeldorf tta^.lf:yiesitat^^ i6n|,^tij^ ^
y--:ya#tai%ifd0M-"• ";.• ."•?. b.y.-y- y::."' . »;l Vi«»
' g;-piiiai ip5? tiie 0a^w
yVcbf,t;?ary t>Q atiii'feiiiifV not TO
to/ystete whan yiDi;^ab3^ djT f-o^eign ,
y \'" worlieTaywefe^ yf'^ •'iazy.y'; •./<.,.•/- .-'/a--. ' ; . - *"
*yoisi Witiie Ss ,^t/a '^Wair jnessag©' (ilieiclisaieheipfeai
. iy pifEeatfd. repo-rted %q ytkat ^\pj:t B©blen
b/yy,y.ti^ .atai?©d;|.-: to ^©^yyn^iyopder :a^ii::;;jify'H^
.-y.'. 'yiliiad- ii;ri©^tyaaiiajr'
4:1 Jiai
wyitM®©s oonsitepod thif fOolisli actipn. "HP tp
. ''a^ppijfllTOPtto #.;Bp/panse 'iiP- ididn* t 4id, .nojE^S;* IteaTOpP.
'• TOiPsa '^*'i^a•'adiPPiPd. -.fiepp^oiiai'-to'.||pis4i-jf^ 4i3^;;fwaf.
E3?upp (moriiiiig^ses^ ^ ; ^ .
iDr* Behringer, defence-coimsei for-Hans Kupke,; submitted-doqilme ^
In session of co^ission witness fqr defence, Kurt ^bsend^um wa^^ i ^
testifying about mabHine"s > which were brought .
chief of technical office at Krupp. He told that, in most nases, v '. •• •• •;
Krupp was ordered "by the armament'ministry to use thie •and
machine. When sG-calied "Ruhrstab'^ was established, aiaament . ;
minister Speer gave order to send engineers in the Netbsxlands
looking for machines, which were ncoassary in Geimany when Allied
troops came nearer-i, Krupp sent one engineer to the tllnhf-.
f:
• 24. May 1948
Be^sioii oiif c 6e!
Afftaiit: Sptonra^
Witn '^s,^^ Is a Krujp-bmplcjyee- 81^ war M worked iM
Krupp . wa$.'crqss-ekamiaed 'alspia^^^
idayi;t ip -wHicfe. tie/stated, tliat p;risone!Es of war and foreign
Workefe^ were good treated^^^^ the fac^tbry-^^ll tie worked • He trimself
gave tread to these peopie • H thet priaoners were
yy : VV: V!/ithes of arinajiieht'-offiGe at Easen (EoMnandeur des
' W that it was hot-possihle for industrials to refuse
produotionTprp^ein^^ of ar^ainent-ministry. In such a case owner of
•;piahtr Couid he -bamthe other hand it would he a
y^Suniiy opinion of a nmn in times of war and need not to work for his
•.V;: ^ •. ^ ••
When in tde first, time of war niany foreign workers and prisoners
of War came tO'kfupi^ harracks and conditionis of them were not the
.hast^. LaterOn was good# lint il the time airraids hecame hard. It
Mp#eiad at this time that in nne niglit 20/OOp forel^ weavers and
priaon^era^ 0^ war hecame sheiterless, pefendant von Huelow therefore
V .discussed Wfith wit^ 90Pp workers from Esseh. ihis was
done. Ah out the character of von .Suelow, witness said5**He was rather
to soft than, to; hard.**.
caae lo , . 2&; Hay '48 :• _ • 'V: -V:.
witmess Htos Sta^nbQoJs ci^as ;ex^lnAti^ :
OTae witiiess pointed opt itMt; ja© Ipe^er has aeon^ that
z^fused to th© demands of' the ..Beioh wittl pegai^ war ppodu^^
But they were in o]ppos±tion to the method those glyon the
Beich and to demand whicii transgz^ased the -^apacity pt -the plants.v.
Ithese two last mattez^a often were discussed hetweep /^^ ind^tpy and ^^
the Reich offIdea in ipiest ion and: also: with hjite f '
Dp.BehpingoP ppesented docujtents fon defendant coneephig
the feeding of foreign toptopa%r^
i.' • • • • 4-;. -. ••
' • • • -•*' >'•'.' r ,. - '• ,/.
V •; : : / / •• "•; •-. • •''' • • .1:94^8
L^ > V: ' 1917 ; She ifforkea atJ^the Krhop^
1," :; .. : ::, v^,>/ ,8h"^ was ask©d- phly a. f ©"w.' ques tidha,- ahout propoea of
', ; '.iv n^iHfccs mu Jbe appi^ow Gustav
V-•^^'^>7/'''Ki^pp^'vo ''/•••
i>i. •'
(.
•J 'U
- V dffeirqey Eugeh iaatiagaf of jRei
v ^ ^AssodiihlJiipn^ •-ahotfc'the fefoe asmm for &dust^
4' !' _•'
• ...
•eiiipidy cphpentfat ioja: Gani|i ihrnates . ^ • ' • '
;' sealfoh be|NDfer:th^ tfiMtoal ;siibmitted ddctti^
.li^opko- fop'^fafid^ ^ ^ v. "
Krtipp
i:/;' ^ V. - . •.E
v:'May,
Witia^ss for defences pritz^Wdrtllmand,
: •:
; • .-.J- " •
" •
Wl'tneiss "was an indtis"tfial and jbbbibsi' ^noe bwnef pf \ fd© f^iadtory
"Maschinenfabfifc voim« Max Hppfengaertner, Hplot^lfia^nea^
Czecsh'oSlovakia. . ••• ^ ' .x-v'. \v. —'
His produet.dpni=pfo^an^ was ISkiit by "tn© ^arxBamant^ ffliiiis"try' 0a
orders by tM© mini&try^ tii© end Q:r lp45vj^y^t ^
oil'-rings' fprlTrarnis'. witnasa' didn(t carry bmb all;^
Reicn authorities tka"t Ms fac#ory ia not M^-^atalbilshed^
kind orders. ., ' •'v ^v-.
: V •-'
a4mn 1t.wnaouammiaijBm tried: ito sell aDapunt^ bd
350 OGO marks.. • . • I \ ;
Vfhen h© was on a trip tO; Prague, tm a^t Plisen wmjnmBiifaBfli he was ;
on the Jih platform by C^estapo aM, bipbugh^^ iPragu©.
ecohbmy--sabotage. In October 1944 he was; tf^ff^^^ tb pa^iea cb\p^
here at Nuernberg and was sentenced to death by hanging., . ^;
in A.p3^il 1945 he was transferred for execution tb Straubings Bacausd^ .
he was sick he remained at Straubing, when otheir-prispners were brought
tb Dachau. American troops relea^^^^ hirii> ;
iecause his mam wife, was told that he was-^eeuted ^e and
coffldLitted suicide at May 1945. ; _
(
" r-
Krupp (afternoon-session) 26. May 1948
Witness'Karl ,RoMe^a^e an Affidavit to defence. When he arrived
yesterday at Nuernberg he declared ibiuniti himself for a communist.
He Jointed out, that all capitalists should be ha^nged^^^FS^^
Krupp-fiBuapdiE defendants are also capitalists.
Witness was interrogated last two wefeKs twice from the prosecution
too (last at Essen on 9th of May) . Now he was
asked from the prosecution and from the defence to come to Nuernberg
for Werner Lehmann
Dr. Wolf, defence-counsel^ declared before the commissioner and
lateron before the tribunal, that he wouldn't have this man as a
witness and that he would like to withdraw the concerning affidavit?
Prosecution can make this witness lateron to a rebuttal-witness.
After a conference tribunal decided, that iiba Affidavit of Karl
Rohde, could be withdraw. vKarl Rohde was a worker at Krupp)
Witness for defence; Guenther Weissenborn
Vrfitness was during war member of Hauptausschuss Vv'affen.
Hitler decided personally in 1942 that the Krupp-plant "Bertha^
VJerk'' near Breslau must be extended, v/ltnees doesn't know wheth
Krupp
/was against this extension, but he knows e*axtly that Krupp
against the production-program. Furthermore witness spoke about;
rftmm bad food at Bertha-work and about procurement of workers
-fi
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Krupp (morning-session ) 28. May 1948
Lawyer Kranzbuehler pronounced today, that defendant Alfried
Krupp von Bohlen is not going in the witness-stand. I>efendant
von Bueiov; will only testify ahout the ^genesis of the Affidalcit
ThiBmTrrffipmRrhBrinmnrhmmnmnrfinmTirBnnrTEfainBihAjatn
Kranzbuehler repeated a motion of defence for giving them
the records of interrogations by the prosecution in order to
be able to prove that a certain pressure wg-s executed to the
witnesses.
Aftei' a short recess in which tribunal deliberated motion wa-
refused.
Krupp (afternoon-session) 28. May 1948
Defence pronounced at the beginning of afternoon-session that
no defendant is going to the witness-stand ih order to. testify
will
in own defence, with exception of those defendants, who/testify
about the character and the origin of their affidavits given to
the prosecution.
To morrow-morning 9 o'clock defence-counsels will announce these
defendants.
Prosecution give the records of interrogations to the defence
Defendant: Werner Lehmann on stand
Lehmsnn gave about 24 affidavits to the prosecution, but only 9
were introduced'by the prosecution. Lehmann didn't not know at this
time if he was interrogated as a witness or a defendant. He was in
formed that he must gave informations to the Allieds.
Lehmann himself was in a bad condition at this time. He didn't get
an answer when he asked for what reason these affidavits were used.
Lehmann was arrested in September 1945 at Essen and interrogated
by members of the war crimes commission. These interrogations
were very impolite. He was threatened. One American with the
dialect of x^erlin put three times his fire-am on the table durirg
the interrogation and said; "If you not testify how we wish you
extradition are almost ready." Eere Lehmann was beaten-
V.'hen Lehmann was transferred to camp Recklinghausen he had a hard
life. Conc^tions and food of this camp auaefwere ver^y bad. He lost
50 pounds of his weight. Treatment through the Englishmen was raw
and brutal. In August 1946 Lehmann was released from this camp
and arrested again in February 1947. (Continuation to morrow-mornin
Krupp (marning-session) 2« Part
Defendant Friedrich von Buelow on stand.
iie told about tlie affidavits given by him tu the prosecution*
He said he was in very bad condition when he gave these Affidavits.
In September 1945 he was arrested and impresendd at Hssen. fflfriaTn
In this prison defendant 'Vemer Lehmenn was beaten very herd.
On the thnninmmp way to camp Staumuehle von buelow came to prison
at Muehlheim. Here he was beaten very hard by s British soldier.
Von Buelow remained at staunuelile until he, was brought to Nuernberg
in Februar 1947, Conditions at Staumuehle werd bad. Food and barrecs
were not sufficient. flitnmmTtifflffi First after several weeks they got light.
V/eight of von Buelow amo\inted to 48,5 kg at this time. He was called
Ca British Staj^man;
'^Ghandi". Mr. Stoker pointedVout before the British Parliament, that
these 900 inmates of Staumuehle Euoiti will not be long alive, if they
got no better food.
Buelow got the indictment iamngiiiHiniB when he was two years imprisoned
and after about 50 interrogations. Before he received indictment he
had no defence-counsel. In his opinion he is not belonging to
automatic arrest, because he was not a member of party.
V*hen he gave his Affidavits. he was not told, that he would be
indicted and that Krupp-firm would be indicted for sure. Yon Buelow
mtamm himself is a jurist. He said that there is a different between
niflWT. ^ •T-'v. *«
pressure *
9.
t^.idess^^^^igbkdr SrlclaGrung". An^
he was of the opinion that he gave only "eldesstattllohe fiirklaeranger"
rurthermore he stated, that these Affidavits were taken almost under
•i';
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i>efen4aa-b Dr.. Vierner iehmann In direct-examination about
'His- ,i5v»n atri^avi'ts, Stid profeabiy S^lsiils 'fefanasnls aWnt;
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Krupp (morning-session) 9. J'une 1948 ' !
'i
After a shprt cross-examination of witness conducted
by defence-counsel for Ewald Looser, Dr. Behling, Dr. Link, defence-
counsel for Erich Mueller submitted his document book 4 dealing
with aktivities of Erich I^kieller. Mueller was an expert of
gun-developments. This was the only interest of his life. Sut when
he saw that war vjere going to a bad end for Germany - 2 years
before - he worked fflflimMdimmnm more slowly. He often hade had
controverses with Mr. Saxir of armament-ministry.
Prosecution was beginning with presentation of rebutta 1-document^
Most of these submitted document were almost submitted before the
commissioner during such sessions.
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8# June 1948 - Krupp -
Rebuttal iiua will going to an end to moiorow nnon«
Dr. iiranzbuehler asked tribunal for the possibility to call his
client, Alfried;? Krupp von Bohlen, in the witness-stand for the
reason to state, that testimony of witness Karl Otto Saur was
not ecaxt this morning. Witness Saur pointed out, that Alfried
Krupp came together with Speer out of Hitlers
headquarter at Rastenburg (Eafet Prussia) end that Speer in this
moment ordered to Saur (who was waiting before the house) '♦Now
Hitler ordered, Wwmkira a new plant near Breslau will be built up
then will be
Tribunal decided, that Alfried Krupp riifflmtatinaTi mnmmfaiTiffiVffldffiitaftffl
available for cross-examination for all questions of this case.
Dr. Kranzbuehler therefore will not call his client.
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'Krupp (afternoon-session) 9. June 1948
Short before 7 o(cloc]s; in the evening ftimmtani evidence-presentation
came to an end. Both, prosecution and defence ask^or three weeks
recess. Tribunal decided, that final-speeches must beginn on ^4.^une.,
and should last 6 days. Prosecution have one and a half day in the
whole. Prosecution will be^ginn and rftninwrnin finish this period.
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Krupp (morning-session) 25. J"un4 1948
Dr. Kranztuehler "was beginning with his final-speech for
Alfried famTn Krupp von Bohlen. He pointed out, that Alfried
von Bohlen after first session of tribunal wquld/like tol^
^o-h an American defense-counsel. Because tribunal didn't,
agree with Mr. Caroll, Alfried von Bohlen decided to
have no attorney. Finally Dr. Kranzbuehler was appointed
again by the tribunal to defense Alfried von Bohlen. Alfried
von Bohlen therefore considered himself as to be restricted
in his defense.
lost
Alfried von Bohlen have had four brothers in war and /two of
them.
Then different points were discussed, so reasons for war and
his total expansion. Technical science decoys right in its
road •
For war production programs one man was responsible - Speey,
and for foreign workers - Sauckel.
Crown-witness of tofia prosecution was not a good witness. There
are more materiel against him than material WTOflnflirtiRB were
presented against Alfried von Bohj^len.
After 5 years and one of it with the heavy indictment for
committing war crimes and crimes against humanity Mr.
Mandellaub went three weeks ago to "Villa Huegel" (home of
Krupp at Essen)and interrogated servant, his driver
end his housemaster in order to find out personally guilt.
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L-2- Krupp 25.6.
Prosecution suggested ikua tribunal to draw in capital of Krupp.
Dr. Kiranzbuehler stated, that thifim in Nuernberg never before was
proposed such way for the reason other defendants isiii Vifere no
rich men. Here is now the mn man who possessed capital of
foiir industrious generations. It is his riches which makes him
guilty. One say right and means money.
On the end Dr. Kranzbuehler says: It is possible (as one tribunal
of war
L^b'
OL Wtli
after end'between south- and north-states in iunerica shows) that
a tribunal make a new beginning. Hake a new beginning I
, » • . '! J ^ • I - »*i
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i^v Court '3$ caao 10
Xa 10, pa^.e 1, 1145-1200, 19 J®n U»9 Stawort lot - Horn
. Itr* tichilf, I don't think it io nocossary to go Into tfao doiallod ohMgM
J. XW dbroiTt. . It ia aulliciont if ycai can toil m th^ tbcra waa unintcrruptad «ork oo
the coc^letion of this ootion by aH the defense oocaMl irfio had been present in the oouriT
A 1 can confirm thle fact, and i can ada the fbllovdngi 1 *ee sitting neact
to ray coixeagxie UaUnick, during tiw siiapdng of the motion, and both of ud Ctre oAreeely
nervous and urged a j^apid ccmplotion, We wanted to ahorten th»e dlscusaica which began to
etart vdth every 3er)ten6o. 'i'he reading by 1V« Poltle alraost coiii
for changea had boon discussed ami aooe iied been incorporated, idien
court ajppcureU in the Cotiforence rooBi, and xequeatc^ thc^4eeire or tl
that &piear in the, eeurtroom feytbalthi ^
<4 1)0 you k.iott the cjcacc "tii^
-y
t fhe requests
T'
I
of the
» bf tisfc Cairt
Xdid not hear tXio e^aot jshraada, however, 1 heard the anewer by IV«
-r"^'
idietiwP^^ne C(mH« aending the uartiiol v4iethar it was a retjjeet or an ortlcr, and x
undoratood nim to say that at first it was a request* Therefore, ws requested or* nuulg
to appear ia the courtroom.
tas fisstsssmx AUow oe to ifttotwipt for a MOMnt to grt tho p*rtln«it iMt
hor®. It soMM to b« pMtiaont, if any of thla ia. What tlj» wm U»t, Oocboe, do you
roOaU, titan tfio Morabol appMirad and aarwJ that ordar or noUoa or raquaet, whataaar
you aM^ have conatruaA It to be, upon you. if you raoali approodaatetir itaat tiaa?
THE fliWESSi Tour Honcr, i am sorry, 1 don't knoa toa a*a«t tiao.
f, jeSESJCP® miKmst I can refroah hia momory on It, If t» daairaa it,
Ttoa Uait^al aaa ordarad to raport to you gentlaoan at 3i23 in biie aftomooo, and you
antorad tha oowtrocm at 3«50. That may holp you.
tnc fHESiaEKT" Whlla ma hava intemiptad long oaough to Inqulro abou* tha
tioo* am you abie to atato, in of tha clroiaatancaa, abonfc tin» it maa thi*
you loft tho ooirtrooa and tha oxadue book piaoot
TIE :umi3i'f I think it ®aa bot«aan iJ30 and Uiif, 1 i
Ud recees me lon^ then ucuftX*
> Court 3g oaoe 10
Ta ID, page 2, IV Jao AS, P, Stevart lot - Hofn
j ' • THE PRBSIDEfffi »e tliink Uvit ia approxijnatel;/ corroct, Bccording to our
reeoXlactioiw flb taok oo aote oX it at tha tioe b^Muao ire ditin'b approciaUt Uie
aigdlXlGanea oX it. Very wellv Ooetor*
u Ton aald, vdti^ss, bbat Dr* Heaoi^ ^.as eeat tobUe court iccu»diateiy» VMt
HM hla order?
A Uaonig v/aa eent itdth'the order to IcXocm the Court that w, the :«ixolo of
the ddXen6< '^ couaseXieould appear in a fe.v Alautes in ordor to preaeot a erltteii aetion
or ^ov; of the Xaot that the h;ag<hal of tiio court had apj
coofereaoo ^ tint go to chauge, to ^ ieore.
^ la our
repeatedly^lH|^ >l^^ and ve decide^ tiuia M ap^areiiUf'^
Mih fmn •dilWa>Ha|t uCo all about, vras to raad on behalf of all the defense thia dreft,
and itfoecSlatei/l^ foble, Then the order of the Court caoe to appear
^ *hut « alnute. I beXiDTe jou are ekiriping aom Xncldent, aren't you? Tim
of the eourt appemd ogaie eonferenoe room?
d Ae for oa 1 wintiUr, 1 didn't eee the terahal ia our donferenoe rocme any
*>re, but 1 oiUy heard that Dp, HenoiS# vho oaae up the etftire, «But it len't a request
of the Court, it le en oiPder by the Court#" We lionadlAtely Mint te hie offioa in order
to put on our ciUiUiee and to apieer in the court, after it had been clarified that thd
did not want, to wait the few ainutee until our draft had been ee»i^leted,
Q ^hen you c«tne de^ here, wae the Court in eeeuioa or wae there a reoeea?
A ^ here, to ay recolloctlon, re hod to wait about ten iiinutee
^®re the Court «pi«ared.
Q After the Jtidgea had appeared, did Dr. I'ohle haTo an qpportunity to present
Aha ttotloa ahieh youhed ehapfd?
A Ro, he aaa not given an epportutdty# Dr# rehie ianediotely# after iha
Jiidgae had ejyemeii^ to get ^ to the podinn, mat ateading there au that tiaa ehen the
Whcinal fmiiening.
nmmm IWIimMW* jawuee «»# D*-. IVWlNldaer. I for
•i. v.- / :/SP^ 3# eac# 10^
' . '^ ^ 10, pa£;o 3, 1145-1200, 19 Jto 4^, P. Stenart M - ftoXti
ytfelf, 1 aaniofc a great deal Intarestad in ?liat hapfianad in tiie aftcznoo^ bat 1 te
particularly Intarootad, aa one oerber of the %*ibi»al. In vtet bapponod in the Dx>miiig,
. ..• fo' . -r
don<t to Aop you or r^cludo from proceeding, if you thinJc it i» neeesaaiy*
i9WII2BUE!TI£.Rj If i nay atart vith thnt, that t:;B incicionta of too
and in particular the absenoo of tiio defonao counaeX played no iwpniautnt part, x whan
leavo out tho questioning on that pojjrit.
•JtDOE -illKlN^! No, you rdsundnrstood ma, i said I not K Interested in
ntot took place Ttfaen re finally oonsaitted tim six attomaya to Jail at that jirooaading*
Ibat, as i see it, has noWiing to do «Lth «l«t ahat happoaad in tin motniog, but then i am
oiOy one meniber of the Tjdbunal,
. , - rrn vmsmm Ihttt ia rlglt,
DR. KIUN2BIJIHUfiRi I tsarA to coneludb interrogatlom on thia point anyMay*
Q I eant to aek you, idiy <jid you poraonaliy have no miagivlnga to rooaln
ji abaent from tte afternoon eeaaion?
A Uy poaitioo .as voiy frecarioua, aOtbough 1 had heard JUdge uolyia worde,
at least tiio Ceiraan Intorpretation, "You may leave tho Court of your am i^iU,* en tha
oUior hand, the isarshal immediately aprearaU next to ny chair, awj with a geatm
rouueatod me to leave the Court. iheroXoro, 1 didn«t knoa ehat the Oeurt hid eaU
exactly, lhat waa one of the reasons that Xperacnaily urged that tha erltten
be completed before the end of the laamlng raoeaa, becauee i wanted to have uy
position clarlilad, whethsr 1 ma allowad to re-ientcr ths courtroom#. Ham tha ezdar of
the Court cane, to tha effect that tho defenaa couneala ware to appear la dcurt, I mm
paracnai ly doubtful whether thla apjmsd to too, and 1 raqueeted Dr» Kohla, befozo
aaklng hie etatamwt, to requeet the court whether I waa allowed to enter the oetviraeti;'
That, however, beoama outdated becauae i la the neantljoa appeared here and the Marshal
of tha Court atated that 1 was also to take my aaat. Xuanted to aA: a ruling of tha
a Wltneaa, t^de InoideiA, vea it Urn firat tiae eoemthing Ube that had \
happdMd to you? ;;
''. • J'
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Court 3, caatt 10 v ^
10, paga 4, IXU^-ISOO, 19 J^sin lOS, P* Stonart Int - no-n
A m^i 987 this, Aod ple&od perinlt m to say tMa fiulte operU^, during the
laomiiic esBsioi I iritnOsBod that 1 was iriterrupod thro© tiasB* IX tha Court la Inturostsd
An tearing the liidlvidaal inddsnts, 1 ^rmnt to rer^ikeat you to aslc jte to do ao, 9o tfist i
oay dear those throe incldente where 1 conaidersd inysQjjr Drl Kraoabuchlor,
please con you oak soy re^jiBst cX the Court nhetter 1 am to doscribo tiio tl reo inciatents
iSileh 1 fell iqyoeiX intorruptedv
Q S^ay 1 ask uhetter the Coi^t la intersstod in hoarlrv; tho details?
THS rii'.Gli;3Ts Sxteiidt I shouldin't tiiink so. I think that record — ^thaterar
the record shows In that rsspsct, oX cota?ae, is true, and quits Xrankly, it.doean't seem
to bs the doterriini.-i:: course in tte conduct of the trial oX this oaed. Ihe Trihutel
nss boaid to imm interrupt wten it thinks that the counsel — ehen the proeedttrs rsquirss
it, thflb eottosel is peraiating in sosw line of quastioning with respee^ ^ ruling that
4
hss slrssdy been atsdo* That dossn^t sesm to oe to l>e material, t)r« Kransbuehler, weti' ^
if it is trus«
Slnos X bavs intsrruptod you, it was atatsd in tte bsgimiing that ihsss Xivs
ittaubsrs of tte ooisisel ^ that m wanted to give thtfu a full hearing, to tako a full
OHiortunity to asy shot they had to soy obsut before m reached any decision about
iS»t to do .\itu theuy and v.« don*t vont to Mstrict that, but vm muat say, in oil
Ximnknese, that hs t^iink tte exaainatlott of Dr* Sohllf has gone ssok adssitet boycnd tr>e
real question in the case As the IVlbuml sees it, Ihe fact is that stetsfsr eXss Mty be
•aid, witiMnit AQy wiLming, without aoy notice of what t« Inteiaded or eoarthing ^Lse,
this iilsl wee left hers to preoeed without the deXsndants having any ^'ouneel xeproscnting
itasau C3e ahssd, bet we dott^t Uilnk thoas iTicideni.8 are naterial. It nay be stated
aXflJMiiteely thai etea ttey rotuamsd, Dr« Poble dlu etieo^t to road a staiesOTtft, eake
a etAfceesttt, Share was that attsopt, and tte tribunal did not allow it for the xvaecn
that It felt tbsn and nov that hs, having been one of ttkoss who left the 0uvtettaea^ he v
and the ottere were in centeM9>t of tie trial# ttsw, go d ead.
•f
Krupp, (Case X) 10. February 1948
Prosecution-witness: Laurens Bdrghout from Den Haeg, borne 1917
Witness came in 1944 to Krupp at Essen to plant Rheinhausen and
worked latsron in Hannover. He was arrested by Dutch police,
because he refused to do work for the OT (Organisation Todt} for
patriotical reasons.
Viitness shows the tribunal his scars on his feets. He got this
injuries im. from wooden shoes he had to wear without stockings.
Sometimes he consulted a physician. But he on^ got paper-bandage;
Vihen he became a free worker in August 19^^oon&itt.QXis were better
His Aff. NIK 12623 book 35
Prosecution-witness: Hendri^c Schc^ens, borne 1924 in Nether-
lend-India
His Affidavit 12802 book 4i
Witness came by a Dutch labour-office (with German officials)
to the firm Messerschmidt Aktiengesellschaft in Mannheim, After
7 days he escaped. He was arrested end paib done in a camp. THff"
M^m (Labour-education-camp) Then he was brought back to Mannheim
But the firm in Mannheim wouldn't got him once more. He escaped
again and was arrested in Essen. From the police he were sent
to Krupp in the camp Naerfeld-sohool. That happenend in the end
of 1944. Witness told, that they were sometimes beaten by the
V/erkschutz and that once ate a mouse because in the first
days rfahfflgi he was very hungry.
I- 2 - 10. February (Krupp)
Prosecution-witness Cornelius Sparnaay , borne 1919
Eis Aff. 12625 book 55
Vvitness came in 1942 to Germany by a Dutch labour-off ice. He
worked in the Krupp-firm for three years, but only one year in
Essen. Then in lluehlhausen and Kulmbach. He was not treated
as a prisoner. Food was. sufficient. Once he saw that vjorkers
mhrantanrwnmg were beaten by a Werkschutzman because they
Were lying in a bed.
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Krupp
28. June 1948
Final speecli Dr. Behling for his client Dr. Swald Loeser. Dr.
Behline asked tribunal for Aquittel of Swald Loeser.
I?ext final speech was hold by Dr. WandSchneider. He spoke first
about concentration camp inmates. He asked for aqjiittel of
his client Dr. Heinrich Eorschan.
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Krupp ( -29. June 1948
Final-statement of Dr. Schilf for defendant Friedrich Janssen.
Dr. Schilf asked for Aquittsl for Janssen.
Next defense-counsel, Dr. V.'olf, spoke for his client Dr. Werner
Leiimann. At first he discussed ellocation and conditions for
prisoners of v^ar especially at Krupp. "Decision of justice"
Dr.Wolf finished, " will be easy against defendant Lehmann".
Then Dr. Behringer red his final-statement for defendant Hans
Kuphe. He described again camp-conditions at Krupp and asked
at least T}T±t>Vinal for aquittal for Euppke.
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Krupp (mbrn'ing-sessioh) 50th Juh© 19^
Dr. Pohle red the first part-of his final-statement for defendant , i
Friedrich von Buelow.; Dr. Pohle made .explainations about control coun .
law Nr. lO and about the •.competence of this trial. This law was
established without'participation of.Gerroany and is now giamfli legs^
as ihterhst.ional lavv. But it is only, applied against Germany.
Then he spoke about Friedrich von Buelow, who belonged to
family.
Dr. Pohle will continue during efternocn-session.
'•p
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Krupp (afternoon-session.) 30th ^"une 1948 ' .•
^fter- reading final-statement of prosecution tribunal asked defendants
if they would like to say something on the end of this trial-
So liwald Loeser said: .
t'Once liberty lost - it is to late." These words spoke American
ambassadeur Biam state-secretary Stettinius. True of
these words Germany novj snow. They are written over Germany's history
since 1933, But there were no expedient, (Then Loe ser mentioned his own
fight in the German restistance-movement agianst Hitler)
Then Alfried Krupp von Bohlen spoke for himself and in the name of aii
defendants too.
jje said: "When I became responsible mmmirmmn bearer of Krupp in. 1943
j couldn't believe that this way would be end here in Nuernberg, Krupp
^j^siffiinmm never planned for wars. Sign of o\ir firm theee interlaced
rings and no gun.
j^one of my co-defendants would be here if they have had worked for
another firm. ?
economy knows no borders. Not during war and not in peace-time. t
rji the Krupp-firm workers were always more in^ortant than money. .
30 Juix« Is?4®
KAy pl«ase Tr'l'bunals
My CO—d« fcndants bave aalc«d xoe wfcL«r*, "ttia f3j3.aX
words In tuis trlaX to do so on tUsXr bslxsXr na wsXX-
Wlaan in X9»3 X iseeaxne ttia r«»ponsil>le tosarax- of Krupp's
name and tradition* XittXa did X aniioipate tnat tnis Xae^oy
wouXd ons day t^rlnt^ if.« into tlie defondnnta* docit. ,11X81 aa
Xittle aid my aseoolatss aritloipata it wk^n years and da —
cadoa ago* ttiay Joined ttia rim, wnoaa fiood rapntation aeamad
una balest»X« •
And yat fcb« name of Kru^p faas bean on tUa list of war
oflminaia long to*!©!?# tb« end of tne war. Not fcaoouaa of
tbe obargsa wblob tha ix-oaeoutlon la complXlnS agalnat M
now, bnt iMoauaa of a notlo- wnteb la «a old aa It la
fallaolouat Kropp wantad war and i-mpp mada war.
Yoor, gantl-Kan, of the Tribunal bava raoognlaad tba notion
for what it la I A nlaoonoaptlon wltb ».any, with otnara a
11a. Aa a mawtoar of tba fifth eanaratlon which prodnoad
ataal, tha fourth ganaratlon whloh forgad waapona, X ahould
Ilka to add ona th -ng, Navar In n-y paranta • hOi a or In my
family did I haar ona word or axparlanoa ona act whloh wal-
onwd or promotad any war at any plaoa or any tlma . Tha nn^
aymbol of our houaa doaa not daplot a oa non. but thraa
intar-lookCd whacltl Tha aiiblam of paaoaful fcrada.
with your ruling aot^itbH^S Xrupp from raaponaIbH*-**
war, you hava aarvad tha truth. Th* Intarnatlaatnl »il Itnry
arlhunal, toafora whi.ah nac my fath'-r ama Indlotad, would bnva
had to arrlva at tha aana raault. Slnoa I eanaldar myaalf
mr fathar'a aucoaaaw In thla dafandanta • dook, I *ak yoxi
ta aaamtna what tha raaulta of a Trial agalnat my fathay
would haya haaa ba« *•* ikliaaa pravantad ita takln«
•V.' . , '-^>- "-i
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place«
was fcixe ouly l«^du«trlaiiat. the only ^
- ^ wtiAj f-- ;-r'aCircle oi the hi^heat poluioal «na .ilita^^ -' V
An.ong them there eere thoae eho alone knew tH®
etes Of the Neclonal Sooialiem. „ho alone ko«»
vloloua methods, and eho applied them. Ky £eitbe^ cer inly
did not belong to them. The very contrast bftve
his best defense. His acquittal would have strJ-cl'®" "ame
. . _ 1 estnal®and the works of i^rupp froni the list of "Wft^
Fate willed It dlfferently, I aa here in tn«
and nowfather but not I alone, lione of our assooia^®®
of my
oo-defenaanta would have come here had not
pint which
the:,- aerved korne the name of Krupp
^y.at of myOur position is by far more difficult than
father in th» trial of the major war ^
. vsi tha^r know-
very existanoe of many of his oo-defenadants #
hia be-
ledge# an their deeds would have spoken on
of which we* -I artfl OA
half* Theae men are dead# and now their pxan^
> -.wtch w«
did not know, their conferences, loutx in waiv
iio answer for aparticipate, are to incririinate us* We are
rt«iv incompletelyijstem which we did not createf which we on-*-/
kn««» ind of which in many cases we diaapp^®^®*'* ^i-vlng
srsators of this systsw would hsve tsstifis"! on our bshalfj
t ths dssd to spssJc sfsinat us now?
jg, tbs flnsl saslysts, ths ssssnes of what ws srs oHsriim
Ith is tbisi Tott oo-op«r«bsd. No ons wiH to
hold mM9. It sg«l««t >w that in ths .i«srt«noy ••
took th. psth Of duty, a path whl.h million, of Osman. ,
hsd to taks St ths front, sad wbioh lod "«ny *•
-U
?..v^ ^
'i-:.
"t-C wit-i- v>
_ ®'lng plundered tb«
' oharre wliii* ii^owa T ^ffialn Incoi^pctieJiai^l®
Intemationav t e
^ t)flyond nai.* Economic Relations. ^
fS^ ^^ionai
OcCV
bnOB
. Se
-, nsy t;i^^ ^ ^borcjera, m
peace as well a®
/»« ^flait. .fforta ^iffiooXtl" c
-ar, *a«»k ^ "iiorta to oope wltti the di"
i« Inold.r,^.. . tt»« sen'U.
.of-hlchi, — —ntahave
^ ,iah to beiittla.
aVS^ the i
oaused a -^«^«^nea that ,a -anted or
avs^ incidents. They oh 44.*, #i«(lfi"e''*°°®
' ^v,. T °"y oharpe us with «*>•»•'
..,rd« the u,3
charse .«» .^U. ...
^Portant than .oney. .^ol. dduo.tlon t.ogbt
to ®«1» enterprise aerve the men who worked in I'S
many tbe aeoond, third or fourth generation. This
_ 1 T ^ -fl
m- — A WeAA WJ.A
^pipit filled the entire plant. Can you v.llev. that s«»^«tblng
.tiioP « century to grow euddenxy diaappaart *e all# de-
f«»d»n^* *"*' onr thousands of workers and employees '
It* ttf« IMAMwaJ..* ......a s. _ . . - . «fh \ Obpot it, nif, worried and toiled under oondltiona whioh are
very to understand and Judge in retroep«ct, Indiff«r«nc
of ou* workers Is a charge which w« do not
GOO" f ,i»u« uvi. «iiuuui*B ueiu*-*s ^ «•"« *•••'
iuty in ^oi* ww^irs awrtotaiho no iptikii
tno •***^ huttianlty which for* tfos basis for a *»it«d
isanOn of the Tribunal, ths defendnhts before you
M _ :a.a«*-L
neful world.
immi.
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Wltneee, In tiie course of the morning you Yourself
Intorrupted throe times on an oocaei^h you thought-to Toserve
the rights bf-yoar clients -
^ ^os, that Is ccjr^ect. ^efore the recess I objected*- V :r
ii ^r, ychlXf, I thought the Tribunal has stated its
that At Is not Interaeted In details, and, wo osh lot the details fio/ ::vo can let 'the' detaire go.
lyec^ee the liiq?ortant^mi^ ia to glire your own opinion. the / ^
c '^inloh Is that-In all/tiiree interraptlbne, Irt your opiniont that'
in your e3g>eri«noe ae a <>ispj3an defenae obunsei, you werb interrupted
and your rlghte were violated^ -
A Xbs, I wanted to say that beoauae 1 had the feeling that
We seemed to glwe the appearance te make unjuatlfied objections.
When doeuMnt book £6 yaa ionounced by the Proaecutlon we wera apked
whither tha defenee had been given twenty-four hours*.notice. I went
to the podium, that we wouldn't waive the twentyfour hourB* notice,
«Pdwever, I wanted to give a roaaon for that, an3 the soohd fllo
which I Xifltened to proves it; I could say that with the enorooue
amount — and at that point I was Interruptad ^ 1 wanted to expreae
the fact that ve had to have thue to read the dcoament books prior
.to their presentation in evidence in thlc Court, 'ihsrefore, I wanted
to eyprise that ve Just didn't, out of neannees, didn't want to waive
ft;
the twentywfour hour role out of meannese, but rather bocauso there
wae a reaeon ^ ^ formal one.
..--JdiLw.'
,.V ri*'
A.' "• '
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JUOas wlLKIHS: Xou are referring now, as 1 remember, to
wbat happened at about ahortix before a quarter of tweXwe,
Mr. Ragland could not proceed further, and stated at that
time that he cieelred to take ct> a certain document book, but
that the full fttx twentyfour houre wouldn't estplre until twelve
noon. It was then very close to a quarter of twelve, at least
between eleven-thirty and a quarter of twelve. Judge i^aly
cuggeated that perhaps the defense would waive the matter of
fifteen minutes or so, and you then went to the podium and said,
"we vemxfK insist on the full twenty-four hours." Is that thm
tias you are referring to? And than Judge Daly responded,
"Very well, if that is your position** — and we paesed tJuA
matter. Is that correct,
A Tea, that la correct. However, in order to explain
that we didn't Just foarmaXly, we didn't want to waive this out
of mere formalllty, but rather that we wanted to explain that we
refused to waive beoauae of ths enormous amount of work ve hi^
to do, and that ws had to mtakmxtks study ths doeommte before
they were introduced in evidence, mnd that book 20 had not bean
read by us. fhsrefore, I wanted to give my reeaons, and I waateA
to convince the Court by stating my reasons, that this wv wasn't
an obstructionist point of view on not waiving, but that there was
"" "fi
' A-'i. .-j
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an aotual raaaon for it. Those are the vor&s which tx are recorded
In the sound traol^ That with the enormous—
JUDOS WIIKIMS; As I understand it, you were a hit fearful
that the Oourt, after seeing the position that you had taken,
the matter of a mere fifteen minutes, might come to the conolusion
that you were delaying the trial a hit and you wanted to explain
was
your positionjymm that it?
A Yes, that's right. To my roeollection, I thought it was
one o'clock that the 24-.hour notice expired* in other words, not
fifteen minutes, but after the noon recess.
JUDOfi wiuawst All right. We were of the opinion, because
it heq;>penod at twelwe^fifteen; rather, it happened shortly before
a quarter of twelve. So we will call it thirty minutes.
8T DH. KRAN2B0KHl.ro:
*4 That wee the one incident in which you felt that you
should have been—
thk pRssmiaiT: well# now-^
Q (Or Kranabuehler oontinuing) should have been given m
^portttuity to state your opinion?
sun
THK PHSftlDjfiNT: Allow me to ask... are you finished with
that question, Dootcr?
kranzbuchlhh: Tee.
TKS PHXsZDiifT: Allow me to ask this; Z think it should be
neted et this point that idien you objected, as you had a right
ts do, against waiving the e4*hour rule, Judge Daly and the
j?t III Caea X
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Tribunal fildn't Intimate that yeu would be required to walTe
It^ did they, Dootort
DR, SCHILP? Tea, that •« right.
THE PRiiSIPSKT: There wae no Indication that you ireren't
entitled to stand upon the ri^ts of your client about thatt
: DR, SOHIXJ*; By no meana, your Honor.
THE PRESIDiSKT: I don't have that portion of the transcript
before me, but my recollection is that jc when you made the
objection that Judge Daly, for the Tribunal, slnply told you it
wae all right and let's go ahead with something else, or something
to that general effect, is that your reeOlleotion about itt
DR, aCHILF; tee, your Honor, that's how it was.
THE P RESIDfi^lTi Well, now, the reasonable intexpreation of
that^ is merely that there waS no need, if you were going to
insist upon the znale, ae you had a perfect right to do, that there
was no need for farther disduselon about it, but Just try to get
along with the case, isn't that a fairly accurate statement of
the situationt
DH« SCHXLFt Yea, it is quite oorrect. However, X had the
feeling that because of the ehort time etiXi available before the
notice ejqplrod, our refusal would be put into a wrong light.
THb: PnEsiDSHT: Yes, that you were in the attitude of merely
insisting upon the rule for the purpoee of obstruction, reeorting
to obstruction, we guessed your poeition about that.
DH. BCHIU't Tee.
THE PREblDiitTt lou desired to eacplain that that was met
aocuratei and to give a reason why it was not true, but it
yourt III c«8«
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. fk
i|)peared on t}ie ffice ot ItT
••r Dfl.. acaiy^i yos,
• . . . •' ".
*HB pR®ffltDSNT< ' vfeXl, ir® g«t your position, l»octor»
BY DH. KHAKZBimtLSRi '
Q "Itneas, you aali th^e was'& jBooond inoldont In th© oouraa
of tha Bomlng aaselon durjjag nhioh you personally were not given aft
Opportunity to oon^lftto your aantenoe» 1 •
A Yo*. That was befopo the reooss. 1, together with
Dr. weckep>'had tisde an objaotion to a doottment, Thla was an affi
davit, as ttp aa 1 remember, by a F^enohmen by the name of Barge.
After the dbeuaent book, there waa an affidavit, and in thl#
affidavit a statement was made ondar oath, \Ailch was a mere report,
which vae also offered by the Prosaoution in evldenoe* ^ wanted
to objeot to this, that the affidavit was offered in evidence,
wT'V^
and nS a mere written report and a memorandum which wae not given;
under oath, because of the rapid decision of the Presiding
we oould oroee eremlne B«rge, I was hindered from oompleting my
thoogbts, end ay mrkennc eentenoe, the report by Berge, to the ,: :5§
effect that the report by Berg# was not to be offered in evidence. *1
X iaaediatoly left the podium beoauee I had the feeling that
Jtalge taly did not want any furttier dlsoaeslon of the matter,
although I wasn't quite clear ndiother my objection had been over
ruled beoauee 1 had pointed out that it was no evidence, and I had
not completed toy opinion that It was no evidenoe. I had oftly been
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able to ci6st>lote, "It oonoexns the fora,*
Q Dr, Schllf, how long are you a defense counael in >1?
"" %
Huemberg?
A In the %>rlng of 1945, that ie about two years ago, 1
began working before the IMT.
<•
U you taean X946Y
A Yes, I mean 194S. I worked before the IHT, and after
that in Case Kumbar Three, the case of the Judges,* 1 vae liidei u
defenee counael before certain Anerloan Courts, and I defended eases
of the physicians and the Justice case, vhi^ started both at the
sane time. 1 am not able right now to give you the exact time
when this happened.
^ during these oases were you ever reprimanded by the Court
because of the form or shape your defense tookt
A I was never r^rimonded. X made it my habit to treat the
American miitary Tribu ale with the greatest respeot, and X waa
always interested, and X always mads my etatsasnta irlth ooi^plste
courtesy, and to introduce it with oourteous words.
JUnas wXUCin3| Pr. Krensbuehlsr, it is almost tims for as
to adjourn, and X wmnted to plaae a question to him that he etfi
think of over the noon reoess*^! understand from you that you
appeared not only before the XH7, but in das# R ad>er One, Involving
the physicians, and in Case Runiber Koar, X believe it was, involving
the Justioee. ^s that oorreett
smilTt The IMT was Cass Three, the Justlee Oast. At
present I «m also working in Cast IX, so-called vllhelmstrasse ease.
t 'V'
»' .y
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JUDGE WIXJC^KSj Were you In the physlclone' cene as '/rell?
DH. 8CHILF: i:0, X vi2G not In the pIiyeiciahB' csf^e.
JUDGE '^ILKIur*: JuFtlCe case?
DH. aOHILT: 3^eg,
JUDGE wlIJdKPj Now, ther6 are,-written tr^necrlpte of the
procecsiinge of thofie crtale anfl I'cl like f^r you to enG
point out to this Court, if yoo can, any place in ti^d proceedihige .
where aiiy American oottnael,aa: any German cpuncer, objected to .4 •
ruling by one of the members of the Tribunal, end tiioreafteri after
the Court having• ruled agslnet the German counsel, fi^pe«l«a to^ .
the entire tribunal the ruling of tiXB one member of the Court, Do; ^
you follow me, Doctor? 1 underatrnd your poeltioh to be that you
; v -Tifere in the poeltlon" of sps^ar ippcailng from the ruling that
Judge Daly had made, and when you aald, *'I protest** you were .
" prfGteding to protest the, ruling, with th'? undcrstending thr.t^
"tthder Carman lew you are permitted to do that, where three Judges
^9 alttlng. Now, i want you to aecwh those proceedings and show
he where In «ny oaao you or any other Gerasn oounael, when ruled
; egalnst by the ISacjsmiAJciipc:* Judge presiding, ^pealed t6 the threo-
Man Cow»t in that decision* Do you understand mo? rardpn?
DUg EPWZBUEHLEHi Mey I ask wh« I'r, Schllf will be glVen
time to read these records which approximately ocmtaon twenty
tiiDuaaiia
JUDGE WZLKINB} X aeeume that UnwaiMliGtrr inaamueh ee — that
is, the Oottrteln which he was proceeding, appenlln,^ ^ he suggeete
he was «ttflipg>tlng to appesG, that procedure is h91\ knoTOi to him . '
Court ZZI Oasa X
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mA he can eay now« 1 aesuaie without searohing the reoorda
whether or not that ever took plaoe In any case In v&lch he vaa
i^earin& at Xeaat,
: THS Hay X aek this one qaeation, Dr. Kran&touehlar, -
ot you, Dootori also« I waa thinking of the question grou aide ttpm
the authority of the Trlttmal to punish for contenpt, in the
heglnning of your statement. Have you any information or knowledge
that one of the oth^r TrihonaXe here sentenqed a member of defense
oounsel for thirty days in Jail for conton^t of ooort?
DR. KHANZBUHIHLitiH; Xes, I do know personally of a case like
that,
THE ? KEr?H>aNTt % m not familiar with the detaila, but the
Tribunal who exercieed that authority, as 1 have underetood,
informally. • •
UH. xkanzbu<i;HLK'^: As far as X remember, there wae a oofl^lalDl,
a charge was or, rather, an indiotment was presented. X believe
aeoording to American law thie was neoeseary kx since it is a
oonteo^t of court outside of the courtroom,
THE PAE9XPl3<Tt ^es, that was my c^inioh, that in that
instance, contrary to the situation here, it was a eonteig>t oemmltted
outside of the presence of the Court, and henoe there it h^ to
be Bome Instenoe in the trials
JUPCE WXUC7MS: Except, ^udge Anderson, that your stetameat
with reference to proceeding under Amerlccn lew, don't isber
under any mieapprehension that we are proceeding aader Ameri««t
V Court m C&dd X ^
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law iieip®, iJootor, I .thin); you uneorfltonfi that, thoroughly,
'do you'hot?". :" • •
.. D^, .KKANSnu^T^na;. ^9»# Xundi '^ritanff It, X-^fllt'^ eii the
,quostloh-.^tor-on.
THS yer*. It .have been Mentioned.,,
thoee elx menbora of the defonfe counsel who have been In the
cuptody of the Msrsh?*! will be reloafsed their own reoonnalsnance,
-pending the doternlnatlon, psndlng onr decision on what further should
be done. Bo you anderst?uid what I mean 'fe'r releaeed under your own
reconnaleaanbe, released under your, ovn cuetddyv Upon your own word.
your own recoiUTalesaheo that tJudi they I«B eo bet . la th^ underetood.
boetort
, W.V'
BH, KKAIJZBU^IifiR: It le,
( The Trllxinal receeaed until X33& hours)
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